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INTRODUCTION

Eugene Heath and Vincenzo Merolle

As a citizen Adam Ferguson (1723–1816) was an active participant in the political 

contests of the eighteenth century; as a philosopher he was engaged in debate with 

the greatest minds of his age; as a moralist, he sought to rekindle the fading fl ame 

of an ethos more ancient than modern; and as a scholar he forged new pathways 

in the study of society. Th ese themes and others are the subject of this second vol-

ume devoted to scholarly reassessments of his life and thought. In the fi rst volume 

(Adam Ferguson: History, Progress and Human Nature) contributors focused on 

Ferguson’s life as scholar, teacher and citizen, assessed his contributions to history 

and historiography and reconsidered his conceptions of action and of providential 

progress. Th e essays in this volume address the background, nature and context 

of Ferguson’s social and political thought. Th e fi rst two papers gauge how Fergu-

son’s comprehension of contemporary society refl ects his Highland background. 

Subsequent essays turn to his relations with David Hume and Adam Smith, revisit 

the contours of Ferguson’s political thought and plumb new understandings of his 

account of social development and his notion of unintended social order. Histo-

rians, philosophers and political scientists engage these topics with an eye to the 

breadth of Ferguson’s work. Although the spotlight shines brightest on his most 

renowned book, An Essay on the History of Civil Society (1767), other works are 

illuminated, including his Institutes of Moral Philosophy (1792), Principles of Moral 

and Political Science (1769) and manuscript essays and correspondence. As with 

the fi rst volume, the papers included in this second collection will be of interest to 

historians of ideas, scholars of the eighteenth century, philosophers and social and 

political theorists.

Ferguson’s works display breadth, intelligence and seriousness of moral pur-

pose. As a theorist of society, politics and morals, he begins with the fact that 

human beings are born in society. We are sociable creatures, blessed with a com-

plex nature of sometimes countervailing motives. Aff ected by circumstance and 

history, individuals and societies undergo progress and improvement. Th e devel-

opment of society is oft en an unintended process in which far-sighted calculative 
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reason plays a relatively limited role compared to that of sentiment, instinct or 

experience. Yet quiescence is not Ferguson’s prescription, at least not for a life 

lived freely or a society governed happily. Drawing from Stoic themes, he sets 

forth a description of human nature in which active engagement is both natural 

and essential. Vigour, integrity and command are oft en identifi ed by Ferguson 

with virtue itself. Yet it remains clear that he understands virtue to refer as well 

to other qualities of character. For the chief end of life is a happiness constituted 

not by pleasure but by wisdom, courage, benevolence and self-control. Without 

vigour, there is moral lassitude and the risk of national decline and the loss of 

liberty; without the qualities of virtue, a narrowness of outlook, a loss of any 

spirit of society and the risk of corruption. Even though the human being has an 

impulse to improvement, Ferguson recognizes that a society may regress rather 

than progress. Despite the possibility of progress, the human being remains as 

imperfect as his creations and achievements. 

Ferguson’s critical perspective emerges from his theory of society and his 

experience of the changes brought to Scotland by the advent of political and 

economic modernity.  Political standards and institutions must be justifi ed in 

relation to the nature of the human being. However, the human being cannot 

be understood apart from a comprehension of society and the circumstances 

of the particular society in which one lives.  It follows that Ferguson’s politi-

cal considerations are neither simple nor unambiguous. In some cases (as in his 

discussion of the merits of the division of labour) the best judgment requires a 

balancing of advantages and disadvantages, weighing divergent goods against a 

consideration of varied contingencies. Ferguson’s thought reminds us, therefore, 

that experience has signifi cance, as do the particularities of time and place. Bear-

ing these twin truths in mind, how might Ferguson’s own Highland background 

have aff ected his work? Th e fi rst two essays in this volume take up this topic in 

sympathetic and unique ways.  

Life and Works

Reared along the frontier of the Scottish Highlands and a speaker of Gaelic, Fer-

guson lived most of his life among Lowlanders. In the opening essay, ‘Ferguson 

the Highlander’, Michael Fry explores Ferguson’s Highland roots, the circum-

stances of his youth, and his service as chaplain to the Black Watch, the 43rd 

Highland Regiment. Fry details how Ferguson’s entrance into modern culture 

did not entail the loss of his Highland identity. In fact, Fry contends, his High-

land roots drew Ferguson to the poetry of James Macpherson’s Ossian. In these 

poems, Ferguson found an appealing depiction of heroic virtue that supported 

his own outlook. Even if fi ctive, the verses of Ossian could convey, as Ferguson 

himself suggests, a spirit and identity to a people or nation.  As Fry explains, 
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Ferguson acknowledges the progress of modernity, but also admits its shortcom-

ings, thereby serving as sympathetic ‘witness’ to the qualities and gift s of a noble 

Highland society long eclipsed. 

It was in 1745, while still a student of divinity at Edinburgh, that Ferguson 

was appointed chaplain to the 43rd Highland Regiment, joining it in Septem-

ber, a few months aft er the British defeat at the Battle of Fontenoy. A legend 

emerged that, in fact, Ferguson was not only present at that battle but had 

sought, in the heat of the fi ghting, to forsake his chaplaincy to join the fray! 

As Bruce Buchan points out in ‘Adam Ferguson, the 43rd, and the Fictions of 

Fontenoy’, the doubtful tale of Ferguson’s battlefi eld actions incorporates mythi-

cal elements that nonetheless manifest truths about his Highland background. 

And the facts of the battle reveal another fi ction as well – that warfare can be, 

in any real sense, ‘civilized’. It remains true, however, that Ferguson admired the 

modern rules of war, just as he maintained that a citizen army would be the best 

means for preserving the virtues essential for a genuine civilization. Committed 

to the idea of civilization, with its commerce, arts and law, Ferguson worried that 

its benefi ts might themselves become fi ctional if they served to conceal the loss 

of virtue, in particular, the hardy sort exhibited by the Highlander. 

Ferguson and Philosophy

Ferguson’s thought bears the infl uence of classical authors (the Roman Stoics 

in particular), his own Christian outlook, and a number of modern thinkers. 

Th e infl uence of Cicero may be discerned in Ferguson’s observation that human 

nature includes an innate quality of sociability – a desire to be part of a group, 

clan or social whole. Th e inclination to society is a thesis found in the works of 

Lord Shaft esbury and Francis Hutcheson, as well as in the texts of earlier theo-

rists of natural law such as Hugo Grotius and Samuel Pufendorf, not to mention 

the Baron de Montesquieu’s Th e Spirit of the Laws. In setting forth his claim of 

sociability, Ferguson seeks to rebut Th omas Hobbes’s contention that society is 

but an instrument to satisfy our selfi sh motives. In Ferguson’s estimation, self-

interest should not be construed in a narrow manner: One’s genuine interests 

include benevolence to others.

Ferguson’s account of human nature aims also at Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s 

portrayal of the primitive human as more animal than person. It is not simply 

the substance of Rousseau’s description but its suppositional nature that ran-

kles the Scot. For Ferguson, the qualities of the human being (or the practices 

of some remote society) are not a matter of conjecture but of fact. From the 

texts of classical authors, reports from travellers and from his own introspection, 

Ferguson elicits an account of human nature that he employs as the basis of a 

natural history of humanity. Even if Ferguson does not fully forswear supposi-
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tional elements in his own theory, he aspires to an account grounded in the real 

and complex nature of the human being. It is in this sense that An Essay on the 

History of Civil Society relies on empiricist assumptions. 

Th us, a set of epistemic postulates underlies Ferguson’s natural history of 

society. In his Institutes (a reformulation of his lectures, published just two years 

aft er the Essay), Ferguson outlines an epistemic program that not only affi  rms the 

possibility of knowledge but suggests its wide scope. Knowledge, he maintains, 

may be about either facts or rules. Knowledge of fact may include perceptual 

knowledge, though Ferguson does not construe perception to involve – as René 

Descartes, John Locke and Hume had each suggested – some idea or image medi-

ating between self and world. Rather, to perceive is to perceive objects in the 

world, a conclusion similar to that found in the full-throated realism of Th omas 

Reid. As for our knowledge of rules, this is derived, in Baconian fashion, from 

an inductive examination of facts. Such rules, or laws of nature, may be either 

physical or moral. True moral judgments have a clear, almost common-sensical 

objectivity not reducible either to a moral sense or, as Adam Smith argued, a 

psychological process of sympathy. Moving beyond the project of the Essay, the 

scope of knowledge expands further. All rational perceivers may recognize in 

creation a purpose and design suffi  cient to establish that God exists. As this sug-

gests, Ferguson accepts the very sort of teleological argument that David Hume 

attacks in his Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion. In Ferguson’s estimation, 

the system of the universe, its very order of being, refl ects the intelligence of God 

who has constructed the world for human beings. 

Less a pure philosopher than a social theorist and moralist, Ferguson is none-

theless a friend of the two greatest philosophers of the Scottish Enlightenment, 

Hume and Smith. If Ferguson’s philosophical engagement does not approach the 

systematic heights or analytic depths achieved by his friends, it may be affi  rmed 

nonetheless that he ‘met them on equal terms, quarreled with and supported 

them and sometimes helped to shape not only their ideas, but those of equally 

impressive, later fi gures’.1 Each of the three philosophers rejects social contract 

theory and each refuses to defl ate human motivation to the currency of ego-

ism. Ferguson also exhibits some of the eighteenth-century fascination with the 

status of sentiment and morals. However, he does not accept Hume’s claim (in 

A Treatise of Human Nature) that moral judgment rests on sentiment or feeling 

(even if he does allow, albeit vaguely, an association of sentiment with the rec-

ognition of moral good or evil). And, as noted below, he objects to how Smith 

utilizes, in Th e Th eory of Moral Sentiments, the idea of sympathy to establish an 

impartial standard of morals.   

Hume proved to be a great benefactor to the younger Ferguson. In 1757 

Hume vacated his post as Keeper of the Advocates’ Library, Edinburgh, creat-

ing thereby a vacancy to which Ferguson was appointed immediately. And it 
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was Hume whose subsequent eff orts to situate Ferguson in a university position 

fi nally succeeded on the third attempt, securing for him the chair in Natural 

Philosophy at Edinburgh.2 In 1767, some eight years aft er Ferguson attained a 

professorial post, An Essay on the History of Civil Society, was published. Despite 

their friendship, however, Hume did not react favorably to the Essay. Th e rea-

sons for Hume’s negative evaluation provide the subject of two distinct but 

complementary essays. 

In a thorough and original study, ‘Why Did David Hume Dislike Adam Fer-

guson’s Essay on the History of Civil Society?’, David Raynor canvasses numerous 

points of disagreement – stylistic and substantive – that might have led Hume 

to regard the Essay unfavourably. Raynor notes how Hume must have been 

disappointed by Ferguson’s omission of the function of religion and religious 

belief in the development of society. Moreover, Hume would have disapproved 

of Ferguson’s praise of Sparta, disliked his aff ection for Stoicism, and rejected 

his claim that imaginative conjecture has no place in social theory. In laying out 

these and other reasons for Hume’s dislike of Ferguson’s greatest work, Raynor 

calls our attention to a neglected review of the Essay. Appearing in 1767, in the 

short-lived journal Mémoires littéraires (edited by Edward Gibbon and Georges 

Deyverdun), this anonymous but thoughtful review expresses numerous opin-

ions compatible with Hume’s positions. In highlighting this compelling article, 

Raynor also off ers a new and plausible suggestion: that Hume himself may have 

contributed to the review. 

In ‘Hume as Critic of Ferguson’s Essay’, Vincenzo Merolle off ers a comple-

mentary but distinct assessment. Hume’s reaction to Ferguson’s Essay probably 

stemmed, Merolle maintains, from a signifi cant diff erence in outlook between 

the two men. A philosopher of the Enlightenment, Hume failed to grasp that 

Ferguson’s project was an anthropological and historicist enterprise. Apart from 

this diff erence in perspective, and Hume’s preference for philosophical analyses, 

Ferguson’s embrace of straightforward, if not moralistic, judgments would rest 

uneasily with Hume’s sceptical conclusions about knowledge, metaphysics and 

morals. Th ese diff erences may have fuelled Hume’s disappointment at the fi rst 

great product of the friend whose professorial post had been attained in large 

part thanks to Hume’s persistence. 

Hume and Ferguson remained friends, but Ferguson and Smith did not enjoy 

consistently happy relations. Philosophically, Ferguson rejected Smith’s appeal to 

sympathy and the impartial spectator, contending that these phenomena could 

not explain moral standards without presupposing them. In ‘Th e Two Adams: 

Ferguson and Smith on Sympathy and Sentiment’, Jack Russell Weinstein exam-

ines this philosophical disagreement but also points out the several ways in which 

their moral outlooks were in agreement. Weinstein recalls how in one of Fergu-

son’s unpublished dialogues one of the characters, General Clerk, off ers an abusive 
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dismissal of Smith’s moral theory and its reliance on sympathy. Weinstein suggests 

that Clerk – whose criticisms of sympathy appear contradictory  – may not, in fact, 

be a voice for Ferguson’s own views. Even if Ferguson did not welcome Smith’s 

concept of sympathy or the impartial spectator, sections of the Essay reveal, Wein-

stein argues, that he and Smith share common theses regarding the behavioural 

and institutional consequences of the interaction of reason and sentiment.

Political Th ought

Ferguson’s political thought has been variously described, but two of the most 

important, and seemingly contrary, interpretations are the ‘civic humanist’ and 

the liberal. Some scholars have sought to ally his political thought with one mode 

of what is called the republican interpretation of eighteenth-century thought.3 

Since Ferguson employs the language of virtue and worries over the perils of the 

polished age of commerce, the civic humanist appellation is not without some 

justifi cation. Such an interpretation does not, of course, require that Ferguson 

have read the works of specifi c thinkers (Niccolò Machiavelli, for example). 

Rather, the civic humanist account concentrates, sometimes quite generally, 

on Ferguson’s language. However, a vocabulary of ‘virtue’ need not entail civic 

humanist conceptions, and it is not obvious that Ferguson employed a discourse 

of virtue with ‘civic humanist’ ideals in mind. Ferguson’s discourse may rely as 

much on Highland aspirations and Christian education as it does humanist 

ideals. For example, it is not readily apparent that Ferguson’s thought agrees, in 

any clear and unambiguous way, with the civic humanist specifi cation that ‘the 

human personality … [i]s fully expressed only in the practice of citizenship’. 4 

No doubt Ferguson is committed to the idea of virtue and to active engage-

ment in society, just as he is concerned with how specialization may risk a 

blinkered perspective (not to mention the separation of citizenship from national 

defence, as witnessed in the rise of professional armies). Th ese considerations 

are consistent, however, with another characterization of Ferguson’s political 

thought – as classical liberal. His is a liberalism that refl ects the contingencies of 

history and circumstance, not a theoretical liberalism drawing sustenance from 

a doctrine of rights or purporting some appeal to utility. Developing out of his-

tory, amidst the competing interests and oppositions of individuals and parties, 

liberty is established by law and preserved by the integrity and vigour of free 

citizens. Even if nations have distinct ends, liberty remains a condition for living 

well and for realizing the qualities of humanity, including classical liberal virtues 

such as industry and liberality. 

With these two interpretations in mind, it seems promising to recast Fer-

guson’s political thought as embedded in or derivative of his social theory. Th is 

strategy is consistent with Ferguson’s explicit assertion, in his Principles, that all 
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subjects have a descriptive and a normative component. Th e institutions and 

norms that should demand our allegiance must be understood and advocated 

in light of a general understanding of society and with an eye to particular cir-

cumstances. In her essay, ‘A Complicated Vision: Th e Good Polity in Adam 

Ferguson’s Th ought’, Lisa Hill draws upon Ferguson’s social theory in order to 

situate his political vision between the civic humanist and liberal conceptions. 

Ferguson off ers us a liberalism that draws from Stoic infl uences, takes root in 

the forces of spontaneous growth, and does not recoil from the recognition of 

the good and ill eff ects of modernity. Progressive and conservative, idealist and 

realist, the tensions and apparent inconsistencies in his political thought refl ect 

his theory that society is a result of unintended or spontaneous ordering forces 

whose outcomes may not be unequivocally good. So even if the institutions of 

the state emerge spontaneously, Hill explains, the maintenance of a good polity 

requires vigilance. However, since Ferguson does not specify fully the form of 

active citizenship, Hill wonders whether his appeal is less to political than to 

social and cultural engagement. Nonetheless, his overall vision incorporates a 

cautious approach to political reform, with an appeal to gradual progress rather 

than radical innovation.  

Ferguson’s ambivalence about modernity is also featured in Michael Kugler’s 

account, ‘Adam Ferguson and Enlightened Provincial Ideology in Scotland’. 

Ferguson’s political thought, he contends, must be understood in its moral and 

historical context. Modern commercial culture, increasing specialization, expand-

ing state bureaucracies and colonial empires create opportunities but threaten the 

independence of individuals and societies. Individual and communal good require 

the more rudimentary virtues of courage and strong aff ection. Drawing from his 

Highland background, knowledge of Stoicism, and awareness of the geographic 

and cultural distance of Scotland from the cities of Europe, Ferguson sought to 

defend a robust conception of moral character (fi ltered through Christian learn-

ing) and to preserve a sense of regional independence, exemplifi ed in the federative 

union of Great Britain. If an infusion of martial vigor seemed essential to the pres-

ervation of a good society, it is also true that towards the end of his life, in witness 

to the French Revolution, Ferguson came to wonder whether vigour and zeal could 

ensure the good polity that he still desired.

Social Th eory

Ferguson’s Essay is his foremost contribution to the emergence of social science 

and the study of society. A society is a grouping of individuals who desire to inter-

act together in generally benefi cial ways and whose actions incorporate common 

assumptions and reliable expectations about one another. Of course, since actual 

societies diff er in norms, practices and modes of interaction, these variations, 
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Ferguson realizes, require explanation. Some of this diversity is explored in his 

characterizations of societies as rude (savage, barbarian) or civilized (polished or 

commercial). Although Ferguson is oft en associated with stadial theorists, his 

articulation of social change and diversity does not include any exact account of 

specifi c stages of social development or any specifi cation of the mode of transi-

tion from one stage to another. Even so, the characteristics of a savage state are 

distinct from those of barbaric and polished societies.  

In his essay, ‘“But art itself is natural to man”: Ferguson and the Principle of 

Simultaneity’, Christopher J. Berry reminds us how Ferguson sometimes employs 

language redolent of elements of stadial theory. However, as Berry keenly dis-

cerns, there is something unique in Ferguson’s theory of societal development.  

In his Principles he states explicitly that among three types of human activity 

– commerce, politics and fi ne arts – there is no temporal priority. Rather, these 

types of activity emerge and develop simultaneously, a manifestation of our 

human nature and our tendency to seek improvements. Ferguson diff ers, then, 

from a stadial theorist such as John Millar5 who takes the subsistence arts to 

antedate the political and the fi ne arts. Commerce is not unique to polished 

societies and political activity is but a refl ection that human beings are found 

in groups with varying forms of stratifi cation. In Ferguson’s view, the fi ne arts 

do not emerge only at some late stage of society but are practiced throughout. 

As Berry explains, although some activities may distract from or inhibit others, 

none is to be suppressed and all possess equal value. In this sense, Ferguson does 

not privilege the political over the commercial or the fi ne arts.

As has been noted above, Ferguson oft en refers to how complex social states 

– institutions, norms and complex patterns of conduct – may emerge slowly 

and in a spontaneous or unintended fashion. Th at social phenomena might 

emerge without being a product of design or explicit contract is a matter of some 

interest among eighteenth-century thinkers (including Hume and Smith). Yet 

Ferguson’s remarks on these phenomena are oft en brief and undeveloped. In the 

last essay of the collection, ‘Ferguson and the Unintended Emergence of Social 

Order’, Eugene Heath reconstructs the framework of Ferguson’s theory of the 

unintended emergence of social order. He shows that although Ferguson does 

not postulate some mechanism of unintended coordination, there is a coherent 

set of explanatory principles that illuminates how Ferguson could assume that 

complex social patterns may have come about without being designed by human 

agents. Heath suggests that Ferguson includes moral standards among the 

unintended patterns that emerge within society. In delineating this account, he 

appeals to Ferguson’s pluralistic view of human nature, including the pivotal role 

of ambition. Th e framework described, Heath argues, provides some grounding 

for Ferguson’s progressivist view of the development of society. 
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1 FERGUSON THE HIGHLANDER

Michael Fry

Enlightened Edinburgh was in some degree alien territory to Adam Ferguson. 

He stood to the fore in its intellectual life but he was a Highlander while the rest 

of the enlightened literati were Lowlanders. Th e gap between the Highlands and 

the Lowlands yawned wider in the eighteenth century than it has since or does 

now. Th is essay seeks to trace its signifi cance in Ferguson’s work.

Like all Highlanders, Ferguson had to come to terms with the huge changes 

wrought on his native region by the two failed Jacobite rebellions of 1715 and 

1745. Th e ancestral system of clans and chieft ains had been decaying before, 

but with this evidence of its continuing disruptive potential the British state 

decided to eradicate it. Here historical change, always a matter of interest to the 

enlightened literati, went into fast-forward. By the time of Ferguson’s maturity, 

the old Highland institutions were dead or dying yet nothing of equal strength 

and utility had replaced them. Th e fact that these changes were induced, and had 

not so far produced an outcome recognizable to stadial theory, may explain his 

reluctance to make use of them in his work: it was just too early to assess what 

had been going on. All the same, he off ers enough allusion to indicate how he 

might have interrogated the evidence had it been more amenable to the theory. 

In retrospect, we may be able to fi ll in some of the gaps.

Th ree Frontiers

Th e place where Ferguson was born in 1723, Logierait in Perthshire, lay just 

north of what later became known as the Highland line, marking the division 

from the Lowlands.  It was in fact a multiple line. It was in the fi rst place topo-

graphical, joining the points where the ground rose from gentler terrain to over 

1,000 feet. Th e Highland massif is dissected by long, narrow glens and Logierait 

stands near the lower end of two of them. It is not far either from the Pass of Kil-

liecrankie where a road across the mountains debouches into the low country, 

scene of the great Jacobite victory in 1689. Beside off ering the clans a route for 
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raids to the south, the road also carried traffi  c the other way and brought Low-

land infl uences to the north.

At the time of Ferguson’s birth, the Highland line coincided along much of 

its length with the linguistic frontier between Gaelic and English. In the Gaelic 

language there is no word for the Highlands as such: the term is ‘Gàidhealtachd’, 

simply meaning Gaelic-speaking area. Today the term is inaccurate, for English 

has become the everyday vernacular of the great majority of Highlanders too. 

But in the eighteenth century it was just as good a name for the region.

Within the Gàidhealtachd, the Fergusons were native to the district of 

Atholl, where Logierait stands. Adam’s father, also Adam (but spelling his name 

Fergusson), had been born in 1682 at Moulin, fi ve miles up the road into the 

mountains. Th e further it ascended the more completely Gaelic-speaking the 

population alongside became. Gaelic was the elder Fergusson’s mother tongue; 

he tells us he spoke no English till aged twelve, when he began to learn it from a 

schoolmate, a son of the ducal house of Atholl.1 Later he belonged to the minor-

ity of Gaelic-speaking ministers valuable to the Church of Scotland because it 

was so hard to fi nd men able, let alone willing, to serve in Highland parishes.  He 

married Mary Gordon, daughter of a family of bonnet lairds, that is, feudal supe-

riors of a modest patrimony, in western Aberdeenshire, not far away but over a 

trackless wilderness. Th is was also a borderland of the Gàidhealtachd, though it 

is unclear if she knew Gaelic. It seems likely from her name and connections that 

she knew only English, or rather Scots.

To this day, in Scottish households where one parent is a Gael and the other 

not, the language of the home is normally English. Adam younger had an oral 

command of Gaelic, but says his knowledge of the written language remained 

limited.2 Th is is no surprise. Gaelic writings available in the eighteenth century 

were for the most part still couched in a conservative dialect of the language, 

the so-called Common Classical Gaelic: common because it was used in both 

Ireland and Scotland and classical because it had reached its standard form by 

the late middle ages. Th e orthography was complex, if logical in its own terms 

– more logical than English orthography, though neither language has an invari-

able equivalence between written letters and spoken sounds. Most Gaels never 

learned to write their language properly, or indeed at all, and Ferguson was in 

that respect typical.

Still, even if the family normally spoke English to one another, Adam junior 

could readily pick up vernacular Gaelic from the everyday life of Logierait (the 

parish still counted a Gaelic-speaking majority at the turn of the twentieth cen-

tury). It was quite enough for a boy destined to go out into the world. He fi rst 

left  home aged nine to attend Perth Grammar School whence he proceeded, fi ve 

years later, to the University of St Andrews.
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In following this course Ferguson crossed a third frontier on which his birth-

place lay, the cultural frontier between Highlands and Lowlands. It might be 

characterized in more than one way, but to most contemporaries it was a fron-

tier between barbarism and civility; Ferguson would have much to say about 

such matters in his own writings. Yet today we are more inclined to see what 

his fellows preferred not to see, that Gaeldom had for time out of mind had an 

intricate culture of its own.

Logierait was one place displaying memorials of that culture. It remains 

today what it was in Ferguson’s time, and what all Highland communities then 

were, little more than a scattering of houses.  But its appearance belied its impor-

tance. Th e church was ancient, founded about 650 by St Cedd, a missionary 

from Iona. Probably its site, near the confl uence of the Rivers Tay and Tum-

mel, had even earlier been a ceremonial one in some way, to judge from the 

Pictish monuments abounding there. Th is importance survived the occupation 

of Atholl by invading Gaels, who formed here one of the seven sub-kingdoms 

which preceded the union of Scotland under Kenneth MacAlpine in 843. Along 

with some other sub-kingdoms, Atholl evolved into a medieval earldom. Title 

to it passed through several noble houses and fi nally to the Murrays, Dukes of 

Atholl in Ferguson’s time.

Atholl also survived as a regality. Th at is to say, it was a territory where the 

feudal superior, the duke, had the judicial powers of a king. One power was that 

of ‘pit and gallows’, of imprisoning and executing criminals. Th e institution of the 

regality persisted in Scotland even beyond the Treaty of Union in 1707, which 

indeed explicitly preserved it.  It had arisen and remained in use because the 

medieval monarchy was too weak to administer justice in remote areas. Instead 

it devolved the judicial function to a local magnate. In Atholl it is possible this 

function had yet more remote origins, in the Gaelic sub-kingdom, which the 

monarchy had merely confi rmed.

By an immemorial tradition the rulers of Atholl exercised the judicial func-

tion not at Blair, their huge castle further up the road into the mountains, but at 

Logierait. Th is otherwise humble hamlet boasted a courthouse, a jail and, on the 

nearby knoll of the gallows, Tom-na-croiche, a dool tree, where criminals were 

hanged and their cadavers left  dangling for the crows to eat. Th e condemned 

men needed the consolations of religion beforehand and it formed part of the 

duty of the minister of Logierait to off er them: his was a position above that of 

other ministers in Atholl. When the duke presented Fergusson to the parish in 

1714 it had been a signal mark of favour. And at length it allowed Fergusson’s 

son to carry away with him to the Lowlands vivid memories of Highland life, its 

base brutalities as well as its intricate culture.
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Two Cultures

Ferguson’s native culture was then overlain by an altogether diff erent one, that 

of the Scottish Enlightenment. While the fi rst had decayed, the second was blos-

soming. When in 1743 Fergusson became a student of divinity at the University 

of Edinburgh, he joined a circle of contemporaries destined, like him, for great 

things: William Robertson, who rose to principal of the university and historiog-

rapher royal of Scotland; John Home, later playwright and then private secretary 

to Lord Bute, the fi rst Scottish Prime Minister of Great Britain; Hugh Blair, 

eventually professor of rhetoric and belles-letters at Edinburgh; John Jardine, 

who provided a useful political connection as son-in-law to George Drummond, 

the evergreen lord provost of the city; and Alexander ‘Jupiter’ Carlyle, famous 

for his verve, wit and good looks, who left  us his reminiscences of them all.

By Carlyle’s account, Ferguson displayed qualities striking his Lowland 

companions as typically Highland: ‘He had the pride and high spirit of his coun-

trymen’. Sober enough to make a convincing clergyman, he had yet also acquired 

‘the manners of a gentleman’. But there was a less complaisant side to him, which 

came out in haughtiness, together with a tendency ‘to be jealous of his rivals, and 

indignant against assumed superiority’. Carlyle says Robertson even felt just a 

bit scared of the Celtic passion seething below their friend’s calm and cultivated 

surface. We can conclude that Ferguson’s bosom companions sensed something 

a little alien about him.3

Th e closest contact they had otherwise with the Highlands came in the 

autumn of 1745 when the rebel army of Prince Charles Edward Stewart, he the 

same age as themselves, occupied Edinburgh during the fi nal Jacobite rising. 

Th ese Presbyterian students joined the volunteers raised to defend the capital, 

but their unit was disbanded without a fi ght once the Highlanders arrived at 

the end of the long march from the North. If that had not happened, the bosom 

companions might have been ordered out to fi ght at the Battle of Prestonpans, 

and to be slaughtered alongside the regular troops of King George II.

But Ferguson himself missed all this. He had that spring been the fi rst of his 

friends to be whisked away from Edinburgh, to become deputy chaplain to the 

Black Watch, the 43rd regiment of foot in the British army, which promptly left  

for Flanders to fi ght in the War of the Austrian Succession. It was a Highland 

regiment, formed in 1739 out of some older independent companies embod-

ied by the noble house of Atholl to police the passes over the mountains. Th e 

regiment had a Gaelic name, Am Freiceadan Dubh, aft er its tartan of the govern-

ment’s standard issue, a sombre pattern of blue, black and green, in contrast to 

the red coats of the Saighdearan Dearg, the regular infantry.

At the time of his military appointment, Ferguson was just halfway through 

his theological studies but the system of patronage in Scotland could ignore such 
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trifl es, oft en for good rather than ill. Th e patron of the regiment was the Duke 

of Atholl. Its colonel was his brother, Lord John Murray, who wanted a better 

chaplain for it; the incumbent did not speak Gaelic and could pay a deputy £60 a 

year. Th e dowager Duchess of Atholl did the Fergussons another favour and rec-

ommended their clever son. Th ough a ̀ kindly relation’ had long existed between 

their family and the ducal house, the duchess was more intent on fi nding a chap-

lain to act as a ‘kind of tutor or guardian’ for her own son who needed help to 

‘keep in peace with his offi  cers’.4

Instead Murray had to look out for Ferguson. Am Freiceadan Dubh played 

a heroic part in the Battle of Fontenoy in May 1745, Britain’s worst defeat dur-

ing the war. It is said that as the regiment advanced into the fray, Murray was 

astonished to see Ferguson leading the men, claymore in hand. When his colonel 

urged him to return to the rear with the surgeons where he belonged, Ferguson 

ignored him. Murray then gave the chaplain an explicit order, saying his com-

mission did not entitle him to fi ght in the front rank. ‘Damn my commission!’ 

roared the hot-tempered Ferguson, throwing his papers at the colonel as he 

charged on. Unfortunately this story appears to be apocryphal.5

Th e Black Watch returned from the continent as British forces concentrated 

to meet the threat from the North once Prince Charles occupied Edinburgh. It 

arrived in November, not to be sent to Scotland but to be kept south of the River 

Th ames on guard against any diversionary invasion from France. Th e govern-

ment in London still had doubts about the loyalty of a Highland regiment, and 

its chaplain felt a duty to reinforce that loyalty as best he could. On 18 Decem-

ber to the troops in cantonment at Camberwell, Ferguson preached a Gaelic 

sermon on 2 Samuel X:12, ‘Be of good courage, and let us play the men for our 

people, and for the cities of our God’.

It seems the duchess felt impressed at Ferguson’s eloquence. She ordered the 

sermon to be translated into English and published. In this form it remains a 

slightly odd performance, mixing an abstract, even bloodless argument with a 

ferocious rant against the Jacobites and the French. Finally Ferguson arrives a 

little closer to the personal interests of the men he is addressing: ‘Th at part of the 

country from which we come is peculiarly indebted to the government’. Yet, aft er 

mentioning the construction of Highland churches and schools, his list of ben-

efi ts runs thin. Much of it must have anyway gone over the heads of the illiterate 

Gaels before him, though he is sensitive enough to note that many had family or 

friends on the other side (Atholl regiments formed fi erce and eff ective units of 

the Jacobite army). ‘If you oppose your acquaintance, it is to prevent their ruin’, 

Ferguson concludes; and ‘If you oppose your relations, it is to save them and 

their posterity from slavery for ever’.6 He had hoped to show that loyalty to Brit-

ain, where the law secures persons and property, religion and welfare, was more 

important than traditional allegiance to the clan and to its territory.7
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Th e title page of the published sermon says it has been translated by Fer-

guson into English, but it is unclear from what other document precisely. Th is 

version comprises twenty-two pages of a not sophisticated but still extensive 

argument, originally elaborated in a language the author elsewhere says he can-

not properly read (or, presumably, write). Six months of contact with his troops, 

many of them monoglot Gaels and perhaps few entirely comfortable in English, 

might have worked wonders in reviving his own fl uency: Carlyle tells us he was 

‘adored by his countrymen, the common soldiers’.8 But a military camp is not the 

best place to master an obscure orthography, let alone invent for a language that 

does not know them new terms of art in social science (‘public corruption … a 

general reformation of manners’).9 Perhaps in fact the sermon was not written 

down for its fi rst delivery. More likely Ferguson preached impromptu in Gaelic 

but later produced a polished version only in English, to send to the duchess as a 

compliment and piece of self-advertisement.

Ferguson did not come back to Scotland till 1751. Th en, on furlough from 

his regiment, he divided his time between Edinburgh and Logierait. But he 

never returned permanently to his Highland home. He would now have pre-

ferred to leave the army and fi nd a regular parish, yet could not. It was hard for 

him because he sought to avoid being pigeonholed as a Highlander at a time 

when the Kirk followed a policy that Gaelic-speaking ministers, always in short 

supply, had to serve in Gaelic-speaking parishes. Instead he applied for parishes 

in the Lowlands.  

Robert Adam hoped this could make a man of Ferguson: ‘God knows, whilst 

he … continues a poor damned droning Presbyterian bagpiper of the gospel 

according to Logierait, he might as well have made him a Highland cow’. With 

luck he ought to ‘be of use to himself and his country’; otherwise he had to 

settle for tutorships, for grand tours with the young scions of noble houses, to 

‘have £400 from one, £500 from another settled on him for life so that he may 

bid old presbytery kiss his arse’.10 Indeed, aft er three fruitless years of trying for a 

Lowland parish, Ferguson gave up and went on the grand tour with a young man 

named Gordon, probably Cosmo Gordon of Cluny. 

Only at the end of a further period of drift  did Ferguson successfully apply 

to become keeper of the Advocates’ Library – and with that, aft er a decade of 

absence, resume his place in enlightened Edinburgh. His progress there was 

now rapid. In 1757 he won the election to the chair of natural philosophy at the 

university, and in 1764 to that of moral philosophy.  In 1767 he published An 

Essay on the History of Civil Society, making his name as, among other things, the 

founder of the modern discipline of sociology. He applied theories of the Scot-

tish Enlightenment not just to the individual, his perceptions and his morality, 

as other philosophers had done, but to man in society. In consequence, it was 

his views that largely defi ned the Enlightenment’s historical outlook: how man-
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kind had progressed through stages marked by diff erent social and economic 

organization, varying levels of culture and divergences in morality. A large part 

of the empirical evidence he off ers is drawn from classical literature, presumably 

as being most familiar to potential readers. Th is may seem to exclude current 

controversies, in order to maintain a cool tone of scientifi c authority. But it is 

not otherworldly.

‘Our Epic’

Meanwhile Gaelic culture had arrived in the capital in a diff erent guise, thanks 

to another Highlander eager to get on in the Lowlands. What James Macpher-

son brought with him gave rise to the greatest literary controversy of the age. 

From 1760, he published a number of volumes purporting to be translations 

into English of poems composed in Gaelic by the ancient poet Ossian. Th ese 

caused a sensation because they burst on a literary scene used to mannered fi c-

tion, decorous poetry and high-minded history, with heavy admixtures of moral 

philosophy. Beneath the polished surface of convention there stood, suddenly 

revealed, abysses of raw instinct and emotion, of lust and bloodlust, and the read-

ing public loved it. From Lisbon to Riga young men (young women less oft en) 

went into fi ts of gloom and contemplated lovelorn suicide and so on. It marked 

the start of the Romantic Movement. Yet a question remained as to whether 

Ossian was authentic.

Ferguson took a part in the controversy. He early on made the acquaintance 

of Macpherson and entertained him at Logierait. Th ey discussed Gaelic poetry 

and Ferguson gave Macpherson a letter of introduction to his old companion, 

John Home, now a professor at Edinburgh. Home and Macpherson then met 

in 1759 at Moff at, a spa in Dumfriesshire. Th ey found they shared a romantic 

sensibility and a penchant for heroism and patriotism: the blend that gave rise to 

Ossian. Learning that Macpherson happened to have some Gaelic poems about 

him, Home talked him into producing English translations and took them to 

literary friends in Edinburgh and London. Th ey felt impressed as well.  Blair, in 

the middle of preparing his fi rst public lectures on rhetoric, showed a particu-

lar interest. He promised to get an anthology of the translations published, if 

Macpherson could do enough of them to make a small book.  

Th e result, containing fi ft een poems, came out to rave reviews as Fragments of 

Ancient Poetry Collected in the Highlands of Scotland (1760). In an introduction 

Blair surmised these pieces were just a fraction of a vast fund of Ossianic litera-

ture awaiting discovery in the Highlands. He was right: the medieval lays of the 

Fianna (where Ossian appears) fi gured prominently in the folklore of the region, 

as a living tradition even yet in the croft s and clachans. Th ey recounted how the 

semi-regular militia of Finn MacCool performed fearless feats in athletic defence 
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of the underdog, when not too busy with erotic entanglements or with discus-

sions in elegant and complex poetry on the relative merits of the active and the 

contemplative life. Or at least, that is how this then mainly oral verse has come 

down to us today aft er generations of scholarly work to reconstruct the original 

corpus, which had declined and fragmented.

To collect further specimens of the corpus, Blair raised the money to send 

Macpherson round the Highlands in search of them. A crucial aspect of this 

enterprise lay in the fact that it was aimed not at Gaels but at English-speakers, 

in particular the literati of Edinburgh. Th ey had to be given what they wanted if 

it was to succeed. Early in 1761, Macpherson got back to the capital to show the 

materials he had obtained to Ferguson who thought, from his imperfect knowl-

edge of Gaelic orthography, that they looked authentic. Th ey were then edited 

into a seamless whole, Fingal, which came out later in the year to a yet more 

rapturous reception.

Critics vied in praise or blame of the book though since few knew Gaelic, 

and Macpherson treated with contempt any questioning of his sources, a defi -

nite conclusion on their authenticity proved impossible. Th e poem was no mere 

forgery, as his fi ercest foes claimed. But if he could not exactly produce his origi-

nals, this was because they did not exactly exist. He was by training a student 

of classical not Gaelic literature and had no special philological skills. He had 

found some manuscripts in Old Irish (hard to read even for trained scholars 

today) and aged bards declaiming a Classical Common Gaelic diff erent from his 

own vernacular of Strathspey. A youth eager to get into print could make little 

of that.  

What Macpherson could do was concoct an epic out of materials and ideas 

he had gathered, if couched in another language, so as to tickle current literary 

taste. And why not? In Gaeldom plagiarism had little meaning. Th e bards never 

claimed copyright or worried whether others thought them original. Since Gaels 

were the ones that produced the epic, they surely had some right to fi x its char-

acter. Macpherson did imitate, as best he could, a genuine tradition, if overlain 

by a polite veneer for the new audience. Yet it remains true that no poem like 

Fingal ever existed in the Highlands. While Ferguson and other literati acted as 

cheerleaders for Ossian, Macpherson remained diffi  dent. Blair recalled that ‘the 

whole publication, you know, was in its fi rst rise accidental.  Macpherson was 

entreated and dragged into it’.11 

However that may have been, the appearance of the Ossianic poetry required 

a meeting of minds, a conjunction of Macpherson and the literati, with Ferguson 

as go-between. Th ey needed Macpherson’s texts; he needed their interest and 

support, social and intellectual contacts, publishing and marketing skills. Blair 

was unwise enough to call it ‘our epic’. In the foreword to Fingal, Macpherson 
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thanked Home for his ‘uncommon zeal’ and those others who had been ‘earnest 

in exhorting him to bring more [Gaelic poetry] to light’.12

What were the motives behind the zeal and earnestness? In a word, patri-

otic. In another context, the philosopher David Hume had boasted how modern 

Scots were ‘really the people most distinguished for literature in Europe’.13 But 

Scots oft en deal with insecurity by boasting. While Hume was right at the time, 

it had yet to be proved that the recent burst of national genius was more than a 

fl ash in the pan. A country’s culture will have more staying power if it has roots 

too. If it was to outdo a neighbouring country that could vaunt itself on Wil-

liam Shakespeare, those roots had to go deep. Yet they could not go deeper than 

Homer, because he was where European literature had begun: so a poet compara-

ble to Homer would do nicely. Hence Ossian – bard of a Celtic community lost 

in the mists of time, whose power and passion transcended, yet somehow con-

formed to, the human sensibility and poetic discipline of a later, more rational, 

more polished age. Ossian would give Scotland her proper place in the history 

of western culture.14

Th is tortuous train of thought entailed a further twist. Th e values of Ossianic 

verse – heroism, honour, valour and virtue – were conducive to a martial spirit. 

Th e poem tells of proud, brave Scots defending their country against brutal 

Scandinavian aggressors. Th e medium is not as gruesome as in Homer, but the 

message is the same, how war has about it a terrible necessity that can make it 

worth the cost. Th e dauntless Fingal does his duty as warlord in a world of never-

ending adversity, one thing aft er another. Yet he and his followers fi ght only for 

good causes consoling them for their sacrifi ces. So Ossian was an example also 

of the sort of heroism marking out the Scots in their perpetual battle to secure a 

nationhood in fact incapable of ever being secured.15

Ossian trumpets, then, both the poetic genius and the national nobility of 

Scotland. It brings together, too, her past and her present. It clothes the values 

of a barbaric era in the elegance and decorum of a civilized one. It looks back to 

a golden age, as the poetry of Greece and Rome oft en did – though the Ossianic 

golden age is not free of strife, rather peopled by a race seeking in it the highest 

virtue. Th ese men know nothing of contemporary corruptions. Unlike Homeric 

heroes, Ossianic heroes have no personal fl aws or moral confl icts of any kind. 

To readers now this makes them boring; but readers then apparently preferred 

inspiring myths and ethical lessons to complex characters and dramatic tensions. 

At least the literati of Edinburgh preferred those things. It was their answer to 

modern malaise, because they saw in it a healthy dose of elemental vitality.

Th at was what made the Scottish Enlightenment, compared to the syphilitic 

salons of France or the arid academies of Prussia, an aff air of good talk, good 

humour and good drink, still on a par intellectually with anywhere else. As this 

rough vigour coursed through the closes and wynds of old Edinburgh, it carried 
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a heathery reek of the wild winds over the Firth of Forth that sweep down on 

the capital from the Highlands. Th e Scottish Enlightenment turned out to have 

brawn as well as brains because it was in part a Highland Enlightenment too. It 

turned out so because of Ferguson.

‘National Spirit’

Th ere is in Ferguson’s Essay a passage which, by way of backhanded compliment 

to early Greek poetry, makes an unmistakable allusion to Ossian too:

When traditionary fables are rehearsed by the vulgar, they bear the marks of a national 

character; and though mixed with absurdities, oft en raise the imagination, and move 

the heart; when made the materials of poetry, and adorned by the skill and the elo-

quence of an ardent and superior mind, they instruct the understanding, as well as 

engage the passions.  It is only in the management of mere antiquaries, or stript of 

the ornaments which the laws of history forbid them to wear, that they become even 

unfi t to amuse the fancy, or to serve any purpose whatever.16

Ferguson is setting out two valid points here: fi rst, that the revered Homeric 

epics originated as popular not learned poetry; and then, that when scholars and 

literati later made learned poetry out of them (as they had done in transmitting 

them to modern Europe) they sacrifi ced the original cultural purpose.

Together with any intrinsic merits, popular poetry could be – and among 

ancient peoples actually had been – the springboard to higher cultural accom-

plishment:

It was no doubt of great advantage to those nations, that their system of fable was 

original, and being already received in popular traditions, served to diff use those 

improvements of reason, imagination and sentiment which were aft erwards, by men 

of the fi nest talents, made on the fable itself, or conveyed in its moral.17

By contrast, modern western study of the classics as a basis for general educa-

tion (which it commonly was in England, less so in Scotland) has its cultural 

drawbacks:

A mythology, borrowed from abroad, a literature founded on references to a strange 

country, and fraught with foreign allusions, are more confi ned in their use: they speak 

to the learned alone; and though intended to inform the understanding, and to mend 

the heart, may, by being confi ned to a few, have an opposite eff ect: they may foster 

conceit on the ruins of common sense.18

Any contemporary reader of this sentence might well have been reminded of Dr 

Samuel Johnson and his pedantic classicism, the basis also of his vituperation 

against Ossian.
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Ferguson reckons that, as a result of the confi nement of the ancient epics 

within a learned ghetto, it is harder for critics to conceive of the wider social 

functions poetry might have, beyond the delectation of intellectuals:

Th e trial of what those ages contained, is not even fairly made, when men of genius 

and distinguished abilities, with the accomplishments of a learned and polished age, 

collect the materials they have found, and, with the greatest success, connect the story 

of illiterate ages with the transactions of a later date.19

Earlier in the eighteenth century there had been, especially in France but also 

in other countries, a controversy between les Anciens and les Modernes, between 

those who insisted on the enduring validity of classical norms and those who 

claimed cultural autonomy for modern civilization. Ferguson’s attitude seems 

clear:

Our very learning, perhaps, where its infl uence extends, serves, in some measure, 

to depress our national spirit.  Our literature [viz., the classics] being derived from 

nations of a diff erent race, who fl ourished at a time when our ancestors were in a state 

of barbarity, and consequently when they were despised by those who had attained 

to the literary arts, has given rise to a humbling opinion, that we ourselves are the off -

spring of mean and contemptible nations . . . till the genius was in a manner inspired 

by examples, and directed by lessons that were brought from abroad.20

In other words Ferguson believed that genius, appearing at diff erent times and 

places, is not to be legitimately assessed according to previous examples of it now 

arbitrarily labelled classical. On the contrary, the validity of autonomous cul-

tures is what ought to be assumed by modern criticism, not only on aesthetic 

grounds but also because otherwise we may `depress our national spirit’.

Is this not an argument about Scotland, Gaeldom and Ossian? None of these 

is ever mentioned by name in the passages quoted. But the line of reasoning 

shows a remarkable fi t with a particular modern interrogation of the Scottish 

Enlightenment, concerning its relationship with its own country.

One answer to the interrogation is that the Enlightenment was scarcely Scot-

tish, but owed rather to England or France; in the former case, only the Union 

could have opened Scotland to the enabling infl uences. Th e opposite answer to 

the interrogation is that the origins of the Enlightenment can be traced far back 

in Scottish intellectual history; this spring may have been sullied by ceaseless 

political and social upheaval, but that is not the same as saying it never existed. 

Th e dispute is bedevilled by the fact that the enlightened literati remained in 

their writings reluctant to refer to Scotland and Scottish conditions in so many 

words. Th is has given rise to further debate about how Scottish they felt, or 

whether they felt Scottish at all.

In Ferguson, certainly, explicit Scottish reference is minimal. Th ough High-

land clans and their fate during the eighteenth century might have found some 
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place in the history of civil society, his whole Essay mentions them once, in a 

discussion of lawlessness among rude nations.21 He shows greater enthusiasm 

for whisky: ‘While spirituous liquors are, among Southern nations, from a sense 

of their ruinous eff ects, prohibited … they carry in the North a peculiar charm, 

while they awaken the mind, and give a taste of that lively fancy and ardour of 

passion, which the climate is found to deny’.22 Scotland is not mentioned here 

either, yet who can doubt that Scotland is meant?  

Even from such passing anecdotal evidence it appears at the least facile for 

critics, such as John Brewer,23 to conclude that the absence of Scotland by name 

from enlightened discourse signifi es indiff erence to the nation and its culture. 

An analogy might be drawn with the fact that Ferguson never said, anywhere 

at all, that he was the author of Sister Peg (1760), the polemic on militias pub-

lished at a crucial stage of the debate whether Scotland should have one, which 

in turn was a debate about the nature of the nation.  While most modern schol-

ars assume from internal evidence that Ferguson was the author, on Brewer’s line 

of argument we would have to rule him out. Yet Highlanders had learned the 

hard way that sometimes it was just better to keep their heads down and their 

mouths shut.

Th e matter goes deeper than mere anecdote, however. For the literati in gen-

eral, the whole question of the expression of national identity is bedevilled by 

what the late George Davie called the internalization of Scotticism.24 All Scot-

tish writers of the eighteenth century felt conscious of their country’s relative 

obscurity, of their own appearance as interlopers on a wider cultural scene in 

London or Paris and of the danger of putting an international audience off  by 

harping on about Scotland.25 Th e problem, it may be added, has not wholly dis-

appeared even today.

Th e solution, as perceived by Davie, had been for the literati to write on mat-

ters arising in Scottish intellectual discourse with the most sparing reference to 

the national experience that brought them to light, sometimes with no reference 

at all. Naturally, in such a diverse cultural phenomenon as the Scottish Enlight-

enment, there was a spectrum of practice. David Hume did write up Scottish 

history, if only in a context of English history. Th ough Adam Smith made occa-

sional references to Scotland, it cannot be said his own country stood anywhere 

near the centre of his work as published. Yet we know for a fact that he gathered 

much evidence for what he wanted to say about the mercantilist system from 

conversations with the commercial community of Glasgow. Smith himself never 

mentions this.26

Remote yet discernible allusion to Scotland is not hard to fi nd in Ferguson 

either, on the anecdotal level already mentioned but also in passages of greater 

import. Take his views on the evolution of a professional soldiery, which fol-

low on from a basic argument about two sorts of primitive society – the savage, 
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merely hunting and fi shing, and the barbarous, reliant on a pastoral economy 

with some idea of property. Both societies remain warlike, the people going 

round in bands and fi ghting one another all the time. Th en, with progress, the 

warrior separates out from the citizen. Once war is devalued, ‘the ambitious will 

naturally devolve the military service on those who are contented with a sub-

ordinate station’. And at last ‘[a] discipline is invented to inure the soldiers to 

perform, from habit, and from the fear of punishment, those hazardous duties, 

which the love of the public, or a national spirit, no longer inspire’.27

It is hard to believe that Scottish experience, and Ferguson’s Scottish experi-

ence in particular, is wholly absent from his mind when he writes those words. 

Can we not hear in them the authentic voice of the chaplain to the Black Watch? 

Th e passage is admittedly just the fi rst stage of a more general, indeed universal, 

argument about the ‘separation of arts and professions’ as a key to progress; like 

Smith, Ferguson believed the division of labour makes a people more productive 

and wealthy, yet charges a moral price. Th at does not in itself, however, invali-

date the idea that the argument had its origin, or one of its origins, in Scottish 

experience.

Recent Scottish history could aft er all be taken to represent progress from 

the particular to the general, from the characteristic to the universal, from a situ-

ation where Scotland ‘lived for herself ’, in Henry Cockburn’s words,28 to one 

where it habitually contemplated the destiny of mankind. In tandem, it had 

ceased to be an independent country and joined an empire. Of this the benefi ts, 

invisible in the fi rst decades of the eighteenth century, were clear by the fi nal 

decades – along with some disadvantages, such as public corruption. Here, in a 

nutshell, is a whole dilemma of modernity.

Ferguson alludes to what has been lost in and by Scotland. He calls to mind 

how powerful, advanced societies can overcome weak, backward ones, 

but the happiness of men … consists in the blessings of a candid, an active, and stren-

uous mind … [and] we need not enlarge our communities in order to enjoy these 

advantages. We frequently obtain them in the most remarkable degree, where nations 

remain independent, and are of a small extent.29

Th e Essay alludes to what has been gained too. An international system of states 

exerts an eff ect on its independent members perhaps not unlike the eff ect which 

a society founded on individual autonomy exerts on its members – in other 

words, bringing out the best in them. ‘Th e emulation of nations proceeds from 

their division’, Ferguson says, ‘… if the cities of Greece had been united under 

one head, we should never have heard of Epaminondas or Th rasybulus, of Lycur-

gus or Solon’.30 Yet, so far from being an unqualifi ed admirer of large states or 

systems of states, Ferguson thinks ‘the admiration of boundless dominion is a 
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ruinous error; and in no instance, perhaps, is the real interest of mankind more 

entirely mistaken’.31

Whether there is, among the range of possibilities, an ideal size of state is 

harder to say.  It all depends on context: ‘Th e measure of enlargement to be 

wished for by any particular state is oft en to be taken from the condition of its 

neighbours. Where a number of states are contiguous, they should be near an 

equality, in order that they may possess that independence in which the life of 

a political nation consists’. Ferguson’s main example here is, exceptionally in his 

work, not ancient but modern: ‘When the kingdoms of Spain were united, when 

the great fi efs in France were annexed to the crown, it was no longer expedient 

for the nations of Great Britain to continue disjoined’.32 According to him, then, 

the main motive behind the English desire for Union with Scotland in 1707 

had been the need to keep up with rivals in an environment of growing imperial 

competition. Th is can be counted today, even from the Scottish point of view, as 

quite a balanced historical judgment.

But if the original rationale of 1707 had its own validity, Ferguson feared 

(as Hume did) that the process then set on foot was going too far and turning 

self-destructive: ‘Hence the ruinous progress of empire; and hence free nations, 

under the shew of acquiring dominion, suff er themselves, in the end, to be yoked 

with the slaves they conquered’.33 Ferguson develops the point: ‘Our desire to 

augment the force of a nation is the only pretext for enlarging its territory; but 

this measure, when pursued to extremes, seldom fails to frustrate itself ’. In other 

words, one basic imperialist argument is wrong: ‘Notwithstanding the advan-

tage of numbers, and superior resources in war, the strength of a nation is derived 

from the character, not from the wealth, nor from the multitude of its people’.34 

And let us never forget the virtues that might fl ourish against the odds in lesser 

states: ‘“When nations were divided into small territories, and petty common-

wealths, where each man had his house and his fi eld to himself, and each country 

had its capital free and independent” … says Mr Hume, “how favourable to 

industry and agriculture, to marriage and to population!” ’35

Beneath Ferguson’s philosophy lies Macpherson’s poetry: the message is that, 

for all its progress, the modern world has fl aws. Among them might be men-

tioned, not least, the loss of virtues known at earlier stages of development, as 

among Highlanders. Ferguson and Macpherson thus had an attitude to modern 

civilization diff ering somewhat from that of other literati.

Th ey all felt excited at their historical insights. Th ey thought they saw history 

happening before their eyes. ‘[T]his is the historical Age and this the histori-

cal Nation’, Hume declared.36 In a generation, Scotland had gone from burning 

witches to building a machine for rational living in the New Town of Edinburgh. 

But Ferguson and Macpherson also found matter for mourning here. In particu-

lar, the passing of Ossian’s world symbolized to them the end of a Gaelic way of 
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life. Th ey had crossed not only thresholds of time, like their brother Scots, but 

also the Highland line. Th ey saw the historical development underlying the con-

temporary contrast of Lowlands and Highlands.  Descrying the drawbacks of it 

too, they spoke up for the Highlands as no Lowlander would, yet they couched 

the contrast in terms that Lowlanders might understand. ‘We are apt to exagger-

ate the misery of barbarous times’, insists Ferguson, ‘by an imagination of what 

we ourselves should suff er in a situation to which we are not accustomed. But 

every age hath its consolations, as well as its suff erings. In the interval of occa-

sional outrages, the friendly intercourse of men, even in their rudest conditions, 

is aff ectionate and happy’.37

Highland Irony

One way for those defeated by history to come to terms with their predicament 

is through irony. While it is not a prominent feature of his writings, Ferguson 

the Highlander does not lack irony. In an essay apparently left  incomplete and in 

any event never published in his lifetime, he gives a fi ctional account of how he 

once took Hume and other literati from Edinburgh on a hike through Atholl. 

Th is must strike the modern reader as an improbable idea, to say the least – the 

merest glance at any portrait of Hume will show a man little given to climbing 

mountains, and probably not capable of it.

Th e account of the excursion is actually a peg for philosophical discussion, 

but before they all settle down to that they make an attempt at hunting game so 

feeble as to amaze the Highland gillie who guides them across the hills:

Our friend the stalker indeed was very much puzzled what to make of us for though 

he put up two or three coveys in diff erent places the birds were allowed to go unmo-

lested.  His own gun was loaded with ball and he did not deign to fi re at a bird, and 

my friends continued the disputes which they got into while the game sprang from 

their feet.

Th eir behaviour becomes still more inexplicable to him as a stag draws near: ‘We 

have the wind of him said the stalker and if I but get a shot you will not want 

venison here this eight days’. A member of the party insists, however, that they 

ought not to shoot the poor beast and before long their commotion scares it 

away. ‘Th e stalker was silent and without saying a word to any of us took his 

departure’.38

It was a judgment, surely, by the representative of an older, more vigorous way 

of life on a newer, more eff ete one. Th e Highlands were being integrated into the 

rest of Britain, their culture falling victim to modern values. Ferguson, along 

with Macpherson, wanted to bear witness to a social order that had beforehand 

been uncorrupted for 2,000 years.  It had had its drawbacks, certainly, but also 
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its achievements. Its poetry was wonderful, keeping alive the spirit of Homer. It 

bound men in comradeship on the battlefi eld in a way modern military discipline 

could scarcely rival. In civilian life, too, it created loyalties between superiors and 

inferiors where in modern life there were only antagonisms. Something of all 

this might be saved if Ferguson could at least give the Sassenach an inkling of it. 

While the age of Fingal had vanished, the memory of a nobler community might 

be carried down into the decadent eighteenth century. Just possibly the stalker, 

too, had that in mind as he went his disgruntled way.
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2 ADAM FERGUSON, THE 43RD, AND THE 
FICTIONS OF FONTENOY

Bruce Buchan

…fi ction may be admitted to vouch for the genius of nations, while history has 

nothing to off er that is intitled to credit. Th e Greek fable accordingly conveying a 

character of its authors, throws light on an age of which no other record remains. 

Th e superiority of this people is indeed in no circumstance more evident than in the 

strain of their fi ctions…1

On 11 May 1745, a British, Hanoverian and Dutch army under the command 

of King George II’s second son, the Duke of Cumberland, was defeated by a 

French army under the command of Marshal de Saxe at the battle of Fontenoy. 

Today the battle is remembered as a striking example of European Enlighten-

ment warfare, characterized by disciplined close-order fi ghting according to 

‘civilized’ rules of engagement.2 As I will show however, much of this legacy rests 

on tales of battlefi eld civility that may never have taken place. Curiously, among 

the fi ctions of that day are some that relate to the purported presence at and 

participation in the battle by one of the Scottish Enlightenment’s most prescient 

social and political theorists, Adam Ferguson. 

Ferguson’s thought was characterized by a distinctive awareness of the rela-

tionship between ‘fi ction’ and ‘civilization’. Despite his obvious enthusiasm for 

civilization, he remained concerned that its further progress would render its 

obvious benefi ts, such as politeness, polished manners and discipline, entirely 

fi ctional. Civilization, he felt, may prove to be an all too shaky facade of polite-

ness masking the corruption of virtue by luxury or indolence. I will explore 

this distinctive feature of Ferguson’s thought by examining the two fi ctions of 

Fontenoy. Th ose fi ctions are fi rst, that which relates to the legend of battlefi eld 

civility and second, that which centres on Ferguson’s supposed presence at the 

battle. Both of these stories point us to a reconsideration of the role of fi ction 

in Ferguson’s complex appraisal of civilization. When Ferguson spoke of the 

‘genius of nations’ being measured by their ‘fi ctions’, he meant that a nation’s 

legends and fables can be considered to supply insights into that nation’s abili-
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ties and accomplishments where the more reliable works of history are lacking. 

In arguing so, Ferguson admitted a larger point, that national tales and myths, 

despite the obvious errors of exaggeration, nonetheless reveal something tan-

gible. Indeed, I will argue that he was concerned that without the practice of 

virtue, even when invoked in ancient fable and myth, civilization may itself be 

shown to be fi ctional.

Although Ferguson was an early critic of the comfortable self-assurance of 

progress and ‘civilization’ inherent in Scottish Enlightenment political economy, 

he was only ever an ambivalent critic. Th e process of civilization was not to be 

opposed so much as measured and monitored so that its ill eff ects could be mini-

mized and its truly benefi cial eff ects maximized. Some have attributed Ferguson’s 

concerns about civilization to his upbringing in the foothills of the Highlands. 

Th is background, it is argued, gave him both a steady attachment to the modern-

izing and prosperous society of the Lowlands, but also a profound appreciation 

of the archaic communities of Gaelic Scotland.3  Most recently however, John 

Brewer has cast doubt on this view correctly contending that Ferguson made 

no autobiographical references to any self-identifi cation as a ‘Highlander’.4 In 

this sense, Ferguson’s ‘Highland’ background appears a fi ctional, or better still 

notional, identity. 

Ferguson’s career, however, was marked by his near ten years of military 

service (1745–54) as regimental chaplain to the 43rd Highland Regiment, ‘Th e 

Black Watch’ (redesignated the 42nd in 1749). Ferguson’s military experience 

underscores a major theme in his work, that the practice of modern war exempli-

fi es civilization. In the myth of his presence on the fi eld of Fontenoy however, we 

glimpse another of Ferguson’s themes, that civilization required the invocation 

of older virtues. Although fi ctional, this story incorporates a basically plausible 

account of his activities as regimental chaplain invoking Highland warrior virtue 

by reciting ancient fables on the fi eld of modern, civilized warfare. In this way, the 

fi ctions of Fontenoy – both those relating to battlefi eld civility as well as those 

relating to Ferguson’s presence – illustrate the tension in his thought between 

the commitment to civilization, and his fear that civility was a thin veneer over 

an all too corruptible human nature. In exploring this tension we can appreciate 

the distinctiveness of Ferguson’s conception of civilization. 

Scottish Enlightenment Conceptions of Civilization

Th e term ‘civilization’ was fi rst coined by the French philosophe the Marquis de 

Mirabeau in 1756 to denote a range of personal, social and political qualities 

that Europeans in the late eighteenth century were coming to associate with 

their own historical development from ancient ‘savagery’ and ‘barbarism’ to an 

ever more refi ned condition of civility, or politeness, literally a ‘polished’ or ‘civi-
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lized’ condition.5 ‘Civilization’ served, Jean Starobinski suggests, as a ‘unifying 

concept’ or shorthand way of referring to both a process of individual and col-

lective refi nement and the end result of that process, namely, the condition of 

civilization.6  By means of this term, some Europeans could portray themselves 

as diff erent from other peoples both inside Europe and beyond.7  While this 

diff erence could be seen in terms of the accomplishments of urbanized societies, 

commercial economies, systems of written law, arts, sciences and letters, it also 

denoted life under sovereign states, with regular government. As various observ-

ers have noted, civilization came to be seen as the process by which a people 

acquired ‘polished’ manners, largely due to the salutary eff ects of ‘police’, that is 

good laws and eff ective public order.8  

Some of the leading Scottish Enlightenment thinkers, among them David 

Hume, Adam Smith, William Robertson and Adam Ferguson, were animated 

by the problem of how to explain the process of civilization as a historical force.9 

Th ey understood ‘civilization’ as an end point of historical development pro-

duced and supported by a set of interrelated historical processes encompassing 

social, economic, political, cultural and military developments. In doing so, the 

Scots showed their indebtedness to the French philosophes who, as Felix Gil-

bert pointed out long ago, anticipated that civilization would usher in a new 

age characterized by ‘the rule of reason’.10  Th e Scots however, aimed to provide 

historically grounded narratives of the dynamics of civilization which sought to 

trace the emergence in Europe of the refi nement and sophistication of civil soci-

eties matched by the development of militarily powerful sovereign states.11  

David Hume’s multi-volume History of England for example, recounts the 

development of British liberty premised on the virtues of ‘civility’.12 Th ese vir-

tues, such as politeness, propriety, sociability and respect for law and personal 

property were driven by the growth of commerce, and led to the emergence of 

religious tolerance.13 Th ese developments were entwined with and secured by 

the emergence of a new international order of sovereign states in Europe guaran-

teed by the invention of the ‘furious engine’ of artillery:

Th ough it seemed contrived for the destruction of mankind, and the overthrow of 

empires, [artillery] has in the issue rendered battles less bloody, and has given greater 

stability to civil societies.  Nations by its means have been brought more to a level: 

Conquests have become less frequent and rapid: Success in war has been reduced 

nearly to be a matter of calculation: And any nation overmatched by its enemies, 

either yields to their demands, or secures itself by alliances against their violence and 

invasion.14 

Hume’s enthusiasm for ordnance played its part in a broader story of the rise and 

consolidation of the English state within a ‘Europe’ of similarly sovereign states. 

Th e cannon was a machine of civilization embodying both intensifi ed state 
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power and an international order of states based on a rough balance of power (in 

Europe). In this ‘order’, each ‘civilized’ state is roughly matched in military might 

and thereby forced to calculate the certain costs of war alongside its increasingly 

doubtful benefi ts. 

Baron de Montesquieu also spoke of the civilization of war in Europe, pointing 

to the soft ening infl uence of Christianity behind the emergent European ‘right 

of nations in war’ which ‘leaves to the vanquished … life, liberty, laws, goods’.15  

Not all Enlightenment thinkers were as convinced that war and civilization were 

well matched.  Immanuel Kant notably argued later in the century that war was 

an obstacle to further ‘enlightenment’ and had to be prevented by the creation 

of a global ‘pacifi c federation’.16  Characteristically, however, Scottish Enlighten-

ment thinkers emphasized the essentially unintentional eff ects of civilization.17 

Accordingly, even the destructiveness of war could produce benefi ts.  Th is can 

be seen clearly in William Robertson’s History of the Reign of Charles the Fift h.18 

Robertson identifi ed the rise of religious tolerance (and the political decline of 

Roman Catholicism) following decades of religious war in the sixteenth century 

as vital to the development of a rough balance of power in Europe:

… when nations are in a state similar to each other, and keep equal pace in their 

advances towards refi nement, they are not exposed to the calamity of sudden con-

quests … Other states interpose, and balance any temporary advantage which either 

party may have acquired … [and aft er war] … peace … restores to each almost the same 

power and the same territories of which they were formerly in possession.19

Signifi cantly, both Hume and Robertson attributed this balance of power to a 

process of civilization culminating in Europe, but with implications for Europe’s 

relations with peoples in other parts of the world.20  ‘Th e nations of Europe in 

that age [the sixteenth century], as in the present’, Robertson ominously claimed, 

‘were like one great family’, and were not separated by those marks of ‘genius’ 

which, ‘in almost every period of history, has exalted the Europeans above the 

inhabitants of the other quarters of the globe, and seems to have destined the 

one to rule, and the other to obey’.21  

Robertson’s History thus culminated, as had Hume’s, in the creation of inde-

pendent, militarily powerful sovereign states in Europe, each based on largely 

pacifi ed civil societies, capable of regulating their international relations on 

the basis of a rough military balance of power.22  Th is view informed Hume’s 

contention that Britain’s national interest invited a prudent participation in 

continental warfare against France in order to maintain a balance of power in 

Europe.23  Britain’s advantage in this quest lay not only in its position on the 

fringe of continental Europe, but in the advanced stage of civilization that pro-

vided not only wealth, military technology and numbers of troops, but also the 

discipline and order that is the hallmark of civilized armies.24 Above all, Hume’s 
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and Robertson’s historical narratives echoed Montesquieu’s insight that the for-

malized structure of interaction between sovereign states in Europe was above 

all a secular model of political interaction, in which considerations of interest 

rather than those of conscience or religious confession were paramount.25 

Ferguson’s Ambivalent Civilization

Adam Ferguson was an anomalous Enlightenment thinker. His commitment 

to classical virtues (especially the courage, fortitude and hardiness of the war-

rior) sat awkwardly alongside his awareness of the need for the polished manners 

of commercial society (especially those based on the primacy of ‘economic 

self-interest’).26 In accord with contemporaries such as Smith and Robertson, 

Ferguson was convinced that Western European history revealed a progression 

of the human species from a state of ‘rudeness’ to that of ‘civilization’ or from 

‘barbarism to refi nement’.27 Civilized social life required individuals to cultivate 

productive to off set destructive passions.28 Productive passions Ferguson argued, 

were those which inclined individuals toward friendship and aff ection, the pur-

suit of private wealth as the surest means to the public good, and the advance of 

civilization.29 Nevertheless, this development was pregnant with both promise 

and peril for civilized states and societies. If civilization gave rise to largely peace-

ful civil societies, civilization also created the military strength that may become 

a menace to civil society and to peaceful coexistence between sovereign states.

According to Ferguson, civilization gave rise to new property ‘relations’ of 

‘patron and client … servant and master’, necessitating thereby a system of law for 

‘defi ning possession’.30 In rude or barbarous societies equality of possession pre-

vailed, and consequently ‘the titles of magistrate and subject, of noble and mean’ 

were ‘as little known as those of rich and poor’.31 Just as civilized and uncivilized 

societies could be distinguished, so too could civilized from uncivilized selves.  

Th e former were motivated by ‘considerations of interest’ and ‘a view to futurity’, 

the latter by ‘great passions’, ‘the prospects of ruin or conquest’. Th e uncivilized 

were inclined to ‘sloth’ but ‘bold, impetuous, artful and rapacious’ in the hunt.32 

Control of the passions by self-interest was vital to the advance from barbar-

ity to civilization, but it was always counter-balanced by ‘other habits and other 

pursuits’.33 As Ferguson expressed it in private correspondence, ‘Men are like 

Planets’ that must have ‘two forces to make them go in their Orbits’, a ‘Projectile’ 

force to motivate action ‘Directed to some personal Advantage’, but the other a 

‘Central’ pressure perpetually acting that ‘keeps them from fl ying off ’.34 One way 

of guiding interest towards more productive ends was by law, the ‘treaty to which 

members of the same community have agreed …’ setting ‘limits … to the powers 

of the magistrate’.35 Another means was provided by commerce and the disci-
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plines of a market economy, which not only resulted in material advances, but 

provided a mechanism for creating (voluntarily) self-disciplined individuals.36  

Characteristically though, Ferguson worried that such changes, although 

delivering the benefi ts of polished manners, greater prosperity and social order, 

also led to the weakening of virtue. Above all, civilized commercial societies ena-

bled prestige and power to fl ow to those with the money to purchase it. Th is 

eff ectively sundered the connection made in pre-civil societies between the 

possession of power and prestige and the display of virtue.37 Indeed, Ferguson 

lamented that the politeness of civilized society may itself be a kind of fi ction, a 

mask hiding entrenched vice.38 His response was to suggest that ways be found 

to reintegrate the practice of virtue in civilized commercial societies. Above all, 

he argued that militia service would reinforce public discipline, courage, and the 

warrior’s skill in individual combat.39 

Ferguson recognized however, that the practice of virtue in war had been 

rendered less likely because of broader processes aff ecting international order. 

Commerce and the division of labour on which it rested made possible the rais-

ing and equipping of large professional armies. Ferguson also saw that commerce 

itself had altered the very nature of warfare making it subservient to fi nancial 

rather than dynastic interests:

… what mighty armies may be put in motion from behind the counter; how oft en 

human blood is, without any national animosity, bought and sold for bills of exchange; 

and how oft en the prince, the nobles, and the statesmen, in many a polished nation, 

might … be considered as merchants.40

Ferguson’s point was not simply that commerce had provided the fi nancial 

means for raising and requisitioning larger armies, but that commerce itself had 

become a kind of warfare between nations competing for access to resources and 

markets in the scramble for imperial expansion.  Th e state’s increased capacity 

to make war was attributed to the division of labour, enabling ‘the practitioner 

in every profession …’ including that of warfare, to specialize their skills and 

practice them at an ever higher level of sophistication.41 Although vital in the 

development of commerce, Ferguson suspected the division of labour also had 

deleterious eff ects on the military, in particular doing nothing to improve the 

character of soldiers or the wisdom of commanders, and he lamented the loss in 

modern armies of old martial virtues.42 

Ferguson and the 43rd

Ferguson’s interest in military aff airs was not merely academic: He served 

between 1745 and 1754 in the capacity of regimental chaplain to the 43rd 

Highland Regiment, during which time the regiment saw active service in 
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France (briefl y) and Flanders.43  Ferguson’s attachment to the regiment presaged 

his later theory of civilization, for the regiment was raised specifi cally to guard 

and keep watch on one of the least ‘civilized’ parts of the British Isles.  Subduing 

the Highlands meant confronting the more powerful clans (such as the Gordons 

and MacDonalds) whose chiefs retained a private monopoly of violence and, 

for some, a more or less public adherence to the Church of Rome, alongside a 

devotion to the last heirs of the deposed Stuart dynasty.  In 1715 and again in 

1745 these motivations – coupled with an altogether tenuous subjection (much 

less loyalty) to the Hanoverian monarch and his decidedly English parliament at 

Westminster – fl ared into Jacobite rebellions. 

Jacobitism in the eighteenth century was less a clearly defi ned political 

doctrine than a loosely defi ned political sentiment that, in its hardest form crys-

tallized as open loyalty to Roman Catholicism and the Stuart ‘Pretender’ – ‘the 

Old Pretender’ James Francis Edward Stuart (1688–1766) and his son ‘the 

Young Pretender’ Charles Edward Stuart (1720–88).44 A less overt Jacobitism 

shaded into more respectable if recalcitrant Toryism or even High Church 

Anglican disdain for nonconformist radicalism. As P. K. Monod suggests, Jaco-

bitism incorporated a fair degree of ideological incoherence, exacerbated by the 

obvious diffi  culty of publicly expressing a position that was by defi nition either 

seditious or treasonous.45 Nonetheless, Jacobitism proved itself to be a fl exible 

and diverse political orientation sustained by a rhetoric of avowedly nostalgic, 

allusive and even mystical expressions, all of which made it conducive to ele-

ments of Highland clan society.46 

Th roughout the eighteenth century, the Highland clan system was subject to 

a range of pressures originating in the rapid agricultural and industrial develop-

ment of England and lowland Scotland. Many clan chiefs actively engaged with 

these pressures and looked favourably on closer economic, political and cultural 

integration with lowland Scotland and England. Th is aim was sponsored by 

organizations such as the Society in Scotland for Propagating Christian Knowl-

edge which sought to ‘improve’ Highland society by spreading Protestantism 

and instructing Gaelic speakers in the use of English.47 In this environment, the 

acceptance by a range of loyalist clans of Presbyterianism, the Act of Union of 

England and Scotland (1707) under Queen Anne and the Hanoverian succes-

sion aft er her death (1714), were symbols of more than political loyalty. Th ey 

also symbolized an eagerness to integrate Highland society, based on archaic 

relations of the chief with his clansmen, with the economically prosperous 

lowlands whose vibrant commercial economy was fuelled by colonial trade.48 

Among the English and many Lowlanders, however, the perception was widely 

shared that most Highlanders were no better than savages, largely illiterate, more 

or less openly Catholic and, aft er 1715 and 1745, politically suspect.49
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Many clansmen rallied to the Jacobite cause readily enough, but many oth-

ers were forced by their chieft ains.50 Th e militancy of Highland troops, whether 

Jacobite or Hanoverian, was embodied in a complex and evolving Gaelic oral 

tradition centred on the public recitation of fable, poetry and song that has been 

described as the ‘Panegyric Code’.51 Th is Code consisted in a relatively stable 

set of mythological, political, social and moral categories that gave structure to 

Highland Gaelic verse and song, and which in turn served as the vehicle for the 

recitation, elaboration and mobilization of the social and moral verities of clan 

society.52 One important part of the Panegyric Code concerned the appropriate 

standards of warrior virtue and the rights of leadership. Above all, the ‘Code’ 

called for the exertion of traditional virtues of loyalty to one’s chief, courage in 

the face of danger, and the unstinting defence of one’s kin.

Richard Sher suggests that the eff ort to reconstitute the ancient and unruly 

martial traditions of Scotland as a valuable store of courage and loyalty to the 

British Crown, prompted moderate Presbyterian intellectuals such as Ferguson 

to throw their weight behind the apparent ‘discovery’ of the poems of the sup-

posedly ancient Gaelic bard, Ossian.53 Of course, Ossian and his poetry were 

the fi ctional creations of James Macpherson. Although Ferguson’s role in the 

Ossian controversy is diffi  cult to establish, he did have some involvement, a fact 

that lends further support to the claim that Ferguson was convinced that fi c-

tional myths and fables could provide the real foundation for necessary virtues 

in civilized society. Ferguson was accused by Dr Th omas Percy of passing off  a 

document written in his own hand of fragments of Gaelic poetry, supposedly 

attributed to Ossian. Ferguson claimed he obtained the fragment either from 

Macpherson or ‘James Maclaggan’.54 Whatever the extent of his personal involve-

ment, Ferguson refl ects in a letter of 1798 that his knowledge of Gaelic verse was 

limited because his ‘nativity in Athole’ was barely within the Gaelic speaking 

areas of the Highlands. In that same letter, nonetheless, he describes his own 
acquaintance with a Gaelic tale:

… about the year 1740, I heard John Fleming, a taylor, who in the manner of the 

country, worked with his journeymen at my father’s house, repeat, in a kind of chim-

ing measure, heroic strains relating to an arrival or landing of an host and a subsequent 

battle, with a single combat of two chiefs. Th is I took down in writing, and kept for 

some time … 55

Although Ferguson then claimed to recognize this fragment in Macpherson’s 

Ossianic verses, he considered it possible that these verses were authentic, albeit 

heavily embellished by Macpherson. Ferguson seems to have given Macpher-

son a generous benefi t of doubt, slighting his own ‘bastard Gaelic’ compared to 

Macpherson’s ‘genius’.56 Th ough this account highlights Ferguson’s incomplete 
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knowledge of the breadth of Gaelic verse, it also shows that he was quite familiar 

enough with its martial qualities. 

Th ese martial qualities enabled the Jacobites to make ready use of traditional 

poetry and song to galvanize their Highland supporters. As the Ossian con-

troversy also suggests, the martial traditions of Gaelic verse remained a matter 

of interest for loyalist Gaelic speakers.57 For Ferguson, this formed part of his 

commitment to what has been called ‘moral revitalization’ in Scottish society, 

spurred in part by the Lowland’s supine surrender to the Jacobites in 1745.58 In 

the wake of this open show of rebellion and surrender, Ferguson and many other 

Scots evidently saw conspicuous military service as one way of demonstrating 

Scots loyalty to the British state.59 

Th e structure and scope of archaic Gaelic martial verse was, in the wake of 

the Jacobite risings, actively employed in the Highland regiments to sustain the 

loyalty and morale of the troops. Th ere is some evidence to suggest that reg-

imental chaplains (as well as bards and musicians) played a key role in this.60  

Under the King’s Articles of War, all offi  cers and soldiers in British regiments 

were enjoined, under penalty, to attend to divine worship.61 As contemporary 

critics noted, this stipulation was oft en more honoured in the breach than in 

the observance.62 Nonetheless, contemporaries strongly recommended prayer 

and the appointment of chaplains with specifi c duties to lead regular prayer, 

maintain the moral character of the army (and navy), and to tend in battle to 

the needs of the wounded and dying.63 In the Scottish Highland regiments in 

particular, however, chaplains appear to have performed an additional function 

of administering Protestant rites to soldiers who mostly spoke only Gaelic, and 

to use those linguistic skills to articulate and sustain the oral traditions of bat-

tlefi eld courage in Gaelic poetry and song.64  It was perhaps partly due to their 

success that Highland soldiers were to forge a reputation as loyal and reliable 

soldiers throughout Britain’s involvement in the War of the Austrian Succession 

(1743–8), the Seven Year’s War (1756–63) and the American War of Independ-

ence (1776–83).65 Generations of soldiers who followed them in the nineteenth 

century consolidated the reputation of Scots troops as the all too willing armed 

servants of British imperialism. 

However, in 1745, for the offi  cers and men of the 43rd regiment, courage, 

loyalty and discipline seemed very much in question. Th e 43rd was originally 

consolidated from the independent armed companies raised from several loy-

alist clans as far back as 1667.66 Th ese companies were formalized by a royal 

warrant in 1725, and their membership drawn largely from those clans (such 

as the Campbells, Frasers and Grants) whose leaders looked favourably on the 

(Protestant) Hanoverian succession and the Union of Scotland and England. 

Th ese units were initially stationed across the Highlands close to their own clan 

localities to keep watch against Jacobite clans.67 Th ey were formed into the 43rd 
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regiment in 1739 when they were issued with their uniform of scarlet jackets, 

belted plaid tartan and blue bonnets. In March 1743 the regiment was ordered 

south to London where just over 100 soldiers deserted in May 1743.68 Th e deser-

tion was quickly suppressed and three ringleaders were executed before the 

regiment was deployed to Flanders. In 1745 Lord John Murray specifi cally asked 

to command this troublesome regiment (whose acting Colonel, Lord Sempill, 

was more than happy to transfer), and he took the fi rst opportunity to appoint 

a Gaelic-speaking chaplain.69

Ferguson was connected to Murray and the 43rd by ties of patronage. It 

was Murray who in 1745 recommended Ferguson, then a student of divinity, 

for the post of deputy chaplain. Murray was the younger son of the Duke of 

Atholl, Ferguson’s father’s patron. His recommendation was thus an important 

step on the ladder of preferment through patronage. Importantly, Murray made 

special mention not only of Ferguson’s moral suitability for the post, but also 

his command of the ‘Irish language’.70 Ferguson was duly excused from his stud-

ies in order to take up the post, and was commissioned on 30 April 1746. So 

far as we know, however, his active service preceded his commission, and began 

in September 1745 (almost fi ve months aft er Fontenoy). He may subsequently 

have participated in the abortive attack in September 1746 on Port l’Orient in 

France, the command centre of the French East India Company. In April 1747 

the regiment was redeployed back to Flanders where it remained until the ces-

sation of hostilities in March 1748.71  In those two years the regiment fought in 

none of the major battles of the war, but did see action when used to cover the 

retreat of defeated allied forces. 

Ferguson and the Fictions of Fontenoy

If Ferguson was not actually present at the battle of Fontenoy, and all the cred-

ible evidence indicates that he was not, then perhaps it could nonetheless be 

claimed that he should have been. Fontenoy stands out in military history as an 

example of the tenuous nature of ‘civilized’ war.72 Th e battle of Fontenoy was 

so named for the small Flanders village that served as the hinge on which the 

French army under Maurice, Comte de Saxe (1696–1750), Marshal of France, 

deployed its forces against a combined British, Dutch and Hanoverian army 

under William Augustus, Duke of Cumberland (1721–65). British involvement 

in the War of the Austrian Succession (1740–8) began in 1743 as an interven-

tion to aid the beleaguered Austrians against a Franco-Prussian alliance. Britain’s 

involvement began well with a victory over larger French forces at Dettingen 

(17 June 1743). Th roughout the remainder of that and the next year the Brit-

ish and French forces conducted an indecisive series of complicated manoeuvres 

for which eighteenth-century warfare has become renowned. Th e aim of these 
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manoeuvres was to preserve one’s forces while trying to gain the decisive strate-

gic advantage over one’s opponent in order to launch a crushing tactical strike. 

Saxe’s opportunity came at the village of Fontenoy on 11 May 1745 where Cum-

berland committed his combined forces to a series of frontal assaults on French 

positions in and around the town throughout the day.

Th e British and allied attacks on Fontenoy began at about 5:30 a.m. and 

were consistently repulsed by fi erce French defence. Th e newly raised 43rd regi-

ment, so far untested in battle, was thrown into a number of assaults on French 

positions, but its main role seems to have been to support the main infantry 

attack that Cumberland himself led at mid-morning.73 Courageous though 

it was, Cumberland’s grave mistake was to commit the bulk of his British and 

Hanoverian troops to a massed advance upon the French lines without provid-

ing for suffi  cient cavalry support. In line of battle the British regiments advanced 

steadily toward the French lines up a gradually inclining shallow ravine subject 

almost its whole length to a steady enfi lading fi re from French troops. Once 

at the top of the incline the French and British-Hanoverian forces faced one 

another ready for the decisive show of strength. In anticipation of the impor-

tance of the encounter, Saxe had called up his elite troops of the Garde Française 

to lead the defence.

Th e Gardes Française and the British First Grenadier Guards faced one 

another ready for the other to open fi re. It is at this point that the standard 

accounts of the battle lean heavily on the legend of battlefi eld civilities. Accord-

ing to this legend, Captain Lord Charles Hay is reputed to have stepped out 

in front of his men, doff ed his hat to the French and pulling out a fl ask is said 

to have toasted them: ‘We hope you will stand till we come up to you, and not 

swim the river as you did at Dettingen’.74 At this point, Hay is supposed to have 

led his men in three cheers to the French and to have invited them to fi re fi rst. 

For their part, the French returned the cheers, declined the off er to fi re fi rst, and 

thus invited the British to open fi re. We cannot be sure that any such encoun-

ter took place. What we do know is that when the British actually fi red, they 

are supposed to have ‘struck fi ft y offi  cers and 760 men of three leading French 

regiments’.75 Th e British and Hanoverians succeeded in breaking the fi rst French 

line and throwing the French out of their entrenchments. However, as the aft er-

noon progressed, the British and Hanoverians were forced to make a steady but 

bloody withdrawal down the ravine.

So ended the battle of Fontenoy, a resounding victory for France and for the 

Marshal de Saxe. Th e war itself dragged on for another three years as de Saxe 

won further victories against the allied army in Flanders at Rocoux (1746) and 

Lawfeldt (1747), before capturing Maastricht (1748). Th ese victories ensured 

that France emerged triumphant in the treaty signed at Aix-la-Chapelle later 

that year. Signifi cantly, no mention was made in primary accounts of the battle 
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of the exchange of battlefi eld civilities between the British and French offi  cers. 

A British report published in Th e Gentleman’s Magazine, referred only to the 

advance of the British and allied infantry, which, under heavy fi re ‘bore down all 

before it’, driving the French back 300 paces beyond their entrenchments around 

the village.76 Th e primary French account largely concurs, making special note of 

the murderous British fi re,

… [Th e British] made an Attempt to penetrate through our Line of Infantry, in which 

they succeeded; for their Infantry, who had form’d themselves in a very strong Line of 

Battle, charg’d; and at the second Charge, penetrated through the Brigade of Guards 

… Our Cavalry, which advanced before them immediately, could not sustain the ter-

rible Fire made by that Line of Infantry; insomuch, that for more than an Hour, they 

had a very remarkable and considerable Advantage. Several of our Squadrons rallied, 

but were again repuls’d, by the prodigious Fire of the Enemy’s Infantry.77

Th e allied army’s Adjutant-General, the Earl of Craufurd (a Lowland Scot), 

made no mention of the exchange of civilities except to describe the regularity 

of the British advance toward the French as ‘THE NOBLEST SIGHT I EVER 

BEHELD!’78

It would seem that the origin of the legend of battlefi eld civility lies in the 

work of the French philosophe Voltaire, whose national sentiment had been so 

stirred by news of the victory that he penned a poetic elegy to the sacrifi ce of the 

fallen. His later History of the War of 1741 makes a centre-piece of the supposed 

encounter but contains some pretty compelling incidental detail of the subse-

quent engagement. Voltaire recounts the following exchange that occurred at 

the climactic moment, when the opposing forces were no more than ‘fi ft y paces’ 

apart:

Th e English offi  cers saluted the French by taking off  their hats. Th e Count de 

Chabannes and the Duke de Biron advanced forward, and returned the compliment. 

My Lord Charles Hay, captain of the English guards, cried out, ‘Gentlemen of the 

French guards, give fi re’. Th e Count d’Antroche, then lieutenant and since captain 

of grenadiers, made answer with a loud voice, ‘Gentlemen, we never fi re fi rst; fi re 

you fi rst’. Th en the captain said to his men, in English, Fire. Th e English made a run-

ning fi re; that is, they fi red in divisions … when the front of a battalion, four deep, 

had fi red, another battalion made its discharge, and then a third, while the fi rst were 

loading again.79 

In his biography of the Marshal de Saxe, W. H. Dilworth made much of the chiv-

alrous encounter at Fontenoy, but his account follows Voltaire’s very closely.80

Doubts about the details of this legendary encounter notwithstanding, it 

is possible to surmise that something like it might just have taken place, if for 

no other reason than Voltaire’s seemingly accurate account of the tactics of the 

engagement suggests it. What the legend of Fontenoy conveys is the fi ne dis-
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tinction between the delicate niceties of eighteenth-century warfare, and the 

dreadful realities that lay behind them.81  By the time the French and Allied 

forces faced one another at Fontenoy, the optimal killing range of eighteenth-

century muskets placed them well within shouting distance (approximately sixty 

paces). At that point, much would have hinged on the tactical question of who 

would fi re fi rst. British infantry tactics were premised on the presentation of a 

continual and advancing fi re in which a series of ranks would present themselves 

in turn, one line advancing at a time, standing to give fi re and then reloading, 

whereupon the next rank would advance, fi re and reload and so on in succes-

sion. Th e point was to bring maximum lethal power to bear in such a way that 

the sustained volleys would deliver a decisive blow, so weakening the opponents 

that if they still occupied the fi eld, then bayonets could fi nish what the musket 

left  undone. 

As the defenders, the French held the enormous tactical advantage of forcing 

the Allies to make the decisive move. For the French however, infantry tactics 

were premised on the presentation of a massed fi ring of all troops at once. By 

fi ring fi rst then, the French would actually have thrown their advantage away 

by emptying their muskets, thereby having to reload en masse while the Allies 

continued to present their advancing fi re and charged the French before they 

were able to muster a second volley. By allowing the Allies to fi re fi rst, the French 

Gardes Française made the frightful, but tactically rational decision to take an 

enormous hit from the allied volley, so that they would then oblige the Allied 

infantry to charge with unloaded muskets into the face of their own dreadful 

barrage of shot. In the event it was a very close gamble indeed and almost came 

unstuck. Nonetheless, thanks to Cumberland’s poor planning, and to the unim-

aginable courage of scores of unnamed soldiers, it was just enough. Th us, if there 

was a quaint exchange of battlefi eld pleasantries at Fontenoy, it would have had 

less to do with battlefi eld civilities, than with the tactical question of how best 

to kill the enemy.82

Ferguson’s own part in the battle has been in dispute for some time.83  Th e 

tale of his presence on the fi eld and active participation in the battle comes 

to us from two sources. Th e fi rst is the unbelievable story derived from one of 

Ferguson’s most celebrated former pupils at the University of Edinburgh, Sir 

Walter Scott. Scott’s frankly incredible story has Ferguson, sword in hand and 

standing at the head of the 43rd regiment in its advance on Fontenoy. When 

Lieutenant Colonel Munro bade him remember that his chaplain’s commission 

did not entitle him to take such a position, Scott has him fl ing his commission at 

his commanding offi  cer declaiming ‘Damn my commission!’84  Th e other more 

plausible, but still erroneous account comes from David Stewart’s Sketches of the 

Character, Manners, and Present State of the Highlanders of Scotland, with details 

of the Military services of the Highland Regiments, published in two volumes in 
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1822. Stewart errs with Scott in placing Ferguson on the fi eld of Fontenoy, but 

unlike Scott, Stewart adds some more interesting detail.  Stewart’s story has 

Colonel Munro see Ferguson ‘in the ranks’, and utter ‘a friendly caution’ that,

… there was no necessity to expose himself to unnecessary danger … Mr Ferguson 

thanked Sir Robert for his friendly advice, but added … he had a duty which he was 

imperiously called upon to perform. Accordingly, he continued with the regiment 

during the whole of the action, in the hottest of the fi re, praying with the dying, 

attending to the wounded, and directing them to be carried to a place of safety. By his 

fearless zeal, his intrepidity, and his friendship towards the soldiers (several of whom 

had been his school-fellows at Dunkeld), his amiable and cheerful manners, check-

ing with severity where necessary, mixing among them with ease and familiarity, and 

being as ready as any of them with a poem or heroic tale, he acquired an unbounded 

ascendancy over them.85

What makes Stewart’s account so interesting is that despite the obvious error 

of placing the incident at Fontenoy, the rest of the account remains plausible. 

Not only does he have Ferguson carrying out his duties on the fi eld (tending the 

wounded), but also making use of his Erse linguistic skills to bolster the morale 

of the troops through recitation of traditional Gaelic martial fi ctions. 

Stewart’s work is far from reliable, and it seems that rather than relying 

solely on regimental records (many of which he wrongly supposed had been 

destroyed), he drew his information from Scots veterans.86 Stewart was himself 

a serving offi  cer of a Highland regiment and had given plenty of active military 

service in the Napoleonic wars. His regimental history however, was based on 

the testimony of veterans of the much earlier Seven Years War (1754–63), in 

which the Black Watch had given much service in America just a few years aft er 

Ferguson had left  the regiment.  It is therefore possible that Stewart’s tale is based 

on actual events embellished or blurred by the hazy memories of aging veterans 

who had indeed served with Ferguson in the last years of the Flanders campaign 

(1746–8).  

Th ough we can be sure that Ferguson did not participate in the battle of Fon-

tenoy, it is hard to read his work without thinking of the connection between 

the fi ction of battlefi eld civility and Ferguson’s own troubled appreciation of 

the knife-edge distinction between civility and barbarity in modern war.87 Fer-

guson’s barely disguised admiration for the ‘modern’ laws of war was premised 

upon the highly disciplined manner with which the nations of Western Europe 

were then attempting to ‘carry the civilities of peace into the practice of war …’ 

enabling them to ‘mingle … politeness with the use of the sword …’88 Elsewhere 

he argued that warfare was now waged ‘with little national animosity’ and com-

batants were ‘almost in the very heat of a contest, ready to listen to the dictates of 

humanity or reason …’89 Echoing Montesquieu’s desire to see this mode of disci-
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pline and conduct extended to the rest of society, Ferguson argued that ordered 

and rule-bound warfare was the hallmark of civilization:

Glory is more successfully obtained by saving and protecting, than by destroying the 

vanquished … Th is is, perhaps, the principal characteristic, on which, among modern 

nations, we bestow the epithets of civilised or polished.90

Th is style of warfare, however, pertained to confl icts between opponents who 

chose to abide by the rules of battle between civilized belligerents, and while 

it may have been seen on the fi elds of Dettingen or Fontenoy, it most certainly 

was not at Culloden (16 April 1746).91  Here, a British government army under 

Cumberland’s command defeated the Jacobite army under Prince Charles 

Edward Stuart. In the hours and days following the battle the Duke earned the 

epithet ‘Butcher’ Cumberland by ordering the killing of an unknown number of 

wounded Jacobites, and capturing over 3,000 sympathizers, of whom 120 were 

executed by drawing lots, 88 died in appalling prison conditions, and over 900 

were transported to the colonies.

Th ough he never addressed himself to the Jacobite rising, or to the brutal 

manner of its suppression, Ferguson seems to have taken a hard line on the ques-

tion of civil war. For him, ‘civilized’ war consisted in warfare limited by powerful 

conventions designed to mollify its terrible eff ects (such as not targeting non-

combatants and sparing prisoners of war). Th ese conventions, however, simply 

did not apply in cases of civil war. Th e issue was not one of simple hypocrisy 

or inconsistency. Rather, Ferguson’s position was shaped by the importance he 

attached to the development of modern military practices.  For an increasing 

number of Enlightenment writers, including Ferguson, the development of 

modern military discipline and tactics was an index of civilization.92  Th e process 

of civilization culminated in, and its polished accomplishments were secured by, 

the creation of sovereign states. Th e sovereignty of these states rested on their 

control and use of supreme military force. Civil war or rebellion was thus seen as 

an assault on the process of civilization, as threatening the very disciplines and 

forms of self-control that made life in civil society possible.93 Consequently, the 

rules of engagement for a civil as opposed to a foreign war could be construed 

diff erently.  

Much later in his career, Ferguson showed just how far he was willing to take 

this theory. In 1776 Ferguson produced a pamphlet highly critical of one by 

Richard Price sympathizing with the cause of the American rebels. Ferguson’s 

pamphlet appears to have pleased the government in London, who agreed to 

circulate it.94  His argument was that the legitimacy of the American colonies 

was premised on the extension of British law and the sovereignty of the British 

parliament throughout its Empire. As British subjects, the American colonists 

had no right to contest that sovereignty, or to ‘withdraw their allegiance because 
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their settlements were made in America, any more than if they had been on 

Hounslow-Heath or on Finchley-Common’. What is more, their armed rebel-

lion not only threatened the stability of Britain’s Empire, but also incurred the 

likelihood of a violent armed response from Britain. For Ferguson, the rebel-

lion of an as yet undeveloped colonial America against the highly developed and 

civilized imperial Britain endangered the very process of civilization. Defeat in 

America he suggested, would herald the collapse of Britain’s Empire and its com-

mercial civilization (just as surely as barbarian invasion heralded Rome’s fall), 

while American victory would sow the seeds for the development of a corrupt 

and corrupting military government there.95

In 1777 Ferguson was selected to accompany and was subsequently employed 

as secretary to the Carlisle Commission, sent to Philadelphia to negotiate a 

return of the colonies to the imperial fold. Th e Commission ended in farce as 

the Americans refused to recognize the Commission because the Commission-

ers refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of the Continental Congress. What 

was worse, a manifesto produced by the Commission and bearing Ferguson’s 

signature seemed to threaten the imposition of severe military penalties on the 

Americans.96 Th e manifesto sparked parliamentary debate in Britain, and the 

House of Lords censured it for declaring that the ‘extremes of war’ would be 

unleashed on fellow British subjects in the colonies in direct contravention of 

‘the maxims which have been established among Christian and civilized commu-

nities …’97 Whatever the exact nature of the public threats emanating from the 

Commission, it would seem that Ferguson was himself singled out as the author. 

Th is was later denied by one of the Commissioners, William Eden, but Fergu-

son did make the tenor of his own views clearer in some private comments on 

the rules of war later solicited by Eden.98 In these comments, Ferguson observed 

that,

It is not easily conceived how Subjects in Arms against Th eir Sovereign & in Alliance 

with his enemys, should be entitled to more favour than the Subjects of a Forreign 

Prince at War upon some problematical Questions of State.  Th e Subjects of a For-

reign Prince involved in a War by their Sovereign may not have incurred any personal 

Guilt by that Circumstance And it is not Lawfull to Distress them except so far as 

that is allowed in order to Distress the State to which they belong.  But Subjects in 

Rebellion incurr a Personal Guilt & may be disstressed not only in order to disstress 

their Community but likewise in order to Punish Th eir Crime.99

Such ‘Rules of War’ were designed to protect ‘Innocent Subjects’ and to limit 

warfare to the ‘just measure of Hostilitys’ needed to ‘force an Ennemy to Justice’, 

and thus not to cause harm ‘wantonly’.100  As he made clear in his Institutes of 

Moral Philosophy however, the ‘laws of war’ limiting the use of indiscriminate 

violence pertained to confl icts between sovereign nations.101
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Conclusion: Civilization, War and Empire

Ferguson’s admiration for modern, ‘civilized’ war was balanced with his aware-

ness that the division of labour, separating the function of warfare from that of 

ordinary life, created at the heart of every civilized society a military structure 

which threatened ‘usurpation’ and ‘military power’.102 Indeed, these concerns 

motivated his participation in the public controversy over the desirability of a 

Scots militia prompted by Prime Minister Pitt’s Militia Bill (enacted in 1757), 

which called for the raising of a militia to defend England, but excluded any in 

Scotland due to fears that it would become an instrument of future Jacobite rebel-

lion.103 Echoing earlier controversies over William III’s standing army, Ferguson 

appealed to the ‘Valour of Freemen Armed in defence of their Country’.104 His 

position, however, was shaped by more than the exigencies of national defence, 

and derived in large measure from his concern that self-interested commerce and 

the division of labour – despite their advantages – tended to undermine ‘public 

spirit’.105  For Adam Smith however, the division of labour had simply made pro-

fessional, standing armies necessary because workers at war meant lost revenue, 

and because war had now become an ‘intricate … science’ requiring full-time 

armies.106

Th ough Ferguson admired Smith’s Wealth of Nations, he declared to its 

author that on the question of the militia ‘I must be against you’.107  For Fergu-

son, a citizen’s militia was the best means of ensuring the practice of vigorous, 

martial virtues and introducing the citizen to the disciplines, salutary hard-

ships, obedience, fortitude and courage of military life.108 For Smith, however, 

the invention of fi rearms meant that the individual skill of the warrior was no 

longer as necessary to modern warfare as the discipline of large bodies of troops, 

and such discipline was better accomplished in standing armies than in militias.  

With more than a backward glance at the Highlands, Smith argued that stand-

ing armies were necessary to civilization itself. Without them a civilized nation 

would lie open to ‘the invasion of a poor and barbarous neighbour’, while it was 

only by means of standing armies that ‘a barbarous country’ could be ‘suddenly 

and tolerably civilized’.109

For Ferguson however, the lack of a citizen’s militia facilitated the sudden 

eruption of Highland armies in 1715 and 1745:

… whilst the Body of our People is disarmed, and pacifi c to a Degree which tempts 

Invasion, we have Reason to apprehend Danger even from a few, whom the Spirit 

of Faction continues to stimulate. A few Banditti from the Mountains, trained by 

their Situation to a warlike Disposition, might over-run the Country, and, in a criti-

cal Time, give Law to this Nation … When the Lovers of Freedom and their Country 

have an equal use of Arms, the Cause of a Pretender to the Dominion and Property 

of this Island, is from that Moment desperate.110
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Th e problem, as he saw it, was that the advance of civilization (of commerce, 

manners, law and government) also weakened the archaic virtues that less civi-

lized peoples were constantly called on to display due to the harshness of their 

situation. For Ferguson, civilization was characterized by a complex mix of 

advantages and disadvantages nowhere more dangerously opposed than in mili-

tary aff airs.111

Ferguson could not deny that civilized militaries exhibited superior disci-

pline and control, but these were accomplished by subordinating the individual 

soldier’s warrior virtues to the commands of drill:

Th e best Lesson of the parade is a habit of Submission to absolute Command: there 

every Battalion learns to unite and obey; it becomes like the Bundle of Rods, strong 

when in Order and united, even tho’ Individuals have no great personal Confi dence, 

or Fondness for the Business.112

What’s more, professional militaries oft en relied on draft ing the ‘Dregs of the 

People’ least equipped to show any virtue.113 Th ese shortcomings were, he 

thought, exposed by imperial confl icts in which ‘civilized’ soldiers fi ghting for 

empire across the globe had to ‘contend with the savage’ and thereby to ‘imitate’ 

the savage warrior’s skills.114 Even worse, the techniques of modern warfare were 

perilously easy to learn, and in ‘the use of modern arms, the novice is made to 

learn, and to practice with ease, all that the veteran knows’.115 Th is was one of 

the fears animating his concern over the prospect of military rule, manifested in 

striking warnings of the dangers of corruption and military government.116

According to J. G. A. Pocock, Ferguson’s fear of military government sub-

duing civil society was not necessarily a ‘prophecy’ of ‘immediate peril’, but a 

‘moralistic’ exposition of ‘the dangers inherent’ in the process of civilization.117 

Th at process could indeed be positive, for, while it had intensifi ed the capacity 

for civilized states to wage war, it had also created ‘domestic peace and regular 

policy’ and ‘disarmed the animosities of civil contention’.118 Ferguson was con-

cerned, however, that civilization may degenerate, that polished manners and 

good government may be corrupted.119 Th e danger of corruption was that the 

loss of national spirit in the face of rampant self-interest and greed, would create 

the conditions for tyranny. Th e task, as Ferguson saw it, was how to engraft  the 

archaic virtues of savage tribes and barbarous nations onto a civilized society, 

thus averting the terrible fate that corruption would bestow.120

Th e plausible but certainly fi ctional tale of Ferguson’s presence at Fontenoy 

illustrates the salience of his Highland background, while also highlighting the 

tension between his devotion to archaic warrior virtue and his admiration of the 

modern practice of war. Th e most plausible story we have of Ferguson’s active 

military service has him speaking Gaelic verse, invoking the ancient traditions of 

warrior virtue on the fi eld of battle that has come to exemplify the organization, 
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discipline and structure of warfare that he considered an index of civilization. 

While it could not have taken place at Fontenoy, the tale is a plausible account of 

Ferguson’s personal application of his devotion to both archaic virtue and mod-

ern military methods. Underlying this commitment was an abiding fear that 

without the living appeal to archaic virtue, the discipline, strength and order he 

so admired in modern armies would, under the enervating infl uence of civiliza-

tion, imbibe a fi ctional quality all of their own. 
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3 WHY DID DAVID HUME DISLIKE ADAM 
FERGUSON’S AN ESSAY ON THE HISTORY OF 

CIVIL SOCIETY?

David Raynor

In a delightfully teasing letter to Adam Smith, Hume postponed informing him 

about the reception his Th eory of Moral Sentiments (1759) was enjoying in Lon-

don and predicting what its overall success would be by relaying gossip about 

various Scottish and French men of letters. Among other items, Hume told him 

that ‘Ferguson has very much polished and improved his Treatise on Refi nement; 

and with some amendments it will make an admirable book, and discovers an 

elegant and a singular genius’.1

Whatever became of Ferguson’s Treatise on Refi nement? Th e editor of the 

most recent edition of Ferguson’s An Essay on the History of Civil Society suggests 

that it is ‘lost’.2 But perhaps it is more  probable that the part of the  early draft  

manuscript that Hume read, however slight it may have been,  was incorporated 

into the published Essay, rather than being ‘lost’. When Hume came to read sev-

eral sections of the penultimate or fi nal manuscript of the Essay about eight years 

later, and more than a year before it was published, he told his intimate friend 

Dr Hugh Blair that he had high expectations for it, but they had been dashed by 

reading Ferguson’s papers ‘more than once’. 3 As he explained to Blair, his high 

expectations had been ‘founded on my good Opinion of [Ferguson], on a Small 

Specimen I had seen of them some years ago, and on yours & Dr Robertson’s 

Esteem of them: But I am sorry to say it, they have no-wise answer’d my Expec-

tation. I do not think them fi t to be given to the Public, neither on account of 

the Style or Reasoning; the Form nor the Matter’. Hume here writes as if what 

he read in 1759 was part of what he tried to like later on in 1766 and 1767. It 

may even be that the ‘small specimen’ that he read and liked back in 1759 was, or 

included, the section ‘Of Luxury’ in Part VI of the Essay, which seems to echo 

Hume’s own 1752 essay ‘Of Luxury’, which had been re-titled ‘Of Refi nement in 
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the Arts’ in 1760. I shall later present another reason in support of this specula-

tion.  

But the primary purpose of the present essay is to answer the question: why 

did Hume dislike the Essay?  Th is question should not be diffi  cult to answer. 

He naturally assumed that the two ‘specimens’ that he had read on two widely-

separated occasions were the best bits of the manuscript. As he explained to 

Blair: ‘It is not natural to imagine, that these Sections, which [Ferguson] has 

sent as a Specimen, are the worst parts of the Performance: Yet surely, what I saw 

was much better. It is needless to enter into a Detail, where almost every thing 

appears to me exceptionable’. For this reason alone most speculations as to what 

Hume disliked in the Essay will inevitably have some truth in them. I suspect 

that when Hume read a ‘small specimen’ of the Essay in 1759 he fully expected 

that both the content and the style of the fi nished product would be much more 

in line with that of his own publications than they turned out to be. At all events, 

the ‘small specimen’ that he read and liked in 1759 evidently was not the larger 

and later ‘specimen’ that he read in early  1766, and which made him wish to do 

all in his power to prevent the publication of Ferguson’s fi rst major work.

Style and Form

Hume certainly took exception to Ferguson’s style, so let us briefl y focus on that 

aspect of the Essay. Prior to 1767 Ferguson had composed in English two text-

books intended for his students, but acknowledged only two small pamphlets 

intended for a wider public: Refl ections Previous to the Establishment of a Mili-

tia (1756), which consisted of fi ft y-three pages, and Th e Morality of Stage-plays 

Seriously Considered (1757), which was merely thirty pages long. Of the fi rst 

Ferguson himself acknowledged that it was ‘a tedious Performance’.4 Of the sec-

ond a contemporary judged that ‘the stile and manner of it is very poor and dull, 

so that I am positive that the author cannot be a man of genius’.5 Th ese were very 

short ephemeral tracts, quickly composed for particular occasions, and never 

reprinted in Ferguson’s lifetime. Th e Essay, by contrast, had a long gestation of 

eight or more years, so it might have been expected to have exhibited a polished 

style. Aft er all, by 1767 its author had been a professor at a prestigious Scottish 

university for eight years. Everybody in Edinburgh who knew him well would 

have most likely been prejudiced in his favour. Certainly Hume acknowledged 

that he was; and so, no doubt, were some of his closest friends, notably Dr Hugh 

Blair, Professor of Rhetoric at Edinburgh University, and Dr William Robert-

son, the celebrated historian of Scotland, as well as the energetic and successful 

Principal of the university. It appears to have been Ferguson’s friends, General 

Robert Clerk and William Petty, the third Earl of Shelburne, who put the sec-

tions of the manuscript of the Essay into Hume’s hands, and were entrusted with 
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negotiating with potential publishers. Th ey probably expected Hume to recom-

mend the work to his own publishers. But, if so, how wrong they were.  Hume 

told Blair that he would gladly join any scheme that aimed ‘to prevent or retard 

the Publication’ of Ferguson’s papers; ‘but they are now put into General Clerk 

& Lord Shelburne’s hands, who are not the most proper Judges in the World’; so 

he insisted that it was up to Blair alone to prevent the publication of the Essay, 

which Blair would not do. He and Robertson had praised the work and would 

not retreat.

In his letter to Blair, Hume was careful  not to be thought to be alone in fi nd-

ing fault with the style of the Essay, so he mentioned the negative judgements of 

two close friends: Sir Gilbert Elliot, MP for Roxburgh, and Dr Robert Lowth, 

whom he described as being ‘a very candid & ingenious Critic’. Lowth had been 

Professor of Poetry at Oxford during most of the 1740s, had been recently elected 

a fellow of the Royal Society of London, and in 1753 had published a highly suc-

cessful book entitled Praelections de sacra poesi Hebraeorum. Blair would have 

known all this, and been open to Lowth’s censure of Ferguson’s manuscript. 

Aft er the Essay was published, and was well received, Hume reported to Fer-

guson and Blair that a fellow Scotsman, Lord Mansfi eld, ‘was extremely pleas’d 

with it; said it was very agreeable and perfectly well wrote; assur’d me, that he 

wou’d not stop a Moment till he had fi nishd it …’.6 But Hume also reported that 

he had asked Mrs Edward Montagu (née Elizabeth Robinson) ‘whether she was 

satisfi ed with the style? Whether it did not savour somewhat of the country? 

Oh yes, said she, a great deal: it seems almost impossible that anyone could write 

such a style except a Scotsman’.7

Ferguson’s Essay displayed considerable ‘warmth in the cause of virtue’, some-

thing that Hume’s own fi rst publication lacked. As is well known, this was one of 

Francis Hutcheson’s complaints about Book 3 of Hume’s A Treatise of Human 

Nature. As Hume told him: ‘What aff ected me most in your Remarks is your 

observing, that there wants a certain Warmth in the Cause of Virtue, which, 

you think, all good Men wou’d relish, & cou’d not displease amidst abstract 

Enquirys’. But Hume explained in no uncertain terms that this lack of ‘warmth’ 

was the result of a deliberate decision: 

One may consider [the mind] either as an Anatomist or as a Painter … I imagine 

it impossible to conjoin these two Views … I am perswaded, that a Metaphysician 

may be very helpful to a Moralist; tho’ I cannot easily conceive these two Characters 

united in the same Work. Any warm Sentiment of Morals, I am afraid, wou’d have 

the Air of Declamation amidst abstract Reasonings, & wou’d be esteem’d contrary 

to good Taste.8

Ferguson’s Essay, by contrast, is redolent with a ‘warm sentiment of morals’; 

but there is little anatomy of human nature, metaphysics, or even ‘abstract Rea-
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sonings’ in it. Th erefore it is tempting to regard Ferguson as more a moralist 

than a philosopher, more a declaimer than an analyst, and, as we shall see, there 

is some evidence that this was how he was regarded by some of his contempo-

raries.

Th e London-based Critical Review seems to have been fi rst off  the mark to 

review the Essay, with a laudatory seven-page article in its February number. 

Th e reviewer judged the Essay to be ‘one of the few modern compositions 

which unites preciseness of reasoning and depth of judgment, to an uncommon 

elegance of diction’. Th is was diametrically opposed to Hume’s opinion.  Th e 

practical aim of the Essay was also emphasized, with the reviewer noting that 

it ‘exhibits a plan of national policy upon solid, that is virtuous, principles; and 

we hope will be considered as such by the rulers and ministers of a people who, 

having reached the summit of glory, have nothing now so much to apprehend 

as that very attainment, because, in the course of earthly things, it leads to dec-

adence’. Ferguson would have been pleased that the reviewer felt that nobody 

could read his book without becoming ‘a better man and citizen’.9 Th is favour-

able review was reprinted in the Scots Magazine the following month.10 But not 

all the reviews were so entirely laudatory, and there was in fact an undercurrent 

of criticism of the book, both public and private.

Religion and Civil Society 

A long review of the Essay in the Monthly Review appeared in the numbers for 

March, April and May of 1767, and the standard work on that London periodi-

cal attributes it to Hume’s friend Dr William Rose.11 It was probably this review 

that Hume sent, from London, to Ferguson at Edinburgh.12 While most of its 

thirty-one pages consist of extracts from Ferguson’s book, one striking criticism 

occurs in its fi rst paragraph. Th e reviewer notes ‘a considerable omission’ in the 

book, namely, that it contains absolutely no discussion of the role of religion in 

civil society. He evidently thought that potential readers of the book should be 

warned about this omission: 

‘In a work of this kind, the discerning reader, we apprehend, will expect 

to meet with something upon the subject of religion, which, in almost every 

age, has had a considerable infl uence on civil society: this point, however, our 

Author has omitted; what his reasons were, we pretend not to know. Th e subject 

is indeed of a very delicate nature …’13 

Th is is a hint that Ferguson was overly prudent and lacked the courage to take on 

this ‘very delicate’ subject. 

A similar criticism was made about a year later, in a thirty-page review of the 

Essay in Mémoires littéraires de la Grande Bretagne, a short-lived French-language 

periodical edited by Edward Gibbon and his Swiss friend Georges Deyverdun. 
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In the considerations to follow, I shall draw on this uncommonly detailed and 

interesting review of Ferguson’s Essay, to which Hume himself may have had 

some input. Th e longest article in the fi rst volume of this periodical, this review 

has been attributed to Gibbon, but cogent reasons for thinking that it is not his 

production alone have been put forward.14 I shall have more to say about the 

authorship of this review later. Meanwhile, let us simply note that the reviewer 

(or reviewers) found it surprising that religion, which always occupies such a 

prominent place in civil society, occupied none at all in Ferguson’s Essay, and 

ironically professed to admire Ferguson’s prudence in avoiding any discussion 

of such a delicate subject.15 Can there be any doubt that Hume also would have 

thought that Ferguson should have paid considerable attention to the impact of 

religion on civil society?  

One of Hume’s abiding interests was how religion aff ected civil society. In 

his History of England under the House of Tudor (1759), for example, he had 

made much of the impact of John Knox and the Reformers on Scottish civil 

society. Robertson’s History of Scotland (1759), by contrast, had downplayed this 

impact, much to his advantage. From London Hume wrote to Adam Smith that 

‘Robertson’s Book has great Merit; but it was visible that he profi ted here by the 

Animosity against me’.16 Hume believed  that the greater popularity of Robert-

son’s  book over his own was ‘forwarded by its prudence, and by the deference 

paid to established opinions’.17 To Hume’s mind Robertson’s overly sympathetic 

account of Knox and the Reformation was a weakness in an otherwise accurate 

and impartial history of the period, and he believed that Robertson’s History was 

‘most expos’d to criticism’ on account of its ‘godly Strain’.18 By contrast, Hume 

welcomed the fact that readers of his history of the Tudors would have ‘the 

pleasure of seeing John Knox and the Reformers made very ridiculous’.19 And he 

jokingly requested Adam Smith ‘to fl atter my Vanity, by telling me, that all the 

Godly in Scotland abuse me for my Account of John Knox & the Reformation 

&c’.20

Robertson and Blair, like Ferguson, were Scottish Presbyterian clergymen 

who had received much the same college education. No doubt Hume believed 

that on this account alone Robertson and Blair might be prejudiced in favour of 

a work by a member of their own class, especially when it omitted any discussion 

of the role of religion in civil society. How indeed could they impartially judge 

Ferguson’s work, given their similar backgrounds and close personal ties to him? 

In this connection it is worth recalling a very gently stated, yet important, criti-

cism of Robertson’s History of Scotland in the Critical Review.  Aft er noting that 

Robertson himself is a Scottish Presbyterian, though without ‘that bigotry and 

sourness which have oft  been charged on that sect’, the reviewer remarked that:
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As it is almost impossible, however, for the most impartial writer, to divest himself 

entirely of all prejudices of country, education, or profession, some of our readers may 

perhaps imagine, that a certain degree of these prejudices can be found in the char-

acter which he gives of Knox, the great apostle of the Scotch church; where, though 

his failings be acknowledged, yet an apology for them is, at the same time, artfully 

interwoven.21 

In light of  considerations such as these, it may seem that Hume was somewhat 

naive in asking Blair and Robertson to re-examine Ferguson’s manuscript ‘with 

more Severity and less Prepossession’, in the hope that a more impartial examina-

tion of it would lead them to retract their high opinion of it, and consequently  

‘prevent or retard the Publication’.

Sparta and Athens

Th e arbiters of literary taste in Edinburgh at this time were a triumvirate consist-

ing of Hume, Lord Kames and Lord Elibank. Th ese men were oft en asked for 

their opinions on works-in-progress by members of the literati, but there seems 

to be no evidence that any of them were consulted by Ferguson until he put a few 

of his papers into Hume’s hands. However, once the Essay was published, Kames 

happily recommended it to Mrs Montagu, emphasizing its two aims: 

Besides tracing minutely the history of society from its dawn in the savage state to 

its meridian lustre of civilization, sciences and arts, it has a further aim, which is, to 

wean us from selfi shness and luxury, the reigning characteristics at present of all com-

mercial nations, and to restore the manly passions of heroism, generosity, and love of 

our species. Th e aim is noble; but the disease, I doubt, is too far advanced to be cured 

by any characters that can be formed with ink.22

It must have been obvious to any discerning reader that Ferguson had a practi-

cal, as well as a theoretical, aim in publishing the Essay. Evidently Kames did 

not believe that its practical aim could succeed. Nor did Mrs Montagu, whose 

reaction to the book deserves to be quoted at length, as the letter in which it is 

given was passed on to Ferguson, and forms part of the subject of a letter that 

he subsequently wrote Hume. While preferring Athens over Sparta, she feigned 

admiration for Ferguson’s naive partiality to Sparta, while at the same time gen-

tly mocking its supposed relevance to mid-eighteenth-century Great Britain.

I approve extremely of Mr Ferguson in the preference he gives to the magnanimous 

virtues, above the eff eminate and luxurious arts of modern life; and wish he could 

infuse into us some of that Spartan spirit he admires so justly. At the same time, if 

he learnt the practice of virtue at Sparta, it was at Athens he was taught to make it 

doctrine. A Lacedemonian [i.e. a Spartan] might have said, when he swallowed his 

black broth … What do I suff er that the Athenians may praise me! Had not the latter 

perpetuated its memory, the temperance of the former, like their broth, had diff used 
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its salubrious eff ects only through a few individuals, and a few centuries. What had 

remained of Spartan patriotism for an example to other countries, and other ages, if 

the same system had prevailed all over Greece?23

When she penned the above she may have had in mind Ferguson’s observation 

that ‘Athens was necessary to Sparta, in the exercise of her virtue, as steel is to 

fl int in the production of fi re’.24 But she may also have been alluding to the devel-

opment of the moral doctrines of the Stoics at Athens.

Ferguson was fl attered that this famous ‘bluestocking’ had taken notice of 

his book, and hoped that Hume, when he next spoke with her, would ‘mix some 

of [his] Philosophy with [Hume’s] own’. But Ferguson was ‘somewhat Angry 

with her for conjuring up the Spartan black broth against [him]’; and as he pro-

ceeded to tell Hume: ‘I know that you are an admirer of the Athenians as well as 

Mrs Montagu & if I were to plead the cause of Sparta against her I must appeal 

somewhere else’.25 Hume regarded Sparta as a ‘prodigy’ to which there can be no 

return. Modern states cannot be turned into fortifi ed camps of public-spirited 

citizens, so animated by amor patria that they would endure severe hardships 

and forego innocent pleasures for the public welfare. Since ‘these principles are 

too disinterested and too diffi  cult to support’, Hume insisted that politicians 

must instead ‘govern men by other passions, and animate them with a spirit of 

avarice and industry, art and luxury’.26 He did not believe in a ‘miraculous trans-

formation of mankind, as would endow them with every species of virtue’: a 

politician ‘cannot cure every vice by substituting a virtue in its place. Very oft en 

he can only cure one vice by another …’27 Hume’s realistic politics was opposed 

to Ferguson’s naive Stoicism.

Hume and Mrs Montagu were not alone in disliking Ferguson’s excessive 

praise of Sparta.  It was indeed the only criticism of the Essay in a review that 

Edmund Burke has been credited with writing. Aft er reprinting much of Sec-

tions 1 and 6 of Part 1 of the Essay, he could not forebear ending without making 

the following criticism:

Notwithstanding the pleasure we have received from this performance, and the esteem 

with which we regard the author; we cannot take leave of him without expressing our 

surprize, that so able and zealous an advocate for benevolence should have lavished so 

much praise on the Spartan government; a government, which, besides many other 

enormities in the very frame of it, not only tolerated, but enjoined the most inhuman 

cruelties to be infl icted on its innocent captives; that endeavoured to eradicate from 

its members all social tenderness and domestic endearment, and on every occasion to 

stifl e the voice of nature, and the cries of humanity.28 

Burke then recommended, as a kind of  antidote to Ferguson’s eulogy of the 

Spartans,  an accurate though unsympathetic sketch of their manners that he had 

inserted in the Annual Register for 1760, and which was drawn from the English 
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translation of Antoine Yves Goguet’s De l’origine des loix, des arts, et des sciences; 

et leur progrès chez les anciens peuples.29 Anybody who took the trouble to read 

Goguet’s account would  be disinclined to accept Ferguson’s overly sympathetic 

portrait of  the Spartans.

A mutual friend of Hume and Adam Smith, Count de Sarsfi eld, also deplored 

Ferguson’s praise of the Spartans. He did not think that one should praise a state 

which depended upon slaves in order to support itself. It was an ‘imperfect’ state 

because it deprived its citizens of using many of their talents, and in order to 

last it required many circumstances which probably would never be present 

together. Anyone would have been ‘very unfortunate’ to live near the Spartans. 

Moreover, excessively praising them was unfair to our own forefathers, who also 

displayed the martial virtues to a high degree. Sarsfi eld then criticized Ferguson 

for focusing too much on city-states at the expense of largely rural countries such 

as England, from which the laudable British government had been derived.30 Th e 

history of England had, of course, been Hume’s preoccupation for several years, 

and it was largely a political or constitutional history. 

In Part 4, Section 4 of the Essay Ferguson compared Athens and Sparta by 

employing the literary device of an imaginary report of a modern traveller visit-

ing ancient Greece. He used this device to put Athens and Sparta on the same 

level by suggesting that all Greeks were barbarians, something that he believed 

had been disguised by the great skill of the ancient Greek historians, but which 

he hoped could be brought out by way of this fi ctional report.31 Th e review in 

the Mémoires littéraires singled out this episode, fi rst summarizing, then criti-

cizing it. ‘Th is traveller adopts the tone of Voltaire’s man of the world. He sees 

with an eye of contempt and indignation the determination of the Greeks for 

infi nitely small interests, and equally mocks the poverty of Sparta and the license 

of Athens. Th e whole of Greece appears to him to be an uncouth region, from 

which he would rather escape’. But he then criticized it as follows: 

Th is pleasantry has little grandeur and still less accuracy. I picture the astonishment of 

this traveller, his fear and terror at the sight of Sparta; but a law, which would forbid 

its citizens the spoils from Asia, is little suitable to inspire contempt. At Athens he 

might have believed himself to be in a Tartar horde aft er having heard a tragedy by 

Euripides in a theatre built by Phidias. A pleasantry by Mr. Hume appears to have 

provided the idea for this fi ction; but Virgil himself acknowledged that it is easier to 

snatch Hercules’s club than to steal a verse from Homer.32

Th is reviewer regarded these uncharacteristic pages of Ferguson’s book as a poor 

imitation of Hume’s ‘A Dialogue’, appended to his Enquiry concerning the Prin-

ciples of Morals (1751). Hume was vain of this composition, so he probably also 

would have regarded Ferguson’s eff ort as an unworthy imitation of it.
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Th e Principles of Morality

While Kames was willing to accord some originality to the theoretical aim of the 

Essay, he believed that ‘Ferguson, if he has failed any where, is most defi cient in 

that part of his work where he handles the Principles of Morality’.33 To fi ll this 

gap in Ferguson’s thought Kames recommended to Mrs Montagu his own ‘Essay 

on the Principles of Morality’, which had been published recently.34 Th ere can 

be no doubt that Hume would have agreed with Kames here. In fact, Ferguson 

was farther from Hume’s moral philosophy than he was from Kames’s, so Hume 

would have found the Essay even more defi cient in this respect than did Kames. 

Hume once privately hinted that he would have preferred  Ferguson to continue 

as Professor of Natural Philosophy, rather than moving to the chair of Moral 

Philosophy in 1764.35 Moreover, Hume certainly would have regarded Fergu-

son’s treatment of the moral sentiments as  disappointing, as it  was much like 

that of Francis Hutcheson, the late Professor of Moral Philosophy at Glasgow 

University, and was defi cient for most of the same reasons, namely, in failing to 

probe deeply enough to account for the principles involved in moral approba-

tion and disapprobation, and in founding all morality upon private or public 

benevolence, and little or none on self-interest. Ferguson had ignored or rejected 

the substantial contributions that Hume and Adam Smith, in their diff erent 

ways, had made to the sentimentalist tradition in both metaethical and nor-

mative respects.36 Ferguson would have been familiar with Hutcheson’s moral 

system from his college days, but it is interesting to see that in 1766 he borrowed 

from the university library a copy of Hutcheson’s Inquiry into the Original of our 

Ideas of Beauty and Virtue.37

Ferguson’s Stoic moral philosophy was shared by, and presumably partly 

derived from, Hutcheson; however, Hume believed that this doctrine had been 

refuted decisively many centuries ago. As he once told Hutcheson:

You are a great Admirer of Cicero, as well as I am. Please to review the 4th Book, de 

fi nibus bonorum & malorum; where you fi nd him prove against the Stoics, that if there 

be no other Goods but Virtue, tis impossible there can be any Virtue; because the 

Mind woud then want all Motives to begin its Actions upon: And tis on the Good-

ness or Badness of the Motives that the Virtue of the Action depends. Th is proves, 

that to every virtuous Action there must be a Motive or impelling Passion distinct 

from the Virtue, & that Virtue can never be the sole Motive to any Action. You do 

not assent to this; tho’ I think there is no Proposition more certain or important.38

But Hume’s dislike of the Essay would have commenced in its very fi rst section, 

which is devoted to the supposed state of nature of the poets and philosophers. 

Ferguson there raised objections against philosophers who have theorized about 

a pre-societal state of nature according to various characteristics of man. He 

believed that the system-builder’s desire to explain how social man emerged 
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from ‘some imaginary state of nature’ had ‘led to many fruitless inquiries, and 

given rise to many wild suppositions’. When a naturalist treats of horses or sheep 

he gives us facts, not conjectures; why, then, when a naturalist treats of man, 

should he give us conjectures, rather than facts? Th e latter ‘substitutes hypoth-

esis instead of reality, and confounds the provinces of imagination and reason’. 

We have no record of times when society and language did not exist, so they 

have always existed. Ferguson’s methodological moral is plain: he will collect 

facts and eschew conjectures. He will not be one of those system-builders who 

are ‘tempted into these boundless regions of ignorance or conjecture, by a fancy 

which delights in creating rather than in merely’ observing nature. Such theorists 

‘are the dupes of a subtilty, which promises to supply every defect of our knowl-

edge’. Th e state of nature ‘is here; and it matters not whether we are understood 

to speak in the island of Great Britain, at the Cape of Good Hope, or the Straits 

of Magellan’.39

Th e review in the Mémoires littéraires objected that this was too severe a cur-

tailment of the philosopher’s province, and countered Ferguson’s argument that 

the historian of civil society should emulate the historian of other animal spe-

cies: 

Perhaps he treats [these philosophers] too severely. Animals are everywhere the same; 

man, by contrast, appears diff erent everywhere. When one compares an Englishman 

and a Hottentot, isn’t it natural enough to suspect that the characteristics of the Hot-

tentot himself are also the product of time and labour? Language and society scarcely 

exist with him; the philosopher conjectures that they haven’t always existed with 

him. His hypothesis must explain their origin, consistently with what is invariable 

and necessary in the constitution of the animal body. Th e philosopher may propose 

conjectures, but must avoid the tone of a lawmaker, and limit himself to that of a 

modest sceptic.40

Hume would have welcomed this defence of philosophical conjecture, for 

throughout his philosophical works he engaged in it, especially in his account 

of the origin of justice and property, notwithstanding that he could agree with 

Montesquieu’s remark, quoted by Ferguson, that ‘Man is born in society, and 

there he remains’. Hume probably believed that the earliest ancestors of the 

Hottentots of the Cape of Good Hope lived ‘in that savage condition, which 

precedes society’. But any such belief was irrelevant to his defence of state-of-

nature philosophizing.

While explaining the origin of justice and property Hume defended his pro-

cedure of considering apart things that are really inseparable, in this emulating 

the procedure of the natural philosophers. He observed:

… that ’tis utterly impossible for men to remain any considerable time in that savage 

condition, which precedes society; but that his very fi rst state and situation may justly 
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be esteem’d social. Th is, however, hinders not, but that philosophers may, if they 

please, extend their reasoning to the suppos’d state of nature; provided they allow it 

to be a mere philosophical fi ction, which never had, and never cou’d have any reality. 

Human nature being compos’d of two principal parts, which are requisite in all its 

actions, the aff ections and understanding; ‘tis certain, that the blind motions of the 

former, without the direction of the latter, incapacitate men for society: And it may 

be allow’d us to consider separately the eff ects, that result from the separate opera-

tions of these two component parts of the mind. Th e same liberty may be permitted 

to moral, which is allow’d to natural philosophers; and ‘tis very usual with the latter 

to consider any motion as compounded and consisting of two parts separate from 

each other, tho’ at the same time they acknowledge it to be in itself uncompounded 

and inseparable.41 

Th e invention of justice and property is the work of the passions and the under-

standing: in certain circumstances men inevitably invent conventions to restrain 

their self-interested passions. Hume’s strategy in explaining the origin of justice 

is fi rst to eliminate candidates for the original non-moral motive for the inven-

tion of, and the obedience to, the rules of justice. He fi rst excludes self-love ‘when 

it acts at its liberty’, then public benevolence and fi nally private benevolence, in 

order to show how self-love naturally leads into justice ‘in an oblique and indi-

rect manner’.42 In  Hume’s view, ‘no aff ection of the human mind has both a 

suffi  cient force, and a proper direction to counter-balance the love of gain’ than 

self-interest itself: Th e only thing that can control self-interest is self-interest ‘by 

an alteration of its direction’; that is, by the discovery ‘that the passion is much 

better satisfy’d by its restraint, than by its liberty’.43 Hume’s account of justice and 

property was presented as a discovery using the very conjectural method that 

Ferguson condemned. Faithful to his methodology, Ferguson simply stopped 

with the fact that the state of nature is imaginary; he saw no reason to go farther. 

For Hume, by contrast, ‘Th is state of nature … is to be regarded as a mere fi ction 

… but yet deserves our attention, because nothing can more evidently shew the 

origin of those virtues, which are the subjects of our present enquiry’.44 

In Hume’s technical terminology justice is an artifi cial virtue, not a natu-

ral one. Th is distinction was little understood even by Hutcheson, and perhaps 

still less by Ferguson, who seems either to have ignored it or to have deliberately 

blurred it. In the 1740s Hume’s clerical enemies had a fi eld day with this distinc-

tion. In self-defence Hume gave, in an anonymous pamphlet, what is perhaps his 

clearest explanation of the distinction: 

By the natural Virtues he plainly understands Compassion and Generosity, and such 

as we are immediately carried to by a natural Instinct; and by the artifi cial Virtues he 

means Justice, Loyalty, and such as require, along with a natural Instinct, a certain 

Refl ection on the general Interests of Human Society, and a Combination with oth-

ers. In the same Sense, Sucking is an Action natural to Man, and Speech is artifi cial. 

But what is there in this Doctrine that can be supposed in the least pernicious? Has 
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he not expresly asserted, Th at Justice, in another Sense of the Word, is so natural to 

Man, that no Society of Men, and even no individual Member of any Society, was 

ever entirely devoid of all Sense of it?45

Hume was very sensitive to the diff erent meanings of ‘natural’ and, perhaps 

largely as a result of Hutcheson’s misunderstandings on reading a late draft  of 

Book 3 of A Treatise of Human Nature, took considerable pains to avoid such 

misunderstandings in the future: ‘… when I deny justice to be a natural virtue, I 

make use of the word, natural, only as oppos’d to artifi cial. In another sense of the 

word … no virtue is more natural than justice. Mankind is an inventive species; 

and where an invention is obvious and absolutely necessary, it may as properly be 

said to be natural as any thing that proceeds immediately from original princi-

ples, without the intervention of thought or refl ection’.46 In a memorable passage 

Ferguson virtually echoes this last sentence, while at the same time objecting to 

all attempts to distinguish what is natural from what is artifi cial: ‘We speak of art 

as distinguished from nature; but art itself is natural to man. He is in some meas-

ure the artifi cer of his own frame … and is destined … to invent and contrive’.47 At 

least one reader took him as maintaining here ‘that it is a mistake to distinguish 

art from nature, and that, on the contrary, art is natural to man’.48 Hume would 

have insisted that for certain philosophical purposes  it is important to distin-

guish what is artifi cial from  what is natural, while agreeing that, in another sense 

of the word ‘natural’, art is natural to man.

Th e sixth section of Part 1, ‘Of Moral Sentiment’, as we have seen, shows that 

in matters of moral philosophy Ferguson is not only a Stoic but, like many liberal 

Scottish clergymen of his day, at least sympathetic with Hutcheson’s moral phi-

losophy. But Ferguson makes it clear from the beginning that he is not interested 

in explaining the principles involved in making moral judgements. It is just a 

fact, and perhaps an inexplicable one, that we make them. He therefore saw no 

need to enter into the territory occupied by Hume or by Adam Smith’s Th eory 

of Moral Sentiments, though he at least once alludes to their theories, suggesting 

that both sympathy and benevolence are at work here: 

What is it that prompts the tongue when we censure an act of cruelty and oppression? 

What is it that constitutes our restraint from off ences that tend to distress our fel-

low-creatures? It is probably, in both cases, a particular application of that principle, 

which, in presence of the sorrowful, sends forth the tear of compassion; and a combi-

nation of all those sentiments, which constitute a benevolent disposition; and if not a 

resolution to do good, at least an aversion to be the instrument of harm.49 

While entirely avoiding the word ‘sympathy’ for reasons best known to himself, 

Ferguson suggests that sympathy and other benevolent principles explain both 

why we disapprove of vicious actions, and why we avoid doing them. Benevo-

lent dispositions do both jobs in Ferguson’s moral universe. But, again, Hume 
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would not have been satisfi ed with the suggestion that the same principles that 

operate in making us blame an unjust action also keep us from acting unjustly. 

For Hume what keeps us from acting unjustly is enlightened self-interest; what 

makes us disapprove vice is sympathy with others. As he summed up this part of 

his theory: 

‘… self-interest is the original motive to the establishment of justice: But a sym-

pathy with public interest is the source of our moral approbation which attends 

that virtue. Th is latter principle is too weak to control our passions; but has suf-

fi cient force to infl uence our taste, and give us the sentiments of approbation or 

blame.’50   

In a long footnote to the above-quoted paragraph, Ferguson gives an account 

of the honest man’s ‘resolute choice of conduct, directed to the good of mankind, 

or to the good of that party to which the party belongs’. Th is discussion may have 

been directed at Hume. It surely would have reminded Hume of Hutcheson’s 

account of justice and property in Philosophiae Moralis Institutio Compendiaria 

(1742), a copy of which Hutcheson had sent him. In response to Hutcheson’s 

doctrine Hume wrote: ‘You sometimes … ascribe the Original of Property & 

Justice to public Benevolence, & sometimes to private Benevolence towards the 

Possessors of the Goods, neither of which seem to me satisfactory. You know my 

Opinion on this head. It mortifi es me much to see a Person, who possesses more 

Candour & Penetration than any almost I know, condemn Reasonings, of which 

I imagine I see so strongly the Evidence’.51 Twenty-four years later Hume had 

the mortifi cation of seeing Ferguson implicitly condemn those same reasonings. 

But there were other critics of Hume’s account of justice that Ferguson may also 

have been drawing on.  Kames devoted a chapter to criticizing it in his Essays on 

the Principles of Morality and Natural Religion (1751), and two years later an 

anonymous pamphlet adjudicated this dispute giving Kames the victory.52 Adam 

Smith was critical of Hume’s account of justice too, and seems to have been con-

vinced that on this matter Kames was right and Hume wrong.

Opposition and Confl ict

In the early sections of Part 1 of the Essay Ferguson is concerned to establish that 

man seeks society, and shuns solitude; that human nature consists of intellec-

tual and moral principles; and that we are activated by principles of benevolence 

as well as self-preservation. In Section 2 he ‘attacks moralists who have allot-

ted every thing to interested self-love, without leaving anything to benevolence 

except a hollow name’.53 Th ere is nothing here that Hume would have rejected. 

He was as convinced as Hutcheson and Butler that benevolence is an irreducible 

principle of human nature, and both Hume and Ferguson employed arguments 

to this end derived from these philosophers. It comes as something of a surprise 
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then to fi nd Ferguson, in section 4, announcing that, in addition to these prin-

ciples, man is also naturally endowed with a principle of opposition, so that 

national animosities and wars are natural and useful things. Here Hume would 

have regarded Ferguson as an unskilful naturalist for positing another innate 

principle of human nature in order to account for the opposition and confl ict 

which Hume believed could be entirely accounted for on the basis of self-inter-

est, benevolence, and scarcity. Hume emphasized that: 

so noble an aff ection [as benevolence], instead of fi tting men for large societies, is 

almost as contrary to them, as the most narrow selfi shness. For while each person 

loves himself better than any other single person, and in his love for others bears the 

greatest aff ection to his relations and acquaintance, this must necessarily produce an 

opposition of passions, and a consequent opposition of actions, which cannot but be 

dangerous …54

Hume viewed war as what moves a society without government to embrace 

government, and he appealed to the American Indians to verify his theory, 

all without requiring Ferguson’s gratuitous principle of opposition. As Hume 

maintained: ‘… so far am I from thinking with some philosophers, that men are 

utterly incapable of society without government, that I assert the fi rst rudiments 

of government to arise from quarrels, not among men of the same society, but 

among those of diff erent societies’. Foreign wars lead to civil wars,  during which  

the rules of society require reinforcement by a military leader, which eventu-

ally leads to civil government: ‘Camps are the true mothers of cities; and as war 

cannot be administered ... without some authority in a single person, the same 

kind of authority naturally takes place in that civil government, which succeeds 

the military’.55 But though Hume fi nds a place for war in the early stage of a 

society without government, he did not see war as necessary and useful at more 

advanced stages of civil society. Far from it.

In sections 9 and 10, on national felicity, Ferguson maintains  that wealth and 

population contribute less to national felicity than character does; he then draws 

the moral that peace and unanimity are not the chief or only bases of national 

felicity but that animosities, agitations, factions and debates are essential too. To 

this appeal to confl ict, the reviewer in the Mémoires littéraires responded: ‘One 

sees that Mr. Ferguson, faithful to his principles, regards with horror weak and 

passionless moderation, which produces neither love nor hatred; and that he 

views wars and factions as principles of life and movement.  Th e calm philoso-

pher will tremble at this doctrine; but the zealous citizen will embrace it; and it 

is for the latter that Mr. Ferguson writes’.56
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Savage and Barbarian

Part 2 of the Essay is devoted to the ‘History of Rude Nations’ and makes an 

important distinction between ‘savage’ and ‘barbarous’ nations. Th is is not an 

original distinction.  Montesquieu had his own way of drawing it in terms of 

terrain: ‘savage peoples’ are usually ‘hunting peoples’ living in ‘small scattered 

nations which cannot unite’, while ‘barbarian peoples’ are usually ‘pastoral peo-

ples’ living in ‘small nations that can unite together’.57 Others were less precise. 

Th e distinction was invoked by Hume’s Parisian friend Jean-Baptiste-Antoine 

Suard in his comparison of the ‘savage’ poetry of Ossian with the ‘barbarous’ 

poetry of medieval Wales.58 Hume would have been interested in how Ferguson 

draws this distinction on the basis of a ‘savage’ nation not knowing property, and 

a ‘barbarian’ one knowing it. But here Ferguson is less than clear. Sometimes he 

suggests that savage nations have absolutely no idea of personal property, with 

all property being communal. But he sometimes concedes that the American 

Indian has ideas of his own personal possessions. Th e reviewer in the Mém oires 

littéraires picked up on this: ‘Among rude nations, some have no, or at least very 

little, idea of property; others know it’.59 Th is distinction between peoples having 

absolutely no idea of property, on the one hand, and others having a notion of 

property, would be an interesting distinction for Hume, as his theory of justice 

requires property.  For Ferguson, however, justice can exist without any notions 

of property and is what Hume would have classifi ed as a natural virtue. But apart 

from this lack of clarity on Ferguson’s part, and how it might have played a part 

in his rejection of Hume’s theory of justice, there is nothing in the distinction 

itself that Hume would have disliked. Indeed, Ferguson’s ‘savage’ society seems 

equivalent to Hume’s ‘infancy of society’, and, as we have already seen, Hume 

himself emphasized that there can be society without government, something 

that ‘we fi nd verify’d in the American tribes, where men live in concord and 

amity among themselves without any establish’d government …’ Yet he was quick 

to add: ‘But tho’ it be possible for men to maintain a small uncultivated society 

without government, ‘tis impossible they shou’d maintain a society of any kind 

without justice …’60

It may be true that Ferguson sometimes models his savages on the ancient 

Gaels celebrated in his friend James Macpherson’s poems of Ossian. But between 

1760 and 1766 Hume himself was a moderate partisan of Ossian: that is, like 

many he was sensitive to the poems without going the lengths of those who 

shared their vision of Celtic society.61 Sometime aft er returning from Paris to 

London in 1766, however, Hume fi nally turned against the authenticity of these 

poems, so Ferguson’s partiality to Ossian might have grated on him. And  if 

Ossianic society is as visible in the Essay as many believe it to be, then Pocock62 

may be right that it was Ferguson’s ‘primitivist romanticism’ that Hume could 
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not stomach; or rather that it was one among several aspects of Ferguson’s book 

that he disliked.

It was Hume’s position that the ages of polished society ‘are both the happiest 

and most virtuous’, and he set out to prove that ‘industry, knowledge, and human-

ity, are linked together by an indissoluble chain, and are found, from experience 

as well as reason, to be peculiar to the more polished, and, what are commonly 

denominated, the more luxurious ages’.63 Ferguson was inclined to emphasize 

the negative side of commercial and polished ages, and to emphasize the positive 

aspects of rude and barbarous societies. With respect to the latter, the Mémoires 

littéraires again ably summarized his line of argument: ‘Th ese barbarous times 

seem dreadful; but one exaggerates; each century has its consolations, as well as 

its misfortunes. Th ere was then a vigour of spirit, which rendered disorder itself 

respectable; and all aff ections, all attachments, were more intense’.64 
Th e reviewer just as ably criticized the arguments off ered in support of this 

position. He didn’t entirely disagree with Ferguson’s fi rst reason for seeing barba-

rous times in a more favourable light than was usual, but rejected his last reason 

outright: 

‘Our author seems to me, in general, a little too friendly towards barbarous 

centuries. I would give some weight to his fi rst reason, to the vigour, or rather 

to the hardness of spirit; but his second reason appears to me to be refuted by 

history.’

Th e annals of history of those centuries recount ‘perpetual animosities, weak 

attachments, and a violence which respected neither ties of blood, nor those of 

friendship’. We fi nd in these same annals ‘fathers, children, brothers, and wives 

all killing one another, and the most ruthless cruelty, always accompanied by the 

basest treachery. Th ere you have what he calls all aff ections, all the more intense 

attachments’.65 Can there be any doubt that on this issue Hume would have sided 

with Ferguson’s critic?

Montesquieu and National Characters

Th at Ferguson’s Essay was indebted to Montesquieu’s Esprit des Lois was obvious 

to readers from the beginning. Hume himself seems to have believed that the 

Essay would not be as successful as Montesquieu’s book, and perhaps he believed 

this because he thought that it was inferior to the Esprit des Lois. In a letter 

dealing with both works, he allowed that Montesquieu’s book ‘has consider-

able Merit, notwithstanding the Glare of its pointed Wit, and notwithstanding 

its false Refi nements and its rash and crude Positions’.66 To Blair he reported 

that the Archbishop of York had said of Ferguson’s Essay ‘that in many things 

it surpasses Montesquieu’.67 It is not possible to infer from these brief remarks 

alone whether Hume believed that Ferguson’s book had more, or less, merit than 
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Montesquieu’s. Th e mention of Montesquieu’s ‘rash and Crude positions’ may 

suggest that he thought the Essay to be at least no better than the Esprit des Lois. 

But perhaps he thought it inferior to Montesquieu’s book, inasmuch as Mon-

tesquieu was the pioneer, and Ferguson the follower. On the other hand, Hume 

may have agreed with his friend Helvétius that the Essay was a better book than 

the Esprit des Lois.

It was natural that the Essay would be compared with the Spirit of the Laws. 

Th e Mémoires littéraires set the tone early in its review: ‘L’homme est né dans la 

societé, & il y demeure, dit M. de Montesquieu, & après lui Mr. Ferguson’.68  It  

noted Ferguson’s ‘noble acknowledgment’ of his debts to Montesquieu – ‘this 

profound politician and amiable moralist’ – observing that Ferguson is ‘sure to 

walk beside Montesquieu, at least in the latter quality’. Is this a hint that Fer-

guson was an ‘amiable moralist’, but not a ‘profound politician’? I suspect that 

it is. But however this may be, the review added that Ferguson’s book ‘makes a 

pretty good commentary’ on the Esprit des Lois, whose principles and plan it 

follows, but ‘without deigning to respond to objections that have been made 

against these principles’.69

Hume had criticized Montesquieu’s rationalist moral philosophy in his 

Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals (1751); but, as we have seen, Fer-

guson did not follow Montesquieu in this respect, being a ‘sentimentalist’ in 

moral philosophy. But Ferguson unequivocally took Montesquieu’s side in the 

debate about whether the manners of a state are primarily the result of its cli-

mate, or entirely the eff ect of other so-called ‘moral’ causes, such as ‘the nature 

of the government, the plenty or penury in which the people live, the situation 

of the nation with regard to its neighbours’ and similar sorts of circumstances or 

institutions. Montesquieu allowed some weight to moral causes, but assigned a 

considerable amount to physical causes, or ‘those qualities of the air and climate, 

which are supposed to work insensibly on the temper, by altering the tone and 

habit of the body’70.

What causes the uniformity of national characters? ‘Th ere are few questions 

more curious than this’, Hume wrote, ‘or which will oft ener occur in our enquir-

ies concerning human aff airs’.71 Are national characters formed by physical causes 

or by moral causes? Or are they formed by both sorts of causes, and, if so, how 

much by each sort? In 1748 Hume composed an essay, ‘Of National Characters’, 

around the time that the Esprit des Lois had been printed  but was awaiting pub-

lication in Turin,  Italy, where Hume was then stationed on a diplomatic mission. 

Th ere is some mystery as to how Hume could have had Montesquieu’s views 

on climate as a target, when his own essay was published around the time that 

the Esprit des Lois was offi  cially published.72  Hume’s letter73 to Montesquieu 

thanking him for a copy of the book, and  commenting on it, does not mention 

this disagreement with him. But Ferguson certainly would have known Hume’s 
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essay and its criticism of Montesquieu’s views on climate and manners. Th is con-

troversial essay also contained a notorious description of the ‘character’ of the 

clergy, a feature that drew many to read an essay which they otherwise might 

have ignored. 

It was Hume’s position that while even ‘the most superfi cial observer’ must 

grant that a nation’s character ‘will much depend on moral causes’, it was a mistake 

to believe that the air and climate played any role in forming national characters. 

In his Esprit des Lois Montesquieu had assigned a considerable role to physical 

causes. Hume vigorously argued against this position: ‘As to physical causes’, he 

wrote, ‘I am inclined to doubt altogether of their operation in this particular; 

nor do I think, that men owe any thing of their temper or genius to the air, 

food, or climate’.74 Hume sought to explain national characters entirely by moral 

causes, employing sympathy or the ‘imitative nature’ of the human mind, and 

appealing to history and reason: ‘If we run over the globe, or revolve the annals 

of history, we shall discover every where signs of a sympathy or contagion of 

manners, none of the infl uence of air and climate’.75 By following Montesquieu 

on this important controversial matter, Ferguson was at the same time implicitly 

rejecting Hume’s battery of arguments against this popular position. Why had 

Ferguson rejected or ignored Hume’s arguments against one of Montesquieu’s 

‘rash and Crude positions’?   We have here, I suggest, another aspect of Fergu-

son’s book that Hume disliked.

Th e Monthly Review noted that on this topic Ferguson ‘adopts many of the 

sentiments of the celebrated Montesquieu, who, in the opinion of some of his 

warmest admirers, ascribes more to the infl uence of climate than reason or expe-

rience can possibly justify’.76 Dr Rose, the presumptive author of these words, 

would have known that Hume was both an admirer and a critic of Montesquieu, 

so he might have been alluding here to Hume’s criticism of Montesquieu’s popular 

position.  However this may be, Hume would have agreed with, and appreciated, 

the review’s pointed criticism of Ferguson’s considerations on climate. 

Th e Mémoires littéraires devoted considerably more space to criticizing Fer-

guson’s position, situating it in the context of ‘some modern philosophers’ who 

attribute to climate ‘much eff ect on manners, and run over the globe in a fashion 

very agreeable to the reader’. One of Montesquieu’s early English readers was 

bored by the book until he reached the part that dealt with this subject: ‘I read 

thirteen books of Montesquieu’s Spirit of the Laws’, he wrote, ‘without making 

the least discovery. But at length the fourteenth book rewarded all my toils’.77 

Th e eff ect of air and climate on character had been a popular topic for more 

than three decades, with Dr John Arbuthnot and the Abbé Dubos preparing 

the way for Montesquieu; but it was also a topic fraught with diffi  culties. As this 

reviewer put it:
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It is a very complex question as to the infl uence of the constitution of the body on 

the mental, not only by the limits that a true philosopher must give it, but also by the 

perpetual action and reaction that it is necessary to calculate without end, and which 

hide themselves from the reckoning. Mr. Ferguson perhaps goes too far in restricting 

the imagination to the climates to which nature has allotted the vine and the fi g: Th is 

judgement appears unusual on the part of a fellow countryman of Th omson. Mr Fer-

guson himself, though a Scotsman, shows much imagination in his parallel between 

the Arab and the Lapplander with the animals of their countries, the horse and the 

reindeer respectively. Th e climate of Arabia gave its inhabitants strength, liveliness, 

and nimbleness. Th at of Lappland left  to the animals it produces only a rigid tough-

ness which withstands hunger and fatigue, but which gives way under a foreign sky. 

Our author paints with warmth: But isn’t it the case that the climate of India and 

Africa harbours the largest, strongest, and most intelligent of all quadrupeds? But the 

men of these same regions are mediocre, abject, or stupid.78

Th e reviewer’s criticisms here are more forceful than they appear. In his eyes 

Ferguson should not have restricted the imagination to southern Europe, when 

Scotsmen such as James Th omson, author of Th e Seasons and other poems, 

fl ourished in North Britain; and perhaps there is also interwoven a gentle hint 

that Ferguson’s own imagination got the better of  his judgement in his parallel 

between the Arab and his horse, and the Lapplander and his reindeer, which  

falls to an obvious counter-example: there is a great disparity between the char-

acteristics of the elephants of Africa and Asia and  the human inhabitants of 

those regions, even though they share the same air and climate. 

Civil Liberty and National Defence

Ferguson’s section ‘Of Civil Liberty’ bears little resemblance to Hume’s essay 

of the same title, which is essentially a comparison of republics and monar-

chies, with the absolute monarchy of France coming out surprisingly well. He 

does mention, however, a source of degeneracy in the British government (the 

contraction of considerable national debt), as well as a source of degeneracy in 

absolute monarchies (the prevailing court mentality that inhibits the develop-

ment of commerce). Ferguson’s section, by contrast, while it ends by praising 

the Habeas Corpus Act and the British government, devotes almost one quar-

ter of its space to the laws of ancient Sparta. As we have seen, some critics had 

annoyed Ferguson by ‘conjuring up the Spartan black broth against [him]’; but 

he himself had invited their ‘conjuring’ by frequently bringing up Sparta – as if 

it were a suitable mirror in which modern Britons could see their shortcomings 

and begin imitating Sparta before it was too late. It is not easy to see how Spar-

tan legislation is relevant to civil liberty. Civil liberty requires the rule of law; 

but why should mid-eighteenth-century Britons be particularly concerned with 

the old statutes at Sparta? Th e reviewer in the Mémoires littéraires was kinder to 
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Ferguson’s apparent digression on Spartan laws than one might have expected, 

simply reporting his excuse for going on at such great length on this subject, 
namely, that they were the only people who had made virtue a state aff air.79 Th is 

was a hint that Great Britain should make virtue a state aff air too. Th e reviewer, 

for his part, suggested that the section on civil liberty should have been placed 

before that on national defence.80 To my knowledge this is the only review that 

recommended a structural change to the book.

Th is same reviewer accurately summed up Ferguson’s views on mercenary 

armies and citizen militias, noting that he ‘missed the times when the toga and 

arms weren’t shamefully separated; when the citizen fought for his country’.81 

Ferguson indeed believed that all statesmen should be soldiers, and was nostal-

gic for the times when they were. But one did not have to share this extreme view 

in order to agree that a country should have a militia, even if it also has a standing 

army. Many people in Great Britain at this time believed that the nation should 

have a militia as a supplement to a smaller regular army. 

In the section devoted to self-defence and conquest Ferguson fi rst explained 

how the move from small rude nations to larger polished ones ushers in a change 

in the form of military service from citizen militias to standing armies.82 When 

the government of a nation is placed in the hands of  pacifi c citizens, its states-

men, having given up the sword,  must now pay others to defend the country, so 

defence becomes a trade like other trades: ‘A discipline is invented to inure the 

soldier to perform, from habit, and from the fear of punishment, those hazard-

ous duties, which the love of the public, or a national spirit, no longer inspires’.83 

For Ferguson this is not progress, but decline; for when defence becomes a trade, 

the virtuous motives of honour and amor patria must give way to the baser 

motives of avarice and fear. Th e same reviewer summed up Ferguson’s section 

thus: ‘Th ese mercenary armies contribute a great deal to smother national vir-

tue. Moreover they are very dangerous, and one day could overwhelm Europe 

and the whole world’.84 Hume would not have emphasized ‘national virtue’ here 

any more than he would have approved of Ferguson’s view that the character of 

a nation is more important for its ‘felicity’ than its wealth and numbers.85 But 

as Duncan Forbes has emphasized, ‘Hume oft en expresses opinions in favour of 

militias and against standing armies’.86 

One of Ferguson’s earliest publications was a pamphlet directed against the 

national policy of leaving the defence of England entirely to the standing army by 

failing to muster the militia. In 1757, a bill for reviving the English militia passed 

unopposed in the Commons, but was thrown out by the Lords. Th ough Fergu-

son wanted the militia restored, he was opposed to this bill because it envisaged a 

large compulsory militia, while he much preferred a smaller select voluntary one. 

Men in a large compulsory militia would fi ght from fear and avarice alone, rather 

than from honour and love of country. Moreover, a compulsory militia would 
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be ‘inconsistent with every degree of civil liberty’.87 Ferguson advocated that the 

militia should be restricted to ‘a select band’ of ‘the most respectable part of the 

nation’ who are capable of acting from honour; that is, militia men should be 

selected exclusively from those men from the virtuous propertied classes who 

have volunteered to serve. Otherwise it would be a ‘promiscuous multitude’ and 

‘our arms must come by substitution into the hands of the least reputable class 

of the people, who cannot be reduced into the order of an army…’.88 For these 

reasons Ferguson advocated a militia which ‘excludes all cottagers, day-labourers 

and servants’.89 His ideal militia would have excluded many men that the 1757 

bill would have conscripted.  Dr John Robertson has observed that Ferguson’s 

‘restriction of militia service to freeholders and exclusion of the meanest, labour-

ing classes point to a clear division of functions within society, with one class 

permanently engaged in economic activity, while the other remains free to cul-

tivate its military spirit’.90 If this sounds a little like ancient Sparta, it is surely no 

accident.

When the militia was restored in England its size was reduced by about half 

what had been planned originally. Th is is the ‘puny’ militia of 32,000 men in 

which Gibbon served, and which made him ‘smile’ when he refl ected that there 

were more than a million able-bodied men in England who could have been 

trained to arms if ‘the legislators of the Militia [had not] despaired of imitat-

ing the practice of Switzerland’.91 So, while Gibbon and Hume believed that a 

compulsory militia on the Swiss model was the best militia possible, Ferguson 

completely disagreed with them. While none of this detail is evident in the 

Essay, bringing it up lets us see the continuity between Ferguson’s thought in 

1757 and 1767.

Luxury, Corruption and Despotism

We have been considering what Hume disliked in the Essay. But what did he like 

about it? For he remembered approving of the ‘small specimen’ that he had read 

in 1759. I would like to single out two sections in the published work that prob-

ably incorporated material from that ‘small specimen’. Both sections would have 

met with Hume’s approval. 

Section 2 of Part 6, entitled ‘Of Luxury’, seems to echo Hume’s own 1752 

essay ‘Of Luxury’, which had been retitled ‘Of Refi nement in the Arts’ in 1760. 

Hume began this essay by attending to the meanings of the word ‘luxury’: 

‘Luxury is a word of uncertain signifi cation, and may be taken in a good as well 

as a bad sense’. He went on to point out that ‘since luxury may be considered 

either as innocent or as blameable’ it is surprising that there are two ‘preposter-

ous’ extremes: libertines who ‘bestow praises even on vicious luxury’, on the one 

hand, and ‘men of severe morals [who] blame even the most innocent luxury’. 
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He then proceeded ‘to correct both these extremes’ and to off er a balanced 

account of luxury.92 Ferguson’s initial strategy in this section is identical with 

that of Hume: to disambiguate diff erent senses of ‘luxury’, so that there can be 

both an innocent as well as a blameable indulgence in luxury. Th e reviewer in the 

Mémoires littéraires noted that Ferguson ‘at fi rst shows, that those who dispute 

for or against luxury give diff erent senses to this word’.93 He evidently approved 

of Ferguson’s handling of this issue, declaring that he ‘would gladly transcribe 

the entire section, where the author seems to us to maintain a just balance on a 

subject that has so rarely been treated with moderation’.94 

Th is same reviewer accurately summarized the following two related sections. 

Of Section 3 he wrote: ‘Luxury, in itself innocent, oft en leads to corruption, 

when riches and interest become regarded as the sole means of acquiring respect 

and honour …’ Given that the cumulative eff ect of Sections 3 and 4 is oft en  the 

false impression that Ferguson believed that commerce alone leads to corruption, 

it is interesting that the reviewer, in the fi rst sentence of his summary of Section 

4, translated an important, though sometimes overlooked, qualifi cation: that it 

is not commerce alone that leads to corruption, but only when it is united with 

‘vices in the political situation’.95 When this qualifi cation is emphasized Fergu-

son’s views on luxury may appear more closely aligned with those of Hume, who 

had set out to prove the moderate thesis that ‘whenever luxury ceases to be inno-

cent, it also ceases to be benefi cial; and when carried a degree too far, is a quality 

pernicious, though perhaps not the most pernicious, to political society’.96 
Yet even here there is a divergence between the two thinkers. From Hume’s 

point of view sloth is more pernicious than excessive luxury. Th is is because the 

superfl uous consumption of commodities is benefi cial to the state by producing 

‘a kind of storehouse of labour’ that can be employed to man the state’s fl eets and 

armies. But if a state rids itself of vicious luxury it will probably also lose this 

benefi cial luxury, and its citizens will become ‘useless to the public, which can-

not maintain or support its fl eets or armies, from the industry of such slothful 

members’. As Hume believed, ‘Luxury, when excessive, is the source of many ills, 

but is in general preferable to sloth and idleness, which would commonly suc-

ceed in its place …’.97 A state in which sloth prevails could easily become enslaved 

by an invader with superior fl eets and armies. In short, excessive luxury is not the 

only, or even the surest, route to political slavery.

It is also possible that Section 2 of Part 3, entitled ‘Th e History of Subordi-

nation’, incorporated elements of that ‘small specimen’ read by Hume in 1759. 

It is in this section of the Essay that Ferguson’s most frequently quoted sen-

tence occurs: ‘nations stumble upon establishments, which indeed are the result 

of human action, but not the execution of any design’. Th ough he credits this 

principle to De Retz’s Memoirs, he might as easily have acknowledged Hume, as 

much of the latter’s work involves it. ‘Of the Original Contract’ springs to mind, 
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but other essays and parts of the Treatise are in the same spirit. Hume himself 

may have begun thinking along these lines as the result of refl ecting on Bernard 

Mandeville’s Fable of the Bees, and the various reactions to it.98 But this princi-

ple is implicit in the way markets work, and in 1758 we fi nd Hume defending 

grain merchants during a dearth by praising their usefulness in bringing about 

an equal distribution of grain in the country. Th is was the result of human action 

but not of human design: for they intended simply to reap profi ts by buying 

grain where it is cheap and selling where it is expensive.99 Th e importance of 

the unintended consequences of human action was much in the air. Ferguson 

simply employed it to destroy the myth of founders of states. Th e reviewer in 

the Mémoires littéraires got considerable pleasure from the perspectives of this 

section ‘which unite the double pleasures of novelty and probability’.100 Th ough 

Hume would not have regarded these views as novel, he certainly would have 

regarded them as probable.

We have then two sections of the Essay of which Hume would have heartily 

approved, and which the most attentive reviewer of the book also applauded. 

We can only speculate as to whether parts of one or the other or both were in 

that ‘small specimen’ that Hume read and liked in 1759.  Th e views expressed in 

both more or less coincide with Hume’s own views, which would explain why 

he would have liked them so much. Th ese sections do not contain original ideas, 

being derivative from Hume and others. But we have seen that Ferguson adopted 

Montesquieu’s theories of the infl uence of air and climate on manners. Th is was 

unoriginal too. Ferguson does not seem to have been bashful in taking over other 

people’s ideas and using them for his own purposes. Much of the Essay appears 

to be derivative from others, so it is a challenge to current scholarship to separate 

the original from the unoriginal in the book. Most fortunately that task can be 

left  to others. It is suffi  cient for my purposes to highlight two sections of the 

book that Hume would have enjoyed, and to speculate that they might have had 

their origin in the pages of the Treatise of Refi nement of 1759. 

Readers of the Essay did not have to wait for Harold Laski101 to tell them 

that much of it is unoriginal. Even some of its fi rst readers apparently suspected 

that it contained scarcely anything novel, as we may infer from a remark in 

the Mémoires littéraires.  Notwithstanding that this journal had made several 

eff ective criticisms of the Essay, it ended by praising Ferguson’s down-to-earth 

method, and by defending him against the suspicion that there is little or noth-

ing new in his performance:

One doesn’t see in these pages that spirit of system, where the imagination leads us 

from illusion to illusion; everything is based upon facts, and supported by arguments 

that are almost always sound. Th ose who look for the novel in philosophy will per-

haps say that there is nothing new in this work. But haven’t you by now seen enough 

of those colored balls, the playthings of a childish imagination, which a puff  of reason 
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makes vanish? Besides, there are in Mr Ferguson’s book some points of view that are 

new.102

We are not told whether these new points of view are among those that the 

reviewer had criticized earlier. We can only guess. But it is interesting that he 

did not criticize Ferguson’s style, and concluded his notice with the following 

remark: ‘Despite the elegance of Mr Ferguson’s style, one sees that he seeks more 

to be useful than to shine …’103

We have seen that Hume would have found Ferguson’s Baconian methodol-

ogy too restrictive. One can refuse to delve deeply into the principles of morality 

and thereby avoid making conjectures about the origin of justice. Th ere is no 

reason why Ferguson should have been interested in off ering a theory of moral 

sentiments in competition with those of Hume, Smith or Kames. But one can-

not always avoid conjecture, and Ferguson does not do so. For one thing he is on 

record104 as subscribing to the validity of the argument from design, and would 

have known, from reading Hume’s fi rst Enquiry, that his friend was a strong 

critic of this argument. In his posthumously published Dialogues Concern-

ing Natural Religion Hume has the scientifi c theologian (and not the sceptic) 

exclaim against this argument: ‘Whence can any cause be known but from its 

known eff ects? Whence can any hypothesis be proved but from the apparent 

phenomena? To establish one hypothesis upon another, is building entirely in 

the air; and the utmost we ever attain, by these conjectures and fi ctions, is to 

ascertain the bare possibility of our opinion; but never can we, upon such terms, 

establish its reality’.105 Th ere are useful fi ctions and sound conjectures, as well as 

useless fi ctions with unsound conjectures based upon them. Hume seems to have 

had a surer grasp of these distinctions than Ferguson did.

Towards the end of the Essay Ferguson conjectured that despotic govern-

ments will fi nally destroy themselves and from their ruins free republics will 

arise. As one reviewer remarked: ‘Mr. Ferguson ends his work with this con-

soling thought. Is it as sound as it is consoling? History provides me with no 

example of this political cycle’.106 History doesn’t confi rm this conjecture, and 

a philosopher should beware of adopting any position that is so comforting. 

Witness what Hume says about the immortality of the soul in his essay of the 

same title. We have seen that, elsewhere, this same reviewer argued that history 

‘refutes’ Ferguson’s view that the barbarous centuries were not as bad as many are 

inclined to think. Here perhaps the facts may be said to speak for themselves, 

though arguably against Ferguson’s position. But the facts do not always speak 

for themselves, and we cannot always avoid conjecture. Of the absolute monar-

chies in eighteenth-century Europe, this same reviewer mentioned that ‘more 

than one of them is taking big steps towards despotism. What will be their fate at 

last? We are journalists, not prophets’.107 Hume himself would not have proph-
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esized which of these unnamed absolute monarchies, if any, would end up being 

despotic, and not just because he had more positive things to say about absolute 

monarchies than did Ferguson. Surely some of the diff erences between the two 

friends should be accounted for by the fact that Ferguson was writing primarily 

for the ‘zealous citizen’, while Hume’s audience more frequently was the ‘calm 

philosopher’.

In this essay I have been more concerned with what Hume disliked about 

his friend’s book than what he liked about it. Th e former is a much easier tar-

get to hit than the latter, though I hope that I have hit both. But in so doing I 

may be thought to have neglected large stretches of the text that resonated with 

the reading public of his day. Th ere is an aspect of the Essay that appealed far 

more to eighteenth-century readers than it does to us  – or did to Hume. Hume 

would not have relished those pages in Parts 5 and 6 of the Essay where Ferguson 

is warning about the decline of polished nations and the threat of despotism. 

Th ey would have reminded him painfully of Dr John Brown’s popular Estimate 

of the Manners and Principles of the Times (1757), a work which he disliked, and 

which his friend Robert Wallace had eff ectively answered.108 Hume probably 

would have regarded Ferguson, at least in these pages, as among the ‘corruption 

mongers’ of the day.  But as Duncan Forbes has rightly emphasized, ‘Hume has 

virtually no affi  nities with the Machiavellian moralists and corruption mongers 

of his age’.109

Deyverdun and Hume

Th roughout this essay I have drawn liberally on what is, to my mind, a very inter-

esting and detailed review of Ferguson’s Essay, which engages with it, accurately 

summarizes its contents, sometimes criticizes Ferguson’s positions, and less oft en 

agrees with him. Reviews like this were not common at this time. To my knowl-

edge it is the most careful review that the Essay received at its fi rst appearance. 

Th e reader of this essay may therefore be curious as to who was responsible for 

it. Here we need to consider the personal relations at this time between Gibbon, 

Deyverdun and Hume.

In November 1766 Deyverdun wrote to Hume, acknowledging authorship 

of two anti-Rousseau newspaper squibs that Rousseau had mistakenly attrib-

uted to Hume himself. Prior to that time Deyverdun was unknown to Hume. 

In February 1767 Hume was appointed Under-Secretary of State in the North-

ern Department, and a few weeks later Deyverdun became a clerk in the same 

department. Th e Secretary was General Conway, brother of Lord Hertford, the 

former British Ambassador at Paris, whom Hume had served as secretary. Th e 

idea of producing a French-language review of English books was conceived 

while Deyverdun was in regular contact with Hume in Conway’s offi  ce. Gibbon 
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told a potential contributor that, ‘As the dull mechanic labour of [Deyverdun’s] 

post still leaves him many leisure hours, he has formed a design of fi lling them’ 

by producing the Mémoires littéraires.110 Hume also had plenty of leisure in his 

post and was intent on telling friends so. As he related to Blair: ‘I am seldom 

hurry’d; but have Leizure at intervals to take up a Book, or write a private Let-

ter, or converse with any Friend that may call for me …’.111 Gibbon took the 

opportunity of asking Hume’s advice on his draft  history of Switzerland, and 

sent the manuscript by way of Deyverdun, ‘as he has the happiness of supporting 

some connexion with you’.112 For most of 1767 Hume was in regular contact 

with Deyverdun, and several months aft er he was no longer Under-Secretary, 

he was still in contact with him, successfully helping him to obtain a rare book 

to review.113 And in 1768, when a new British ambassador to Paris had been 

appointed and was casting around for a suitable private secretary, Hume recom-

mended  Deyverdun to him.114

Th e earliest mention of the Mémoires littéraires occurs in a letter from Gib-

bon to his publisher. Without mentioning Deyverdun by name, Gibbon stated 

that ‘my friend is an excellent Scholar, and a man of taste and ingenuity’ who 

‘will also have the assistance of several persons of merit; as well as whatever 

advice I may be able to give him’.115 Scholars have not identifi ed  any of these 

‘several persons of merit’ other than George Lewis Scott, who is believed to have 

contributed some scientifi c articles, and David Hume, who is known to have 

contributed refl ections on Horace Walpole’s Historic Doubts on the Reign of King 

Richard the Th ird in the second volume, which appeared early in 1769.116 

Unfortunately the Mémoires littéraires was a humiliating commercial failure. 

If we can infer from the small number of copies of the second volume that were 

sold, both volumes were scarcely read by anyone other than those who contrib-

uted to them and a small coterie of their friends.117 But as Gibbon remarked of 

its reviews: ‘their merit was superior to their reputation; but it is not less true, 

that they were productive of more reputation than emolument’.118 Th is failed 

venture was the means whereby he and Deyverdun became acquainted with the 

fourth Earl of Chesterfi eld, and Deyverdun subsequently became the traveling 

tutor of Chesterfi eld’s godson and heir, with Ferguson later succeeding him in 

this role.119 

 Gibbon’s most recent biographer, Patricia Craddock, plausibly speculated 

that Deyverdun wrote the bulk of the review of Ferguson’s Essay, with Gibbon 

perhaps contributing something to it.120 She does not consider the possibility 

that Hume contributed anything to this particular review. But given the close 

personal relations between Hume and the two co-editors at this time, and 

Hume’s intimate knowledge of the Essay and concern for Ferguson’s reputa-

tion, we cannot discount the possibility that the review of Ferguson’s book is so 

Humean precisely because Hume himself had some input into it. On the other 
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hand, both Gibbon and Deyverdun were well acquainted with Hume’s writings, 

so that alone could explain the fact that the review makes many of the points 

that one might have expected from Hume himself. 

Two Species of Philosophy

We have seen that Ferguson’s book had its critics as well as admirers. It is plausi-

ble to believe that Hume shared most, if not all, of the criticisms that had been 

levelled against it, as well as others that were peculiar to himself. Lord Kames 

thought the book ‘defi cient’ in its treatment of the principles of morality. But 

from Hume’s point of view the Essay wasn’t merely ‘defi cient’ in this regard; it 

was plain wrong, and demonstrably so. Hume believed that Stoicism had been 

an exploded moral theory for centuries, and he must have been disappointed 

that it remained the dominant moral doctrine among the learned of his country. 

It was obvious to these Christian Stoics that Hume drew on the rival Epicurean 

and Academic Sceptical traditions – the natural foes of the Stoics.  Sometimes 

his attackers were known to him, but sometimes not. To the anonymous author 

of one such attack Hume wrote: ‘Our connection with each other, as men of let-

ters, is greater than our diff erence as adhering to diff erent sects or systems. Let 

us revive the happy times, when Atticus and Cassius the Epicureans, Cicero the 

Academic, and Brutus the Stoic, could, all of them, live in unreserved friendship 

together, and were insensible to all those distinctions, except so far as they fur-

nished agreeable matter to discourse and conversation’.121 But where was Hume 

to fi nd Epicureans and Academics in the Scotland of his day?  Not among the 

‘moderate’ clergy. And given his attitude towards friendship and philosophical 

sectarianism, it would be surprising if he were not a little put out by Ferguson’s 

public criticisms of his positions, veiled though they may have seemed to their 

author. But there was no disguising from Hume that Ferguson had rejected 

most of his favourite positions, usually with little or no argument.  Ferguson and 

Hume were aware that they had diff erent philosophies. Th ese diff erences were 

to some extent the result of temperament, education and vocation; but they held 

fundamentally diff erent conceptions of philosophy too.

Hume drew a distinction in the fi rst section of his Enquiry Concerning 

Human Understanding (1748) between the ‘the easy and obvious philosophy’ 

and ‘the accurate and abstruse’. Practitioners of the former type of philosophy 

‘paint [virtue] in the most amiable colours’, and their works ‘select the most 

striking observations and instances from common life … and alluring us into 

the paths of virtue by the views of glory and happiness, direct our steps in these 

paths by the soundest precepts and the most illustrious examples’. Th is is a fair 

characterization of Ferguson’s understanding of the kind of philosophy he usu-

ally practised. Th e ‘accurate and abstruse’ philosopher, on the other hand, seeks 
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to uncover the foundations or sources of various branches of knowledge, hoping 

to ‘discover some hidden truths, which may contribute to the instruction of pos-

terity’. Th is kind of philosopher aims to fi nd the highly general principles that 

defi ne a science. Th is is Hume’s own understanding of philosophy, but he insists 

that there is a place for both kinds of philosophy, and that ‘the accurate and 

abstract philosophy’ must underlie and serve ‘the easy and humane’, if the latter 

is ever to ‘attain a suffi  cient degree of exactness in its sentiments, precepts, or rea-

sonings’.122 But from Hume’s point of view Ferguson did not fully take advantage 

of the most accurate anatomy of human nature available to him, and as a result 

the Essay fell short of that ‘degree of exactness’ that Hume once expected it to 

possess. Th at seems to be the most general reason why he disliked the work. Th e 

extent of his negative attitude towards it probably never became known to Fer-

guson, as only Blair and Robertson in Edinburgh seem to have been apprized of 

it, and they had been sworn to secrecy. Ferguson and Hume remained the best of 

friends until Hume’s death in 1776, and Hume showed his aff ection and respect 

for the personal qualities of his good friend by leaving him a legacy of £200.
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4 HUME AS CRITIC OF FERGUSON’S ESSAY

Vincenzo Merolle

On 12 April 1759, in thanking Adam Smith for the gift  of his Th eory of Moral 

Sentiments, David Hume informed him that Adam Ferguson had ‘very much 

polished and improved his Treatise on Refi nement’, and added that ‘with some 

amendments it will make an admirable book, and discovers an elegant and 

singular genius’.1 A month later, writing to William Robertson, Hume stated, 

‘Ferguson’s book has a great deal of Genius, & fi ne Writing, and will appear in 

time’.2

It is not clear whether the Treatise on Refi nement was an early draft  of An 

Essay on the History of Civil Society, or a part of it.3 Years later, a few months 

before the publication of the Essay, the reaction of Hume was quite diff erent. He 

did not conceal his dissatisfaction with it and even tried to prevent its publica-

tion. As he wrote to Hugh Blair:

I have perused Ferguson’s Papers more than once, which had been put into my 

hands, some time ago, at his desire. I sat down to read them with great Prepossession, 

founded on my good Opinion of him, on a small Specimen I had seen of them some 

Years ago,4 and on yours & Dr. Robertson’s Esteem of them: But I am sorry to say it, 

they have no-wise answer’d my Expectation. I do not think them fi t to be given to the 

Public, neither on account of the Style nor the Reasoning; the Form nor the Matter … It 

is needless to enter into a Detail, where almost every thing appears to me exceptionable. If 

I come down to Scotland next Summer, I should concur in any Method to prevent or 

retard the Publication; but they are now put into General Clerk & Lord Shelburne’s 

hands, who are not the most proper Judges in the World; and if you do not interpose, 

they will certainly be printed. I shall be agreeably disappointed, if the Success prove 

contrary to my Opinion.5

Fortunately, Blair did not interpose, probably because the nature of the author 

was ‘not overmuch given to submit’;6 once the book was published, Hume 

was ‘agreeably disappointed’ in his expectations. Yet on 24 February he could 

announce to Ferguson its success, ‘three hours aft er a Copy of your Performance 

was open’d for the fi rst time in London’, by Lord Mansfi eld, who ‘was extremely 
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pleased with it’, saying that ‘it was perfectly well wrote’, and recommending it 

strongly ‘to the Perusal of the Archbishop of Yorke, who was present’.7 A fort-

night later Hume confi rmed the ‘general Success’ of the book, again praised by 

Lord Mansfi eld and, furthermore, by Lord Chesterfi eld, Lord Lyttelton and 

Th omas Cadell, the publisher, who was already projecting ‘a second Edition of 

the same Quarto Size’.8 A few days later he wrote to William Robertson, inform-

ing him of the favourable opinion of Mrs Montague,9 and again, on 20 May, to 

Hugh Blair, telling him that Mr Dodwell considered the work ‘elegantly wrote, 

and with great Purity of Language’, while the Archbishop of York had told him, 

in a letter, that it ‘in many things surpasses Montesquieu’.10

Notwithstanding the agreeable reception of Ferguson’s treatise, Hume never 

changed his negative opinion about it. He wrote to Hugh Blair that its suc-

cess gave him ‘great Satisfaction’, on account of his ‘sincere Friendship for the 

Author’. He had therefore ‘begun to hope, and even to believe’, that he was mis-

taken, and he had ‘several times taken it up and read Chapters of it: But to my 

great Mortifi cation and Sorrow, I have not been able to change my Sentiments. 

We shall see, by the Duration of its Fame, whether or not I am mistaken’. He added 

that Montesquieu had consulted Claude Adrien Helvétius and Joseph Saurin 

about the Esprit des Lois, and they had told Montesquieu, ‘as their fi x’d Opinion, 

that he ought to suppress the Book; which, they forsaw, wou’d very much injure 

his Reputation’. Helvétius and Saurin had assured Hume that they had never 

lost Montesquieu’s friendship, and he believed ‘the like woud be my Case; but 

it is better not to put it to a Trial’. Th erefore, to Blair he recommended secre cy, 

‘towards every Person, except Robertson’.11

Th e style of the Essay clearly dissatisfi ed Hume, but that same style elicited 

varied evaluations from others. Th omas Gray, for example, found in it ‘uncom-

mon strains of eloquence’, even though he also described it as ‘shortwinded and 

sententious’.12 By contrast John Logan wrote of its ‘Pompous rich & sometimes 

… bombastic Periods’,13 but Henry Home, Lord Kames, found in it ‘some vig-

our in writing, and much original thought’.14 Victor Cousin defi ned the Essay as 

‘commentaire plus eloquent qu’original de l’Esprit des Lois’.15 Henry Gray Gra-

ham complained that the Essay is a ‘superfi cial book’, adding a few pages later 

that Ferguson’s philosophical works, ‘able in argument and elegant in style – are 

now completely forgotten, and as [Samuel] Johnson has said, “Th ere is no need 

to criticise what nobody reads”’.16 For Leslie Stephen, Ferguson was ‘a facile and 

dexterous declaimer, whose rhetoric glides over the surface of things without 

biting into their substance’,17 but Stephen’s criticism betrays a substantial incom-

prehension of the social philosophy of the Scottish author. Nor need we consider 

the opinion of Harold Laski, which betrays an even deeper incomprehension 

of the work, which Laski either never read, or did not try to understand.18 In 

light of these confl icting evaluations, perhaps we should agree with Duncan 
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Forbes, who expresses how the work ‘cannot be described as a literary master-

piece though it has its moments … Ferguson has not achieved the mastery of the 

foreign language shown by Hume, Smith or Robertson’.19

But judgements upon style are not judgements of a work’s philoso phical 

contents, which are really at issue here. Th e contribution of a philosopher to 

knowledge must be measured by his ideas, his interpretation of history, his 

synthesis and systematization of problems and his exploration of new fi elds. Fer-

guson did all this, yet Hume’s opinion about the Essay was uncompromising. 

His attitude had solid foundations, which can be understood from the point 

of view of Hume’s philosophy. One of the principal features of that philosophy, 

a product of the Enlightenment, is its scepticism. Ferguson does not share this 

scepticism, nor does he embrace Hume’s focus on empirical method. Whereas 

Hume is philosophical, Ferguson is anthropological. Indeed, in his focus on 

both society and societal change, Ferguson anticipates historicism. Th is sort of 

outlook is not congenial to Hume who judged Ferguson’s work according to his 

own designs, without realizing the innovations that his friend had introduced 

in the fi elds of history and social science. To show this, we will fi rst set out the 

main features of Hume and Ferguson’s outlooks, moving subsequently to discuss 

some thematic diff erences between the two philosophers. Th is approach will 

be conducted along fairly general lines from which diff ering points of view are 

highlighted with an eye to systematic implications. Th e distinct outlooks of the 

two thinkers will suggest reasons why Hume would have dissented from embrac-

ing Ferguson’s treatise.  

Hume as Enlightened Sceptic

Th e aim of A Treatise of Human Nature, as the title page indicates, is ‘to intro-

duce the experimental method of reasoning into Moral Subjects’. Th is profession 

of philosophical empiricism,20 in the tradition of English thought, is also a dec-

laration of Enlightened ideas. Th e consequence of such empirical premises leads 

Hume to put at the centre of his enquiry the concept of human nature and to 

declare, as a further consequence, that all the sciences have a relation (‘greater or 

less’) to it: ‘Even Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, and Natural Religion, are in 

some measure dependent on the science of Man’.21 Since in the four sciences of 

logic, morals, criticism and politics, ‘is comprehended almost every thing’, then 

‘instead of taking now and then a castle or village on the frontier’, it is more 

advantageous, in philosophical enquiry, ‘to march up directly to the capital or 

center of these sciences, to human nature itself ’.22

We must try fi rst of all to become ‘thoroughly acquainted with the extent 

and force of human understanding’, which alone is at the origin of the changes 

and improvements of these sciences. Th ey lie, in fact, under the cognizance of 
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men, ‘and are judged of by their powers and faculties’.23 In emphasizing the func-

tion of the understanding, of the powers and faculties of the mind, in declaring 

that his primary aim is not to explore one fi eld in particular, but the method of 

research itself, Hume assures for himself a distinctive role in the history of phi-

losophy. His aim, like Kant’s, was not to criticize society with the help of reason, 

but to discuss the proceedings of reason (the understanding, broadly conceived). 

Such a project does not, of course, contradict his empiricist method. 

However, as Hume elaborates his project he arrives at specifi c sceptical 

conclusions. Not only does he doubt the grounds of causal inference and our 

knowledge of a world external to our impressions, but he challenges the validity 

of natural rights theories, rejects an original state of nature (or a social con-

tract),24 and affi  rms that justice (or property) is a matter of convention. Th ese 

specifi c conclusions, among others, manifest a general sceptical tendency, even 

if such scepticism is not the whole story of Hume’s philosophy. Nonetheless, 

Hume’s most relevant contribution to the knowledge of society and of its his-

tory is constituted by the force of his demolitions. ‘I think you rather try to pull 

down other peoples Doctrines than Establish any of your own’, was Ferguson’s own 

judgement about it.25

Despite his scepticism, Hume recognizes that human nature ‘remains still 

the same, in its principles and operations’, and that it has ‘constant and universal 

principles’,26 which, consequently, operate uniformly in the ages. Th e recogni-

tion of these principles allows Hume to delineate a naturalistic analysis of the 

understanding, the passions and moral phenomena. Quite interestingly this 

analysis contains an historical, if not fully historicist, element. Hume maintains 
that power, although ‘primarily founded on usurpation and rebellion’, derives 

its legitimacy from ‘[t]ime alone’, which ‘gives solidity’ to the rights of kings;27 

and he declares that ‘‘Tis not, therefore, reason, which is the guide of life, but 

custom’.28 Th ese sorts of claims appear as a profession of historicist ideas. Th e 

historicist aspects of the Treatise and the Enquiries supply the philosophical 

premises to the History of England, with its substantially Tory and conservative 

bias. 

Th ese historicist elements could have been the meeting point between Hume 

and Ferguson, but they were not. For Ferguson’s thought turns on the implicit 

theses that society is to be understood in terms of its historical development and 

that practice itself is the basis for understanding. However, for Hume, it is his 

scepticism that pervades his thought, motivating his philosophical claims and 

providing the key to criticize the past. Such scepticism is, in the context of the 

European Enlightenment, a notable feature of Hume’s enlightened thinking.29 

But such a strand of thought is far from constituting a main characteristic of 

Adam Ferguson’s philosophy.
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Nevertheless Hume’s Essays, particularly the ones directly dealing with poli-

tics, deserve here a closer examination. In general, they aim to describe and to 

comment on the present state of things, thereby off ering a splendid picture of 

the Hanove rian establishment and of Great Britain in the middle of the eight-

eenth century.30 Let us consider, for example, Hume’s essay ‘Of the Liberty of the 

Press’, which begins as follows: ‘Nothing is more apt to surprise a foreigner, than 

the extreme liberty, which we enjoy in this country, of communicating whatever 

we please to the public, and of openly censuring every measure, entered into by 

the king or his ministers’. Th e aim of the essay is to answer the question: ‘How it 

happens that Great Britain alone enjoys this particular privilege?’ It concludes 

that ‘the unbounded liberty of the press, though it be diffi  cult, perhaps impos-

sible, to propose a suitable remedy for it, is one of the evils, attending those mixt 

forms of government’.31 Th ese ruminations, not without larger import, take their 

cue from the politics then current. Similarly, if we look at the essay, ‘Th at Politics 

may be reduced to a Science’, the lines most frequently cited by scholars are the 

ones containing Hume’s exhortation to his countrymen ‘not to contend, as if 

they were fi ghting pro aris & focis, and change a good constitution into a bad one, 

by the violence of their factions’.32 

Other essays, such as ‘Of the Independency of Parliament’, ‘Whether the 

British Government inclines more to an Absolute Monarchy or to a Republic’, 

‘Of Parties in General’, ‘Of the Parties of Great Britain’, clarify aspects of the 

political life of Great Britain during this period. Although these essays form part 

of Hume’s philosophy, they scarcely constitute a system of politics, valid for the 

societies of all ages. Th eir contents are therefore far from bearing any similarity 

with the contents of Ferguson’s Essay, which purports to inquire more system-

atically into the principles relevant not to a particular historical period but to 

history. As the title itself declares, it is an essay on the history of civil society – an 

enquiry about the motives which impel men to act, and, consequently, to make 

or modify society, and to create history. In this sense it has a validity für ewig, 

and its contents apply not to the history of a period or of a particular people but 

to the history of mankind in general.33

Th e History of England manifests another diff erence between Hume’s 
method of enquiry and that of Ferguson. Written between the years 1754 and 

1762, the History is essential ly narrative and, in some measure, as the author 

declares, accor ding to the fashion of the times, instructive. He writes: ‘Nor is the 

spectacle altogether unintertaining and uninstructive, which the history of those 

times presents to us. Th e view of human manners, in all their variety of appear-

ances, is both profi table and agreeable’.34 Hume’s narrative, in reality, is pure 

history, a history of events, or histoire événementielle, based on the documents; 

it is not altogether easy to maintain that it is, in some measure, philosophical.35 

Its author shows all his mastery of sources and the narration is plain, proper to 
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a great writer and a great historian who does not need to be either sententious 

or didactic. 

Hume maintains substantially that history is ‘a collection of facts’,36 but this 

is far from being the method of Ferguson’s Essay, which aims at generalizing 

topics recurrent in human behaviour, in the actions of men and of ranks, which 

together constitute and modify society. In contrast, Ferguson does not take 

into consideration any people in particular, but only the moral factors, which 

motivate men in their actions in societies of all times and places.37 One might 

surmise, therefore, that the theoretical structure of his great treatise – neither 

historical-narrative nor philosophical-theoretical – was one of the principal 

problems perplexing Hume.

Ferguson’s An Essay on the History of Civil Society

Hume’s sceptical tendencies, appeal to current politics and historical narration of 

events and facts, would place him at some distance from the sort of project found 

in Ferguson’s Essay. Of course, from a philosophical point of view, the Essay can 

scarcely claim originality. Its philosophical contents are relatively slim, if we 

mean by this speculative, analytic or systematic philosophy. For example, Fergu-

son leaves out of consideration any enquiry on method, be it experimental, like 

Hume’s, or rationalistic. Far from aiming at such theorizing, he begins his work, 

Part 1, with the description of the ‘General Characteristics of Human Nature’. 

He delineates the ‘natural history of man’ in an anthropological, rather than phil-

osophical or speculative, sense. Ferguson seeks, in other words, to describe the 

dispositions of man as they manifest themselves across society and epoch; he 

does not, unlike Hume, attempt any inquiry into the inner springs of such dis-

positions. Th is illustrates a main divergence between the two thinkers and one 

might well contend that Hume’s reaction to the Essay refl ected this diff erence. 

In other words, and more strongly put, Hume is not yet ready to understand the 

novelty represented by the social sciences – in this case, the ‘Reasoning’ and the 

‘Matter’ of the Essay, as he calls them. Such sociology or anthropology is absent 

from Hume’s work – except occasionally, as in the essay ‘Of the Populousness of 

Ancient Nations’– and he seems scarcely able to appreciate it in others.

In order to appreciate further these contrasts, some of the essential elements 

of Ferguson’s work should be summarized, thereby highlighting fundamental 

divergences from Hume’s philosophy. Th e fi rst line of the Essay is an appropri-

ate starting point, with the author stating that ‘natural productions are generally 

formed by degrees. Vegetables grow from a tender shoot, and animals from an 

infant state’. Th e diff erence between natural productions and men is in the fact 

that the latter are destined to act and extend their operations ‘as their powers 
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increase … Not only the individual advances from infancy to manhood, but the 

species itself from rudeness to civilization’.38

Ferguson immediately turns to expounding his method of enquiry, obser ving 

that, in delineating the history of man, ‘[t]he desire of laying the foundation of 

a favourite system, or a fond expecta tion, perhaps, that we may be able to pen-

etrate the secrets of nature, to the very source of existence, have, on this subject, 

led to many fruitless inquiries’.39 Ferguson aims to reject the theories of the law 

of nature philosophers, as well as the ‘fond expectation’ proper to the schools 

of philoso phy, according to which ‘we may be able to penetrate the secrets of 

nature, to the very source of existence’. He explains that, in framing our account 

of what man was in the ‘imaginary state of nature’, we overlook what he has 

always appeared ‘within the reach of our own observation, and in the records of 

history’. Th erefore, ‘the natural historian thinks himself obliged to collect facts, 

not to off er conjectures’.40 

Statements such as these are within the limits of empiricist philosophy, 

although there is, again, an essential diff erence between Ferguson and Hume. 

Th e latter, as I have said above, has as one of his main ends, the method of enquiry 

itself.  Th is theorization of empiricism is indeed an essential premise of Hume’s 
philosophy, with all its consequences. Ferguson, by contrast, simply applies this 

method in his enquiry, which is for him no more than the legacy of the British 

tradition in philosophy. He proceeds to explain that all the accounts collected 

from every quarter of the earth ‘represent mankind as assembled in troops and 

companies; and the individual always joined by aff ec tion to one party, while he 

is possibly opposed to another’.41 Th at humans are always found in groups may 

be considered as the foundation of the book. As Ferguson develops this pro-

gramme, he sets troops and companies on one side, destined to become the ranks 

(or social classes) of modern society and, on the other, the individual, destined to 

act in history, whose contingencies he modifi es with his uninterrupted actions. 

More generally, in articulating the essential sociability of man Ferguson lays the 

foundation of modern social sciences: ‘mankind are to be taken in groupes, as 

they have always subsisted … and every experiment relative to this subject should 

be made with entire societies, not with single men’.42 Th e concept of ‘society’, in a 

sociological sense, is central in his enquiry in that he seeks to describe social struc-

tures and conditions as they emerge and survive in distinct epochs. Although 

Hume is interested in the human being as a social creature – thus his appeals to 

custom and convention, not to mention his considerations on the consequences 

of sympathy both for the communication of passion and as a condition of moral 

judgment – he does not undertake a discussion of social structures nor does he 

relate how societies progress or regress. In this sense, the concept of ‘society’ is 
marginal to Hume’s philosophy.
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However, the idea of progress is essential to understand the meaning of 

the Essay. For example, in the instance of non-human animals the individual 

advances from infancy to age or maturity and attains, in the compass of a single 

life, to all the perfection his nature can reach; yet, ‘in the human kind, the species 

has a progress as well as the individual; they build in every subsequent age on 

foundations formerly laid; and, in a succession of years, tend to a perfection in 

the application of their faculties … to which many generations must have com-

bined their endeavours’.43

Th e concepts of individual development and species progress, as they are 

here expounded by Ferguson, with all their philosophical implications, appear 

incompatible with Hume’s philosophy,44 a more exotic specimen in the panorama 

of the Enlightenment. Yet there are limits to the application of Enlightenment 

concepts to Hume: He essentially aims at criticizing the past, even as he does 

not construct, on the positive side, a systematic idea of politics and society. To 

the force of his demolitions he opposes generic exhortations in favour of the 

Hanoverian establishment, which, as we have said above, are interesting from a 

historical point of view but scarcely from a philosophical one. 

In order to illustrate further how Hume deviates from other Enlightenment 

thinkers, it is worth considering how his thought diverges from the French, espe-

cially the Marquis de Condorcet. Behind Condorcet we fi nd René Descartes’s 

rationalism, behind Hume the tradition of British empiricism. Th e diff erence 

between the two philosophers is nevertheless mainly in Condorcet’s strong 

belief that the ‘progrès de l’esprit humain’, lead by ‘la raison’, will be at the ori-

gin of the new society, an altogether ‘rational’ society. Condorcet writes that 

his Esquisse is ‘a history of general errors, which have more or less delayed or 

suspended the progress of reason’. But this will triumph over its enemies, and 

then will come a moment when ‘the sun will shine no more on the earth than 

on free men, who recognize no other master than their reason’.45 (And consider 

also the words of A. R. J. Turgot: ‘I search [in the succession of the thoughts of 

man] for the progress of human spirit, and I see little but a history of errors’). 46 

For Hume, by contrast, the force of criticisms and the search for ‘evidence’ help 

dispel the fog of the past, but he was far from being led by a profound faith that 

reason could remake or renew society. Indeed, his sceptical remarks on religion 

and on miracles are certainly a singular achievement, yet unlike Condorcet, his 

remarks on the divines bear no marks of disdain, even as Hume oft en pokes fun 

at the clergy, serving his rich sense of humour.

Ferguson shares Hume’s doubts about the power of reason to remould soci-

ety yet he nonetheless embraces a distinctive idea of progress not typical of the 

age of Enlightenment. Not a rationalist, his account of the human being reveals 

how we are motivated to be the catalysts of historical change. As the foundation 

for any full theory of such change, he delineates general characteristics of human 
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nature, as they appear in the literature on the savage, rather than in the texts of 

histo rians and philosophers. He maintains that man 

is in some measure the artifi cer of his own frame, as well as his fortune, and is des-

tined, from the fi rst age of his being, to invent and contrive … At once obstinate and 

fi ckle, he complains of innovations, and is never sated with novelty … and whether 

his motions be rapid or slow, the scenes of human aff airs perpetually change in his 

management … we may wish for stability of conduct; but we mistake human natu re, if 

we wish for a termination of labour, or a scene of repose.47 

With these words their author lays the foundation of modern anthropology as 

applied to politics. Paraphrasing the words of Hume, we can say that this science 

is grounded ‘on experiment and observation’, not on purely theoretical princi-

ples. As a basic premise of his enquiry, and in comparison to Hume’s studies 

and to the philosophy of previous ages, Ferguson’s anthropology constitutes the 

fundamental novelty of the Essay.

Far from representing a purely speculative system of morals, Ferguson’s 

accounts of individual and society are applicable to history and politics. Th e 

mind of man, during the greater part of his existence, he writes, ‘is employed in 

active exertions’, and ‘the demand is not for pleasure, but for something to do’. 

‘How many are there’, he adds, 

to whom war itself is a pastime, who chuse the life of a soldier, exposed to dangers 

and continued fatigues; of a mariner, in confl ict with every hardship … of a politician, 

whose sport is the conduct of parties and factions?

 He concludes that 

[s]uch men do not chuse pain as preferable to pleasure, but they are incited by a rest-

less disposition to make continued exertions of capacity and resolution; they triumph 

in the midst of their struggles; they droop, and they languish, when the occasion of 

their labour has ceased.48 

With this brief and schematic account of An Essay on the History of Civil Society, 

we may turn to some specifi c themes that divide Hume and Ferguson. Th ese are 

not intended as exhaustive, though they should indicate the divergent trajecto-

ries of the two thinkers. 

Th emes of Divergence 

Individualism, Ranks and Political Parties  

In delineating the role of the individual in society, Ferguson off ers a theory redo-

lent of modern individualism, observing that ‘every individual is supposed to 

possess his species of talent, or his peculiar skill … and society is made to con sist 

of parts, of which none is animated with the spirit of society itself ’.49 Of course,  
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Ferguson is far from being the ‘founder’ of modern individualism, especially if 

we consider that his social philosophy was scarcely understood in its true mean-

ing in his own times, and was soon superseded by utilitarianism. His statements 

are, nevertheless, surprisingly modern and similarities are scarce in the contem-

porary philosophical or political literature. To cite one series of examples, he 

writes: 

Secure to the workman the fruit of his labours … Th e statesman … can do little more 

than avoid doing mischief … Th e trader … needs no aid from the state, but its protec-

tion; and is oft en in himself its most intelligent and respectable member.50 

Although Adam Smith off ers similar notations, his appear in the midst of a 

reasoning in which they lose force and intensity. In Ferguson these ideas are 

stronger and clearer.

Apart from delineating the role of individuals, the Essay helps to explain the 

history of the last two centuries essentially from the point of view of the con-

tests of ranks. In this sense, the modernity of Ferguson expresses itself when the 

author expounds a theory not only of the role of individuals in society, but also 

of the role of ranks, or social classes. Th is is dialectic philosophy, an anticipation 

of Hegelianism. In Great Britain the class confl ict was less evident than on the 

continent, and Benthamism and radicalism off ered a message of reconciliation. 

On the continent it was the French Revolution fi rst, then the class struggle that 

assumed the character of opposition, from which the way out was from one side 

individualism (as defended by Benjamin Constant and Alexis de Tocqueville) 

and from the other Hegelianism, with the concept that the dialectic inevitably 

leads to a synthe sis, which represents a more advanced moment of the life of the 

spirit; thence to a new split and to a new synthesis, indefi nitely.51

Ferguson employs the concept of distinctions and oppositions to explain the 

emergence of liberty: ‘where oppositions take place … one party may employ his 

right of defence’.52 Furthermore, ‘the emulation of nations proceeds from their 

division … the rivalship of separate communities, and the agitations of a free 

people, are the principles of political life, and the school of men’.53 Ferguson is 

convinced that, ‘amidst the contentions of party … liberty is maintained by the 

continued diff erence and opposition of numbers … In free states, therefore, the 

wisest laws are never, perhaps, dictated by the interest and spirit of any order 

of men: they are moved, they are opposed, or amended, by diff erent hands; 

and come at last to express that medium and composition which contending par-

ties have forced one another to adopt’.54 Th e theorization of laws as expressing the 

‘medium and composition’ between contending parties postulates a reference to 

the phenomenon of liberal democracy, whose features, although still in embryo, 

Ferguson acutely observed in the British society of his own times.
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Th at said, the author of the Essay is far from being interested in the defence 

of the present order. On the basis of his anthropology and of the observation 

of the social phenomena of contemporary society, he theorizes the role of com-

peting political parties, the pillars of democracy, whose contentions are at the 

origin of progress. He writes, on this subject, that ‘the safety of every individual 

… depends much on himself, but more on the party to which he is joined. For 

this reason, all who feel a common interest, are apt to unite in parties; and, as 

far as that interest requires, mutually support each other … there is one party of 

the few, and another of the many. One attacks, the other defends; and they are both 

ready to assume in their turns’.55 

If we turn, again, to Hume’s essays, we may draw a further contrast with Fer-

guson. In his essay ‘Of Parties in General’, Hume observes that 

factions subvert government, render laws impotent, and beget the fi ercest animosities 

among men of the same nation … Parties from principle, especially abstract speculative 

principle, are known only to modern times, and are, perhaps, the most extraordinary 

and unac countable phenomenon, that has yet appeared in human aff airs.56 

Instead of drawing the conclusions which the modern reader would expect, 

Hume turns to the criticism of religion and of priestly government – a subject 

of relevant, enlightened meaning, undoubtedly, especially if related to the his-

torical and cultural con text of his own times. However, Hume does not explain, 

in contempo rary society, the function of parties identifi ed with sects and fac-

tions. To exemplify this point further, one may consider a second essay, ‘Of the 

Parties of Great Britain’. Here Hume deals directly with the situation in Great 

Britain and tries to establish a ‘just balance between republican and monarchical 

part of our constitution’. However, the conclusion of his reasoning – woven with 

references to the court and country party and, unfailingly, to the ecclesiastics 

– continues its focus on Great Britain, as he asserts that ‘some biass still hangs 

upon our constitution, some extrinsic weight, which turns it from its natural 

course, and causes a confusion in our parties’.57 

Historicism  

It has been said above that, when delineating the role of parties in history, Fergu-

son is far from referring to contemporary society. Although Great Britain, and 

particularly Scotland are his main sources of inspiration, as was natural,58 his 

argumentation nevertheless rises to a general level of meaning, valid for societies 

of all times and, in particular, for the societies of modern Europe. In this sense he 

is a precursor of Hegel, but all this is somewhat distant from Hume’s philosophy, 

typical of the world of Enlightenment, which comprehends neither historicism 

nor romanticism. In his historical narrative, Hume thinks of Great Britain; yet 

Ferguson, in his natural history, takes up the idea of society and its history. It is 
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for this reason that Ferguson’s philosophy, by contrast, naturally fi nds a large 

treatment and an adequate consideration in Meinecke’s Die Entstehung des His-

torismus.59 

Ferguson’s historicism, as the main characteristic of the Essay, was fi rst noted 

by Baron d’Holbach, in a letter to the Scot.60 D’Holbach acutely observed that, 

although the author did not seem ‘to set a high value on theory’, ‘it must necessar-

ily precede practice’.  For D’Holbach this means that ‘theory’, or ‘la raison’, must 

precede practice, i.e. history. In other words, d’Holbach had in fact realized that 

the secret substratum of the Essay was not the philosophy of the Enlightenment 

but a philosophy that sought, to his dismay, to comprehend theory as a historical 

practice – historicism. It was Ferguson’s historicist thesis that contrasted, at least 

in part, with D’Holbach’s philosophical and political theory.

Luxury 

Historical practice is, for Ferguson, to be understood in terms of historical 

change. One of the most controversial developments of the eighteenth century 

was the rise of the commercial classes and the attendant controversy concerning 

virtue and luxury. Although there is some similarity in Hume’s and Ferguson’s 

discussions of the moral status of luxury, there is also some diff erence and this is 
annexed to the question of civic moralism.61

Th is essential point can be explained with the words of Lord Kames who, in 

a letter to Mrs Montague, wrote that Ferguson’s treatise, 

besides tracing minutely the history of society from its dawn in the savage state to its 

meridian lustre of civilization, sciences and arts, has a further aim, which is, to wean 

us from selfi shness and luxury, the reigning characteristics at present of all commer-

cial nations, and to restore the manly passions of heroism, generosity, and love of our 

species.62 

In answer to Lord Kames, Mrs Montague added: 

I approve extremely of Mr Fergusson [sic] in the preference he gives to the magnani-

mous virtues, above the eff eminate and luxurious arts of modern life; and wish he 

could infuse into us some of the Spartan spirit he admires so justly … As we Brit-

ons are in much more danger of becoming Sybarites than Lacedemonians, it is very 

meritorious in Mr Fergusson to endeavour to preserve the native fi re of courage and 

magnanimity in the human breast.63

Th e current view in the eighteenth century was that luxury was a corruption 

and men who live a life of luxury become eff eminate and unable to endure hard-

ship. Th is view was developed from Roman moralists and widely adopted by 

the Scots. Lord Kames, for example, wrote that Rome was corrupted by ‘Asiatic 

luxury’,64 lamenting that the ‘epidemic distempers of luxury and selfi shness are 

spreading wide in Britain’.65 He added that commerce makes people ‘eff eminate 
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and cowardly’,66 while luxury eradicates both manhood and patriotism.67 Fergu-

son, on his part, maintained that ‘if the individual … be left  to pursue his private 

advantage; we may fi nd him become eff eminate, mercenary and sensual’.68

Quite diff erent was the point of view of Hume, who, in his essays ‘Of Refi ne-

ment in the Arts’ 69 and ‘Of Commerce’, rejected the current, traditional criticism 

of luxury.

He observed, in particular, that returning to the maxims of ancient policy 

was ‘almost impossible’, while a Spartan government ‘would appear a mere 

philosophical whim or fi ction’.70 By contrast, ‘the ages of refi nement are both 

the happiest and most virtuous’.71 Th is must have been one of the points which 

Hume mostly found ‘exceptionable’, in the performance of his younger friend.

Moralism 

In reading the fi rst lines of Hume’s Enquiry concerning Human Understanding, 

one will fi nd a criticism ante litteram of moralism and, implicitly, of that of Fer-

guson. Hume writes that 

Moral Philosophy, or the science of human nature, may be treated aft er two diff erent 

manners … Th e one considers man chiefl y as born for action; and as infl uenced in his 

measures by taste and sentiment; pursuing one object, and avoiding another … As 

virtue, of all objects, is allowed to be the most valuable, this species of philosophers 

paint her in the most amiable colours … Th ey select the most striking observations 

and instances from common life; place opposite characters in a proper contrast; and 

alluring us into the paths of virtue by the views of glory and happiness … make us feel 

the diff erence between vice and virtue.72

Borrowing the words of Duncan Forbes, one observes that Hume ‘was wholly 

untouched by that Machiavellian moralism, or the political pathology concerned 

with the degree of corruption and lack of public spirit in a state, which was so 

all-pervasive in eighteenth-century Britain, and which took many forms’.73 Th e 

‘form’ which moralism took in Ferguson, less evident in his Essay, but openly 

declared in the Principles, was Stoicism, with its commitment to political life 

and with its sense of duty towards friends and society. But Stoicism was a con-

stant target of criticism on the part of Hume. In a letter to Henry Home, Lord 
Kames, he drew up an unsympathetic portrait of Cicero, whose fi rst Philippic ‘is 

not much admired by the ancients’, while in the second ‘he gives a full loose to 

his scurrility’.74 

He observed, furthermore, that 

the most durable, as well as justest fame, has been acquired by the easy philosophy, and 

that abstract reasoners seem hitherto to have enjoyed only a momentary reputation, 

from the caprice or ignorance of their own age … Th e fame of Cicero fl ourishes at 

present; but that of Aristotle is utterly decayed.75 
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And, when touching directly Stoic philosophy, he unsympathetically spoke 

of ‘Epictetus and other Stoics, [as] only a more refi ned system of selfi shness’.76 

Certainly, rather than a philosopher, Ferguson, in the pamphlets in particular, 

oft en appears as a moralist, who exhorts his countrymen to virtue. Th is element 

of moralism fi nds its origin, as has been said above, in his inspiration from Stoic 

philosophy, as is particularly evident both in the Principles and in the late manu-

scripts, where the author rethinks concepts of that philosophical school.77 But 

there are passages in the Essay where the philosopher’s concepts become surpris-

ingly modern, an early but mature intimation of concepts which receive full due 

early in the next century. 

Ferguson exhorts readers to 

those exertions of understanding and integrity, those trials of a resolute and vigorous 

spirit, which adorn the annals of a people, and leave to future ages a subject of just 

admiration and applause’,78 and adds that ‘the dangers to liberty …  can never be grea-

ter from any cause than they are from the supposed remissness of a people, to whose 

personal vigour every constitution, as it owed its establishment, so must continue to 

owe its preservation … Ordinary establishments terminate in a relaxation of vigour … 

because they lead mankind to rely on their arts, instead of their virtues.79

He observes, furthermore, that ‘nations consist of men; and a nation consist-

ing of degenerate and cowardly men, is weak; a nation consisting of vigorous, 

public spirited, and resolute men, is strong … Virtue is a necessary constituent of 

national strength’.80 Consequently, 

the infl uence of laws … is not any magic power descending from shelves that are 

loaded with books, but is, in reality, the infl uence of men resolved to be free . . . Lib-

erty is a right which every individual must be ready to vindicate for himself, and which 

he who pretends to bestow as a favour, has by that very act in reality denied.81

Everyone who is acquainted with the history of European liberalism, especially 

with the texts of Constant and Tocqueville,82 will recognize in these lines topics 

unmistakably pertaining to the liberal, in the sense of historicist, ethics. Th ey 

recur in the Principles, but in the Essay they are fully theorized and scarcely need 

a more detailed explanation. Similarly, civic moralism is a recurrent topic in Fer-

guson’s speculation, especially concerning the militia issue,83 and is the subject 

of the late essay, ‘Of Statesmen and Warriours’,84 which also is fully theorized in 

the Essay.

Concluding Remarks

Th e main diff erences between Hume’s philosophy and the contents of the Essay 

suggest the main reasons for dissent on the part of Hume. Th e essential con-

clusion has been that, while the work of the latter must be considered from a 
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philosophical and analytical point of view, Ferguson’s Essay interests the new 

fi eld of anthro pology, but is scarcely relevant from a purely theoretical perspec-

tive.

Hume is a man of the Enlightenment, Ferguson a precursor of Historicism 

and Romanticism. An Essay on the History of Civil Society can be considered as a 

bridge between two centuries; its contents belong to the nineteenth more than to 

the eighteenth century. Th e ethics of individualism and the role of parties on the 

political scene are topics familiar to the specu lation of the nineteenth century, cer-

tainly not to the philosophy of the age of Enlightenment. Th ese subjects are also 

the result of the direct, acute observation, on the part of their author, of the politics 

of his own times, rather than the outcome of purely philosophical speculation.85

Here lies the modernity of Ferguson’s thought in comparison to Hume’s phi-

losophy. Th e latter is a splendid product of the European Enlightenment, but 

it also bears the marks of that age. Its legacy to posterity, apart from the attain-

ment of unexcelled literary elegance includes its empiricist method of enquiry, 

as well as its insistent demand for evidence, both of which serve in dispelling the 

fog of superstition. Subsequent generations have benefi ted from the philosophy 

of Hume, while they soon forgot, at least in Great Britain, although not in Ger-

many, the philosophy of Ferguson. ‘We shall see, by the Duration of its Fame, 

whether or not I am mistaken’, said Hume to Blair, trying to justify his perplex-

ity towards the work of his younger friend.86 Events immediately succeeding the 

death of Ferguson seemed to give him reason. 

Th e rediscovery of the Essay, on the part of the world of learning, is far 

from being a work of mere erudition. In reality, the Essay has much to say in the 

fi eld of historical knowledge because it constitutes a comprehensive theory of 

historical change, on the basis of the concept of human nature, which remains 

simi lar and stable through the ages. By contrast the Enlightenment, and Hume 

with it, could conceive the idea of progress87 but not that of historical change. 

Th e Enlightenment’s basic idea is that reason leads to progress but, when this is 

attained, it gives way to a perfect society which, having attained all the pro gress 

compatible with reason, cannot advance further. Hence the allegations, on the 

part of the historicist philosophers to the Enlightened ones, of nurturing vision-

ary and purely speculati ve plans that lack the essential element of historicity.

Th e points of view of Hume and Ferguson were therefore not easily recon-

cilable. Hume was then the arbiter of taste in Sco tland, and he wanted to fi nd 

in the work of his younger friend his own image and likeness. He was unable 

to recognize the charac ter of novelty of the Essay. He was somehow right in 

being dissatisfi ed with the style of the work. Nevertheless, he missed the essential 

point: Its contents, its ‘Matter and Reasoning’, were altogether new and had a 

diff erent message to transmit. In fact, it spoke to posterity, not to the contem-

porary age.
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5 THE TWO ADAMS: FERGUSON AND SMITH 
ON SYMPATHY AND SENTIMENT

Jack Russell Weinstein

Th e fi rst two editions of An Essay on the History of Civil Society appeared between 

the publication of Adam Smith’s Th e Th eory of Moral Sentiments in 1757 and 

his An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations in 1776.1 

Although much has been made of their diff erences, evidence suggests that Fer-

guson and Smith’s work have more in common than is traditionally recognized. 

In this essay, I highlight their theoretical overlap while emphasizing those ele-

ments whose apparent diff erences belie some agreement. My emphasis will be on 

Ferguson’s Essay but I will address other works whenever helpful. In particular, I 

will show that Ferguson’s critique of Smith’s sympathy is more ambiguous than 

it might seem, and that a comparison of Ferguson’s manuscripts to his published 

work betrays either contradictory assertions or a change of mind regarding the 

moral theory proposed in the Moral Sentiments.

Given their publication dates, it should not be surprising that the Essay shares 

concepts with the Moral Sentiments, or that the Wealth of Nations contains mate-

rial that either advances or responds to Ferguson’s work. Word choice, the use 

of particular examples, and the framework of the three investigations suggest 

participation in a common discourse. Th is too should be expected. Smith and 

Ferguson were the same age, travelled in the same circles and were infl uenced by 

some of the same texts. Th ey knew each other and interacted both socially and 

professionally. Th e Scottish literati as a whole were a tight-knit group, taking an 

interest in one another’s lives, work and fortunes. 

Smith had many of Ferguson’s books in his library2, and we can assume that 

social expectations would have predisposed him to be sympathetic to Ferguson’s 

work, the Essay in particular. We know that Ferguson read all of Smith’s publi-

cations as well. Yet their letters betray an unease in their friendship, vacillating 

in degrees of formality, with salutations that shift  from ‘Dear Sir’, to ‘My Dear 

Friend’, back to ‘My Dear Sir’ again, and then to, ‘My Dear Smith’, through a 

lifetime of correspondences. Additionally, unlike their letters to others, there 
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is nothing of philosophical substance contained within them. Smith did cor-

respond with his close friend David Hume about Ferguson’s ‘A Treatise on 

Refi nement’, the short essay upon which the Essay would be based, but he was 

the recipient and not the author of the comment.3

Th e two philosophers shared membership in both the Select and Poker 

Clubs, and Smith recommended Ferguson for a job as tutor for Charles, the 

Earl of Chesterfi eld.4 Like Smith, Ferguson was a popular and well-respected 

teacher, and also like Smith, he chose a life in Scotland over the more cosmopoli-

tan London or Paris. When Ferguson’s position as professor of moral philosophy 

became endangered, members of his societies, including Smith, pressured the 

town council to reinstate him.5

Yet their relationship was not always congenial. Despite pressure from 

Hume, Smith refused to take a position in Edinburgh that would leave his own 

chair open for an almost desperate Ferguson,6 and when An Essay on the His-

tory of Civil Society was published, Smith accused Ferguson of plagiarizing from 

notes of a draft  that would eventually become Th e Wealth of Nations.7 Ferguson 

denied this, claiming that ‘he derived many notions from a French author and 

that Smith had been there before him’.8 In what is, perhaps, a further rejoinder 

to Smith, Ferguson would later put his criticisms to paper in a dialogue that 

describes a discussion between Hume, Smith and General Clerk, the latter of 

whom may or may not be acting as Ferguson’s mouthpiece in the manuscript.9 

Th e dialogue’s tone is combative and unsympathetic.

Ferguson’s wife is reported as being grateful that Alexander Carlyle was a fre-

quent visitor to Edinburgh since he kept the peace between Smith, Ferguson and 

Hume.10 Despite or perhaps because of these tensions, Ferguson visited Smith 

on his deathbed in an eff ort to mend their friendship, acknowledging in a letter 

that ‘though matters, as you know, were a little awkward when he was in health; 

upon that appearance I turned my face that way & went to him without further 

consideration & continued my attention to the last’.11

Smith’s accusation of plagiarism makes a prima facie case for similarity 

between the two works. Th is is bolstered by Karl Marx’s conclusion a century 

later that Ferguson was Smith’s teacher.12 Perhaps this was motivated by Fergu-

son’s only mention of Smith in the Essay, a fourth edition footnote characterizing 

the forthcoming Wealth of Nations, as ‘a theory of national economy, equal to 

what has ever appeared on any subject of science whatever’.13 Given that Fer-

guson’s remark speaks positively about Smith’s unpublished treatise, it was not 

unreasonable for Marx to presume that Ferguson was Smith’s mentor. 

August Oncken, the infl uential Smith scholar, argued that Smith was likely 

correct in his accusations of plagiarism but this conclusion has been revisited and 

challenged by Ronald Hamowy.14 While the similarities between their works can 

be striking at times,15 on the topic of originality I remain agnostic. For the sake 
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of this essay, I assume good will on the part of both men, and operate under the 

assumption that the intimate nature of the Scottish literati, their conversations and 

exposure to one another’s work and ideas, and the overall Zeitgeist all contributed 

to their variations on similar themes. Proximity made overlap inevitable.

Smith’s Moral Sentiments and Ferguson’s Ambiguous Critique

Th e Th eory of Moral Sentiments rejects ethical egoism from the outset. In contrast 

to Ferguson whose discussion of benevolence and self-love in his Essay empha-

sizes the ambiguity of language,16 Smith begins his fi rst treatise by affi  rming 

the possibility of benevolence: a person has multiple motivations for any given 

action and, as a result, there are ‘principles in his nature, which interest him in 

the fortune of others, and render their happiness necessary to him…’17 Th is con-

nectedness, and Smith’s moral system as a whole, is built on sympathy, a technical 

term that denotes a spectator’s ‘fellow-feeling with any passion’ expressed by a 

moral actor.18 Sympathy allows spectators to use their imaginations to ‘chang[e] 

places in fancy’ with any moral actor and inspire within themselves ‘an analogous 

emotion’ that is the prerequisite for moral judgment.19 For each spectator, the 

imaginative act is a ‘cognitive process,’ inspiring both change of ‘circumstances’ 

and ‘personhood’ with others.20 Spectators observe moral actors (or themselves 

in more advanced moral deliberation) and attempt to enter into their situation 

to judge whether the passions of another are at an accurate ‘pitch’.21

Although Smith’s notion of ‘sympathy’ derives from Hume’s account in A 

Treatise of Human Nature, his conception is wider. It surpasses Hume’s earlier 

theory of shared sentiments by emphasizing context and imagination. Smith 

allows for a modern theory of conscience that preserves the capacity of an agent 

to reject community standards. As we shall see, in his later manuscript essays, 

Ferguson will both emphasize and critique Smith’s creation of conscience.

According to Smith, a person’s self-awareness derives from the socially-

constructed self-refl ection inspired by the judgements of others,22 ‘the only 

looking-glass by which we can, in some measure … scrutinize the propriety of 

our own conduct’.23 Empiricist limitations and the physical separation of oth-

ers necessitate the use of imagination to create analogous emotions – no direct 

access to another’s mind is possible, for Smith, even via deduction. 24 As a result, 

parallel sentiments are always imperfect, the result of one’s own experiences.25 

Sympathy is also a constant balancing act between self-knowledge and knowl-

edge of others. To determine the cause, context and the possible ends of any 

situation, the spectator must understand the actor and be exposed to similar cir-

cumstances. Like Ferguson, Smith argues that the farther removed agents are 

from one another, the more diffi  cult it is to create true understanding between 

them.
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Sympathy provides self-knowledge as well. For Smith, as the moral agent 

becomes more practised, he or she can turn refl ection inward and sympathize 

with him or herself. Th e agent divides ‘as it were, into two persons’26 and creates 

an impartial spectator who acts as an imaginary external judge and sets limits 

upon action. Th is spectator ‘allows no word, no gesture, to escape it beyond what 

this more equitable sentiment would dictate’.27 It is the imaginary nature of the 

spectator that will eventually lead to Ferguson’s objection that Smith’s account 

of morals is too subjective.

Th e impartial spectator provides the bridge between individuals required in 

any stable and cohesive society; agents are infl uenced by spectators because, in 

part, they are social beings who gain pleasure and fulfi llment from sympathetic 

interaction. Smith argues that people are ‘naturally endowed with a desire for 

the welfare and preservation of society’.28 However, there is a confl ict between 

our dispositions to prioritize ourselves and to please others29 that leads to an 

intertwining of ‘our own sentiments, principles, and feelings’, with those of ‘the 

persons whom we are obliged to live and converse a great deal with’.30 

Th e Th eory of Moral Sentiments is a wide-ranging book. Like Ferguson’s 

Essay, Smith’s treatise fi ts into no single disciplinary category but ranges across 

what we now recognize as philosophy, sociology, political science, anthropol-

ogy, economics, history and psychology. Th is broad approach allows sympathy 

to work in tandem with the political economy of Th e Wealth of Nations, creating 

a theory of progress and economic development that makes the two works inter-

dependent.31 Together they off er an account of how society is to remain unifi ed 

and productive in the face of social and political division. Th e destructive forces 

of factionalism, religious extremism and the alienating eff ects of the division of 

labour can be addressed via education, economic development, selective govern-

ment intervention and mutual sympathy so as to ensure that individuals abide 

by the law of justice. For Smith, as for Ferguson, social and political confl ict is 

ever-present, but Smith sees its consequences as mitigated by ‘perfect liberty’ 

and ‘universal opulence’, the conditions under which individuals can choose 

their own professions and have access to the basic resources for themselves and 

their families. 

Ferguson never addresses Smith’s account of sympathy in his Essay. His 

most explicit discussion occurs much later in his career, in the second half of 

the unpublished dialogue, ‘Of the Principle of Moral Estimation’. Smith is wel-

comed into the conversation with the blunt comment by General Clerk that Th e 

Th eory of Moral Sentiments ‘is a Heap of absolute Nonsense’. If we were to assume 

that Clerk was speaking for the author then we would see right away that Fer-

guson intends to continue the hostility that marred his and Smith’s relationship. 

However, the issue isn’t as straightforward as it may seem. On the one hand, Fer-

guson and Clerk served together in the 43rd Highland Regiment and saw each 
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other socially from time to time.32 On the other, as Mossner explains, Ferguson 

‘did not greatly admire’ the General. Clerk is alleged to have uttered his ideas 

‘with a force and rapidity which stunned you more than they convinced’, and was 

said to be a ‘disagreeable’ person in general (a behavior well represented by the 

interlocutor’s condemnation of the Moral Sentiments).33 Furthermore, on one 

occasion, sick with a fever, when off ered a visit from Clerk, Ferguson responded 

‘in a voice of despair … “God forbid … as you regard my life”’.34 Th ese facts do 

not suggest that Ferguson would be predisposed to identify himself with Clerk 

even in a fi ctional setting.

Mossner speculates instead that the dialogue is a record of an actual conver-

sation because, he argues, the criticisms Clerk levels against Hume and Smith 

are not always representative of Ferguson’s published comments, a claim we will 

return to shortly.35 However, his conclusion seems unlikely. Ferguson is never 

mentioned as being in attendance, suggesting that he wasn’t present to hear the 

discussion and if he had been, it would have been virtually impossible for him to 

remember it with such exactitude. Furthermore, except for one brief transitional 

moment, Hume and Smith never speak to one another. Th is is not believable 

behaviour from two best friends under attack.

Of course, the dialogue could be inspired by, as opposed to a transcript of, an 

actual conversation, one in which Ferguson was either present or imagined him-

self to be, but this only allows for a factual genesis and gives no more credence 

to their actual words than assuming the dialogue is entirely fi ctional. It certainly 

would not tell us which comments originated from the participants and which 

came from Ferguson’s mind. I suggest then that the conversation is more like a 

Platonic dialogue than an historical account.36 Clerk the interlocutor seems to 

be the product of Ferguson’s artistic inclinations.

If the dialogue is a work of fi ction, then why does Ferguson use Clerk at all? 

Ferguson famously opposed Smith’s position preferring a standing army over a 

militia and argued that ‘there should be no permanent Rank of Generals’.37 Yet, 

Clerk the character represents both a permanent General and a career military 

offi  cer (Clerk worked his way up the ranks). In the failed military action on 

the coast of Brittany in 1746, ‘Clerk was the only offi  cer who advised against 

retreat’,38 suggesting poor leadership on his part. And, Clerk the interlocutor 

misrepresents Hume’s theory early in the discussion, falsely asserting a more cen-

tral role for utility than the Treatise actually prescribes.39

Th e interlocutor Smith comes into the room aft er the conversation has 

started; a symbolic acknowledgment of the younger Scot’s elaboration on 

Humean themes. He then admits almost immediately to publishing a revised 

edition of Th e Th eory of Moral Sentiments and claims to have ‘removed all of 

the diffi  culties & made the Th eory Compleat’. Every revised edition of Smith’s 

treatise contains a detailed response to Hume’s critique that sympathy does not 
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adequately allow for the painful reaction to fellow-feeling with unpleasant emo-

tions, yet Ferguson has Clerk repeat this criticism as if it were levelled for the 

fi rst time. Given the possible dates of the dialogue’s creation, the older Ferguson 

would have already seen Smith’s response to Hume. Th e reader must then ask 

why it should be rehearsed. Finally, the last remark in the dialogue – Clerk’s 

praise of the ancients that most explicitly coincides with Ferguson’s published 

views – begins with an approving comment towards Hume. Clerk tells him that 

his response is ‘well done’ and only then announces a position we can ascribe 

to Ferguson’s Essay. All of this evidence suggests that Clerk the interlocutor 

represents bad rather than good judgment and might not be a stand-in for the 

author’s voice at all.

Of course, my comments here are as speculative as Mossner’s. Nevertheless, I 

think it is useful to regard the dialogue as a meditation on themes rather than an 

explicit condemnation or critique of Smith and Hume – the dialogue does fore-

shadow objections to Hume and Smith made in Ferguson’s Principles, a book 

published much later than the dialogue’s setting. Assertions of historical accu-

racy must be met with cautious scepticism; since the dialogue concludes with an 

open-ended question – ‘What is the end to which a moral individual ought to 

strive?’ – it is just as likely that Ferguson was in the process of examining his own 

thought as critiquing those of his Scottish brethren. Perhaps the dialogue is, in 

the end, a model of how not to attack Smith.

To summarize, Clerk’s criticisms of Smith’s are as follows. First, to sympathize 

with a sentiment is an act that is, in itself, independent of morality. Th erefore, 

mutual approbation does not suggest that both of the parties are correct in their 

judgment. Th is assertion, that sympathy has no normative power, will be a con-

tinual refrain in Ferguson’s writing. Second, Clerk continues, in invoking the 

notion of ‘sympathy’ Smith employs a newer and more abstract term to explain 

a more established and precise term, ‘moral sentiments’. Th is, he suggests, is 

poor philosophy. Next Clerk off ers the Humean critique: since the creation of 

analogous sentiments inspires a similar passion and since unpleasant emotions 

transfer from one party to another, this generates neither approval or pleasure. 

Th eir absence runs counter to Smith’s claim of the mutual pleasure of sympa-

thy. Finally, Clerk argues that sympathy and the created impartial spectator are 

merely theories of conscience, nothing more. Ultimately, he argues, Smith relies 

upon an independent standard to defi ne moral goodness and is not, in actuality, 

presenting a theory of sympathy at all. He is presenting a normative account of 

morality hidden behind a veil of mutuality. It is worth noting that the fi rst criti-

cism attacks Smith’s theory for its non-objective nature but the last asserts that it 

is objective despite Smith’s (alleged) assertions to the contrary! Th is contradic-

tory attack on Smith will recur in Ferguson’s writing and I shall revisit it below. 
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Whether these criticisms are fair is a matter of debate,40 and whether Smith 

the interlocutor adequately answers Clerk’s criticisms is also a matter of con-

tention. However, both questions are largely tangential to our concerns since 

Ferguson wrote the piece, not Smith. Rather, I would ask the more basic ques-

tions: Does Ferguson really believe that the Moral Sentiments is nonsense? And, 

is Clerk’s condemnation intended to be a punctuation mark, the fi nal word in a 

debate with only one remaining living interlocutor, or is it just an opportunity 

for more exploration? Once again, I suggest the latter. As the remainder of the 

essay argues, there is much more in common between the two thinkers than 

Clerk’s criticisms allow.

Ferguson and Smith on the Moral Sentiments 

In describing a progression from ‘rude nations’ to commercial civility and in 

characterizing the dispositions by which individuals live together and make 

judgments about how to coexist, Ferguson’s Essay bears comparison to the his-

torical descriptions in Th e Wealth of Nations. Ferguson acknowledges, as Smith 

does, that society moves forward in various and discrete increments and that 

‘establishments arose from successive improvements that were made, without 

any sense of their general eff ect’.41 In other words, like Smith, Ferguson presumes 

the positive impact of unintended consequences, a fairly common doctrine of 

optimism in the eighteenth century.42

He also recognizes the complex forces that infl uence humanity’s social nature. 

Like Smith, Ferguson argues that a person is ‘inclined to communicate his own 

sentiments’ and that the fundamental human tension is ‘the mixed disposition 

to friendship or enmity’.43 Th e two also reject any suggestion that a person could 

be considered separate from the group. ‘Society appears to be as old as the indi-

vidual’,44 Ferguson observes, and an individual raised outside of society would be 

both psychologically and physically immature. Whereas Smith uses the example 

of an isolated island to postulate the agent with no moral or aesthetic capabilities, 

Ferguson off ers the suggestion that a ‘wild man’ in the woods, if ever there were 

such, would be an anomaly, ‘not a specimen of any general character’. He even 

goes further than Smith, suggesting that the specimen ‘would probably exhibit 

defects in the very structure of the organs themselves’, and that this would be 

accompanied by ‘defects and imbecilities of the heart’.45

Famously, both Ferguson and Smith reject the social contract,46 but more 

explicitly than Smith, Ferguson acknowledges that since society is natural, the 

state of nature is society itself. Th is precludes the possibility that society devel-

oped suddenly or as a result of any collective agreement of individuals:47 

If we are asked therefore, Where the state of nature is to be found? We may answer, It 

is here; and it matters not whether we are understood to speak in the island of Great 
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Britain, at the Cape of Good Hope, of the Straits of Magellan. While this active being 

is in the train of employing his talents, and of operating on the subjects around him, 

all situations are equally natural.48

Humanity is to be understood in groups, Ferguson insists, and ‘the history of 

the individual is but a detail of the sentiments and thoughts he has entertained 

in the view of his species: and every experiment relative to this subject should be 

made with entire societies, not with single men’.49

Ferguson uses the term ‘sentiment’ seventy-one times in the Essay but he 

never once references ‘sympathy’, in the Smithian sense or otherwise. However, 

he does explain in the Principles that although the term usually references ‘com-

miseration or pity’ it has now been extended ‘to sentiments of congratulations 

also’. Sympathy, he writes ‘may be supposed a contagion’ or ‘to proceed from the 

occasion or cause’ and thus certain thinkers regard it as a ‘principle of approba-

tion’.50 He then makes the point that Clerk asserts in the dialogue: ‘we are still 

to enquire in what manner is that sympathy itself evinced to be right’;51 in other 

words, just because two people agree does not suggest that what they agree on 

is correct.

To undermine Smith’s employment of sympathy, Ferguson off ers other 

moments of fellow-feeling – with a specifi c purchase or with the ‘admirer of a 

fi ne woman’, for example – but points out that these are not considered to be 

instances of virtue since ‘there is sympathy, as well as utility, without approbation; 

and there is approbation without either’.52 Th is is, yet again, the same allegation 

of subjectivity because it makes sympathy independent of moral standards such 

as utility or approval.

Ferguson concedes that ‘sympathy is no doubt a part of the social nature of 

man’,53 then attacks the moral sense in general. He concludes that,

If we are asked, therefore, what is the principle of moral approbation in the human 

mind, we may answer, it is the Idea of perfection or excellence, which the intelligent 

and associated being forms to himself; and to which he refers in every sentiment of 

esteem and contempt, and in every expression of commendation or censure.54

Th en, while looking as if he is about to challenge this conclusion, he surpris-

ingly reaffi  rms it by suggesting that although people disagree regarding what 

they admire, ‘virtue is approved as the specifi c perfection or excellence of man’s 

nature’.55 In the end, Ferguson’s critique of sympathy in the Principles is that it 

off ers no external standard. And though, in response, he suggests that individu-

als have an idea of virtue in their own minds and pursue it, this too runs counter 

to his objection. Just as Clerk off ered contradicting critiques, Ferguson’s Princi-

ples off ers variations on sympathy to counter sympathy; both are images of virtue 

in the mind. While fellow-feeling isn’t normative, Ferguson claims, the image 

one creates in the mind is.
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Is Ferguson’s response signifi cantly diff erent from Smith’s answer? We might 

claim that the key diff erence is that Smith’s spectator is explicitly imagined and 

Ferguson’s ‘idea of performance of excellence’ is not, pointing instead to a dis-

tinction based on moral realism (perhaps Ferguson’s agent has cognitive access 

to objective truths via intuition or deduction, although given Ferguson’s critique 

of the moral sense, the former is unlikely). But Smith too might also have put 

forth a realist theory of morality; the impartial spectator is likely the anthro-

pomorphization of intersubjectivity. Equally unclear is the extent to which, for 

Ferguson, valuation is created by the agent. Again, where does the normativity 

of the mental image lie? Th e two philosophers are ambiguous in the same sort 

of way.56

Returning to the Essay, Ferguson pairs sentiment with reason twice,57 and a 

third time he joins the two with imagination, arguing that the development of 

the three capacities – sentiment, reason, and imagination – helped to spread the 

lessons of the traditional Greek fables because the ‘passion of the poet pervaded 

the minds of the people … [and] became the incentives of a national spirit’.58 Th is 

suggests that Ferguson, more than Smith, sees these two terms in opposition: 

sentiments seem not to be rational for him, but Smith’s account presumes some 

form of rational component at sentiment’s core.59

In his Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, Smith defi nes moral senti-

ments as ‘moral observations’,60 a term that presumes some sort of judgement, 

but Ferguson sees sentiments as being falsely replaced by ‘those considerations 

which occur in the hours of retirement and cold refl ection’ when trying to 

explain human behavior.61 In other words, people try to put rational explanation 

behind action because sentiments do not seem to provide an adequate account, 

an observation supported by a passage in the Institutes of Moral Philosophy in 

which Ferguson defi nes sentiments as ‘a state of mind relative to supposed good 

or evil’, a defi nition that does not include justifi cation, only reaction to moral 

outcome.62 

In fact, Ferguson is much more reticent than Smith to off er defi nitive expla-

nations of human motivation. Elaborating on his reluctance, Ferguson explains 

in ‘Of Liberty & Necessity’ that the language of motive and eff ect, in its reli-

ance on metaphors, is inadequate to describe moral volition. Such terminology 

‘dupes’ people into believing it off ers precision,63 a point consistent with his 

remarks in the Essay on self-love and benevolence. Th ere is no reason, he then 

argues in the manuscript, to call free will, or ‘Moral Liberty’, into question. Any 

deterministic limitations imposed upon an agent would be unknown. Th erefore, 

he writes, ‘If there be any Necessity Constraining [the mind] in every Instance 

there is no consciousness of such Necessity nor any Evidence of its Existence 

where Consciousness is the only Evidence’.64 
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Returning to the question of sentiment, Ferguson’s meaning is made clearer 

by his other uses of the term. He pairs it with ‘apprehension’,65 ‘experience’,66 

‘conceptions,’67 and on three occasions ‘imagination’.68 He uses the term ‘senten-

tious’ to mean aggressively emotional, once while quoting Plutarch, and once 

in his own voice.69 Sentiment, then, likely means emotion and not moral judg-

ment as it does for Smith. Ferguson pairs emotion and sentiment as synonyms 

twice.70

We see Ferguson struggle with these concepts in ‘An Excursion in the High-

lands’, yet another dialogue involving Hume (but in this instance not Smith), and 

one in which Ferguson is himself an interlocutor (evidence that he was willing 

to include himself in dialogues were he so motivated). Aft er a varied discussion, 

Ferguson attacks sympathy, describing it, in a Humean and Smithian manner, 

as ‘coincidence of sentiment’.71 Under his own name, he argues that sympathy is 

‘not a safe ground’ for moral adjudication because it tends to ‘explain away dis-

tinctions of the utmost importance to mankind turning Zeal for morality into 

a mere selfi sh interest or into a mere coincidence of sentiment which may take 

place among Knaves and Fools as well as honest Men’.72

Th is criticism, reminiscent of Clerk’s comments in ‘Of Moral Estimation’ 

and Ferguson’s own in Principles, suggests that a more objective notion of moral-

ity than sympathy is necessary to establish right or wrong. However, it diff ers in 

both its appeal to virtuous people alone – fools and knaves may sympathize but 

this congruence says nothing of moral goodness – and in the assertion that sym-

pathy becomes self-interest. It is therefore an odd criticism given that Ferguson 

never condemns self-interest himself (even if he condemns those who reject the 

public good or see their own needs as separate from others), and that his fol-

low-up comment sounds much like Smith’s own elaborations on the impartial 

spectator. Ferguson writes: 

But in the Breast of the Individual Respecting himself there is seldom diffi  culty or 

Risk of Th at function of Wisdom or Intelligence which is termed Conscience [turn-

ing out to be] undecided or erroneous in its Judgment. It is a Watch that Seldom 

Slumbers or sleeps or mistakes whatever the Party concerned may plead or pretend 

to others.73

Th is excerpt suggests that conscience is a reliable gauge of morality; that it pre-

sides (metaphorically) in the breast. Even if ‘Of Moral Estimation’, has Clerk 

critique Smith’s impartial spectator for being nothing more than a theory of 

conscience, Ferguson must have known from his familiarity with the Moral 

Sentiments that Smith too saw the imagined spectator as the very ‘man within 

the breast’ that he appeals to here in ‘An Excursion’.74 In this dialogue, Fergu-

son’s fi nal comments seem, once again, to confi rm rather than counter Smith’s, 

for Ferguson’s point ultimately hangs on what is ‘imagined’ and why. Even as 
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this assertion, once again, calls into question Clerk’s role as his mouthpiece, it 

ultimately emphasizes the similarities between the two Adams and the under-

developed notion of sympathy and sentiment with which Ferguson himself is 

struggling. 

We are therefore in a position to consider their theoretical overlap particu-

larly in regards to the sentiments and reason. Like Ferguson, Smith pairs ‘reason,’ 

with a range of terms. Th is suggests that for both Scots, rational and emotional 

capacities – the capacities that allow for moral deliberation – work in concert 

with other human faculties. Sentiment and reason are both necessary parts of 

the adjudication process. Whether reason is a component of sentiment, as it 

likely is for Smith, or whether it is simply a frequent companion to sentiment 

as it is for Ferguson, the two capacities work most eff ectively when they do so 

in tandem.75

To continue, in Institutes, Ferguson tells us that there are two types of knowl-

edge, that ‘of particular facts, or that of general rules’.76 Reason, he then writes, 

‘comprehends classifi cation of particular subjects, investigations, and applica-

tions of general rules together with demonstration, the appellation of evidence’.77 

Th is is a more specifi c, albeit compatible, account than in his Essay in which he 

defi nes a person’s reason as: 

his powers of discernment, or his intellectual faculties, which … are distinguished 

from the analogous endowments of other animals, refer to the objects around him, 

either as they are subjects of mere knowledge, or as they are subjects of approbation 

or censure.78 

Th is account includes elements of Smith’s moral sentiments and sympathy in 

particular, especially insofar as reason forms the person:

not only to know, but likewise to admire and to contemn; and these proceedings of 

his mind have a principle reference to his own character, and to that of his fellow-

creatures, as being the subjects on which he is chiefl y concerned to distinguish what 

is right from what is wrong.79 

For both Scots, moral judgments are built upon a mirror, and the impossibility 

of isolation is intertwined with the necessity of other-oriented moral judgment 

and identity construction. We need others to make moral judgements because 

we compare them to ourselves and we compare ourselves to them.

Ferguson recognizes, as Smith does, that sentiments work with familiarity to 

create intimate social bonds with those with whom we share our lives.80 Society 

is, he argues, not built on ‘mere external conveniences’ but, rather, on ‘aff ection 

[which] operates on the greatest of force’.81 He explains that this is the feeling of 

the parent for the child, the actor who sees his or her friend in need; it remains 

the sole principle that accounts for tribal loyalties. Like Smith, Ferguson recog-
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nizes that commercial society does not engender this same response and that 

modern political arrangements fi nd an individual to be ‘a detached and solitary 

being’.82 Th e competition of commercial society makes one treat others as if they 

were ‘his cattle and soil, for the sake of profi ts they bring’, and tends to pit peo-

ple against each other, but, it also serves to ‘continue their intercourse aft er the 

bands of aff ection are broken’.83 Both thinkers see commercial society as creating 

rules of interaction when aff ection fails to do so.

Ferguson does not deny such aff ection. He is explicit that there is, in fact, a 

‘love’, or ‘a quality, which we call tenderness, that never can accompany the con-

sideration of interest’ that is entirely distinct from the ‘sentiments which we feel 

on the subject of personal success or adversity’.84 However, because aff ection and 

interest are discrete and independent from one another, Ferguson argues that 

self-love is improperly named because the selfi shness typically referred to by that 

term has nothing to do with the love that presumes altruism or benevolence. In a 

passage that is likely a response to Hobbes’s egoism, and one that recalls Smith’s 

initial comments in the Moral Sentiments (which are themselves a response to 

both Hobbes and Mandeville), Ferguson rejects any system that assumes all 

actions, even benevolent ones, can be reduced to selfi sh behavior.85 Not only 

does Ferguson share with Smith the notion that there are multiple motivations 

for our actions, he is so unwilling to exclude the possibility of other-oriented 

behaviour that he suggests an entirely new vocabulary must be developed in 

order to account for the complexity of human motivation. We must, he asserts, 

‘distinguish the selfi shness of the parent when he takes care of his child, from the 

selfi shness when he only takes care of himself ’.86 Although Ferguson recognizes 

that ‘it is certainly impossible to live and act with men, without employing dif-

ferent names to distinguish the humane from the cruel, and the benevolent from 

the selfi sh’, his acknowledgment, like that of Smith, underscores that there are 

humane and benevolent motives to action and that such motives exist in tandem 

with countervailing impulses.

Th emes and Variations: Smith’s Moral Sentiments and Part 1, Section 

6 of the Essay 

We can see that there is a lot of Smith in Ferguson and vice versa. Th is is made 

even more explicit when we focus on Section 6 of Part 1 of Ferguson’s Essay, ‘Of 

Moral Sentiment’. Th e chapter reads like Th e Th eory of Moral Sentiments and not 

just because of the title. It assumes that the proper model of moral deliberation 

is theatrical, dividing human beings into actor and spectator, and it explicitly 

challenges Mandeville’s assumption that no moral distinctions are tenable.87 But 

what is most striking is that like Smith’s treatise, Ferguson’s chapter isn’t really 
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about moral sentiments per se, it is about the universe of institutions, commit-

ments and behaviours that are the consequence of the moral sentiments. 

Th e section begins with a claim about human nature that can be seen as play-

ing the same core role as Smith’s fi rst sentence in the Moral Sentiments: 

How selfi sh soever man may be supposed, there are evidently some principles in his 

nature, which interest him in the fortune of others, and render their happiness neces-

sary to him, though he derives nothing from it except the pleasure of seeing it. Of this 

kind is pity or compassion …88 

In the opening sentence of Section 6, Ferguson states: ‘Upon a slight observation 

of what passes in human life, we should be apt to conclude, that the care of subsist-

ence is the principle spring of human actions’.89 Both thinkers assert the presence 

of a fundamental human motivation (refl ecting, perhaps, a common Newtonian 

desire for minimal explanatory laws of human activity), both describe it in terms 

of principles, and both assume that these principles lead to action. However, 

while the fi rst sentence in the Moral Sentiments acknowledges the possibility of 

benevolence, Ferguson’s suggests more self-interested motives: human beings act 

to cultivate their own existence.90 From such actions the human race develops 

technology, experiences competition and comes to distinguish necessities from 

amusements. Without these achievements, without the pursuit of subsistence, 

‘not only the toils of the mechanic, but the studies of the learned, would cease; 

every department of public business would become unnecessary; every senate-

house would be shut up, and every palace deserted’.91

However, as we have already seen, Ferguson, along with Smith, accepts that 

there are multiple motivations for an agent’s acts and that the more negative 

sentiments work in concert with the more positive ones: ‘As jealousy is oft en 

the most watchful guardian of chastity, so malice is oft en the quickest to spy the 

failings of our neighbour’.92 Th is echoes, of course, Smith’s famous claim that 

morality and commercial activity work together to make the best out of negative 

human tendencies – the legacy of Mandeville’s assertion that private vice leads to 

public good and of Smith’s faith in unintended consequences and the invisible 

hand. Our private and self-serving motives contribute to our public infl uence.

For Ferguson, as for Smith, it is not the sentiments but their consequent 

standards of condemnation and approbation that separate human beings from 

other animals:

Men assemble to deliberate on business; they separate from jealousies of interest; but 

in their several collisions, whether as friends or as enemies, a fi re is struck out which 

the regards to interest or safety cannot confi ne. Th e value of a favour is not measured 

when sentiments of kindness are perceived; and the term misfortune has but a feeble 

meaning, when compared to that of insult and wrong.93
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Th is sense of right and wrong is the wellspring of much that distinguishes the 

human race: its sense of history, of poetry, of compassion, the consequences 

of human intelligence and human action. For Ferguson, an ‘active mind’ is 

essential to human happiness,94 and for Smith too, mental activity is only 

a small part of the natural tendency of humans to pursue their ends. Smith 

writes that human beings were ‘made for action’95 while Ferguson claims ‘man 

is not made for repose’.96 Humans, for Ferguson, advance as a species, not just 

as individuals, and their intellectual capacities distinguish them from other 

creatures. Being an actor or spectator, engaging in commerce and fi nding com-

mon interest,

turns human life into an interesting spectacle, and perpetually solicits even the indo-

lent to mix, as opponents or friends, in the scenes which are acted before them. Joined 

to the powers of deliberation and reason, it constitutes the basis of a moral nature; 

and whilst it dictates the terms of praise and of blame, serves to class our fellow-crea-

tures by the most admirable and engaging, or the most odious and contemptible, 

denominations.97 

Ferguson, like Smith, regards the arts as an important vehicle for both the 

expression and cultivation of moral judgments. And, also, as with Smith, it is 

the attention to detail and sophisticated analysis that helps individuals pursue 

not just mechanical and commercial invention, but the moral lessons of theatre 

and epic poetry: 

Th e foreigner, who believed that Othello, on the stage, was enraged for the loss of 

his handkerchief, was not more mistaken, than the reasoner who imputes any of the 

more vehement passions of men to the impressions of mere profi t or loss.98 

As we have seen, for Smith, duty, justice, aff ection and commercial activity all 

work in consort to create a wide range of human motivations; both Ferguson 

and Smith reject the notion that individuals engage in choice based on ‘mere 

profi t or loss’. Both see commercial activity as supported by human invention, 

including what we now call the arts and humanities. Th ere are more factors 

to decision-making and human motivation than the sheer desire to trade or 

exchange. 

Ferguson’s account of justice in ‘Of Moral Sentiment’ also echoes the 

treatment in the Moral Sentiments. Smith sees justice as a negative virtue, 

explaining that ‘We may oft en fulfi ll all the rules of justice by sitting still and 

doing nothing’.99 In the Wealth of Nations, he adds: ‘Every man, as long as he 

does not violate the laws of justice, is left  perfectly free to pursue his own inter-

est his own way’.100 Justice is the most precise virtue. It is ‘the main pillar that 

upholds the whole edifi ce’ of society.101 Ferguson too explains that ‘to abstain 

from harm, is the great law of natural justice’.102 Individuals ‘act in society 
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from aff ections of kindness and friendship’,103 and ‘even in the case of those to 

whom we do not habitually wish any positive good, we are still averse to be the 

instruments of harm’.104 Ferguson then quotes Montesquieu’s Persian Letters to 

exclaim, ‘I have before me … an idea of justice, which, if I could follow in every 

instance, I should think myself the most happy of men’.105 He argues that ‘if 

virtue be the supreme good, its best and most signal eff ect is, to communicate 

and diff use itself ’.106 

Ferguson will continue these comments elsewhere in the Essay, asserting that 

every individual is capable of doing justice, that a just action ‘has no limits but 

in the defect of power’, and that the ‘right to do wrong, and commit injustice, is 

an abuse of language, and a contradiction in terms’.107 He recognizes, along with 

Smith, that all individuals are equal,108 and that no society can be considered just 

if its members are unhappy.109

Just as Smith ends his treatise on morals by calling for a discussion of ‘the 

general principles of Law and Government’,110 Ferguson concludes his discus-

sion in this section of the Essay by referencing the role of government in the 

cultivation of morals.111 Th is inquiry permeates the rest of the book and shares 

many similarities with Smith’s own account. Ferguson acknowledges, for exam-

ple, that one of the great needs of human beings is occupation or, as I stated 

above, something to do,112 and he is critical of the rich in many of the ways Smith 

is in both the Moral Sentiments and the Wealth of Nations.113

Like Smith, Ferguson recognizes that liberty is preserved when individuals 

protect their own.114 He also agrees that there must be some personal interest 

(wealth or otherwise) to motivate individuals to action.115 Proper education and 

a good community will help individuals overcome the natural focus on them-

selves and pursue the public good (clarifying that ‘their own’ includes society as 

well as family). Ferguson is clear about this in ‘Of Moral Sentiment’,116 and in the 

same regard Smith is explicit in the Moral Sentiments: vanity ‘arises from … [a] … 

gross … illusion of the imagination’ and is ‘the foundation of the most ridiculous 

and contemptible vices’.117 Th us, ‘Th e great secret of education is to direct vanity 

to proper objects’.118

Education is, for both, a powerful antidote to the harmful eff ects of the divi-

sion of labour on the working classes. Ferguson observes:

Many mechanical arts, indeed, require no capacity; they succeed best under a total 

suppression of sentiment and reason; and ignorance is the mother of industry as 

well as of superstition … [therefore] the genius of the master, perhaps, is cultivated, 

while that of the inferior workman lies waste … [and, as a result] the beggar, who 

depends upon charity; the labourer, who toils that he may eat; the mechanic, whose 

art requires no exertion of genius, are degraded by the object they pursue, and by the 

means they employ to attain it.119
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Compare these comments with similar points made by Smith:

the torpor [of the worker’s mind] renders him not only incapable of relishing or 

bearing a part in any rational conversation, but of conceiving any generous, noble, or 

tender sentiment, and consequently of forming any just judgment concerning many 

even of the ordinary duties of private life. Of the great and extensive interests of his 

country he is altogether incapable of judging, and unless very particular pains have 

been taken to render him otherwise, he is equally incapable of defending his coun-

try in war … His dexterity at his own particular trade seems, in this manner, to be 

acquired at the expence of his intellectual, social, and martial virtues. But in every 

improved and civilized society this is the state into which the labouring poor, that 

is, the great body of the people, must necessarily fall, unless government takes some 

pains to prevent it.120

As Hamowy explains, Ferguson predicts that increases in specialization will lead 

to increased social stratifi cation and ‘thinking will, in time, become the particular 

province of one class of people only’.121 Although Ferguson is more explicit than 

Smith that education is not the sole factor in class distinction,122 their points are 

the same. Mental torpor increases social division, and because social intercourse 

is necessary for happiness, the uneducated worker is denied the possibility of 

social and political fulfi llment:

It should seem, therefore, to be the happiness of man, to make his social dispositions 

the ruling spring of his occupations; to state himself as the member of a community, 

for whose general good his heart may glow with an ardent zeal, to the suppression of 

those personal cares which are the foundation of painful anxieties, fear, jealousy, and 

envy.123 

Like Smith, Ferguson asserts that a corrupt society corrupts individuals; more-

over, the excess of ‘aff ectation, pertness, and vanity’,124 the alienation of the 

cities (‘where men vie with one another in equipage, dress, and the reputa-

tion of fortune’)125 and the falsities of the court (‘where we may learn to smile 

without being pleased, to caress without aff ection, to wound with the secret 

weapons of envy and jealousy, and to rest our personal importance on circum-

stances’)126 are all elements that contribute to the destruction of virtue and 

character.

Toward the end of his Essay, on this same topic, Ferguson sums up the rela-

tionship between politics, morality, commercialization and sociality, and in so 

doing he utilizes a vocabulary that echoes to a surprising degree Smith’s Moral 

Sentiments. Ferguson assumes that history helps defi ne the state of society and 

government, that social intercourse helps individuals modulate their sentiments 

to the appropriate level, and that national spirit, martial virtues and mutual 

respect are a combination of individual and group factors. In essence, his natural 

history of society assumes many of the ideas that animate Smith’s moral theory. 
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In so doing, Ferguson off ers a compelling picture of what a just society with 

happy members might look like:

Th e natural disposition of man to humanity, and the warmth of his temper, may raise 

his character to this fortunate pitch. His elevation, in a great measure, depends on the 

form of his society; but he can, without incurring the charge of corruption, accom-

modate himself to great variations in the constitutions of government. Th e same 

integrity, and vigorous spirit, which, in democratical states, renders him tenacious of 

his equality, may, under aristocracy or monarchy, lead him to maintain the subordina-

tions established. He may entertain, towards the diff erent ranks of men with whom 

he is yoked in the state, maxims of respect and of candour: he may, in the choice of 

his actions, follow a principle of justice, and of honour, which the considerations of 

safety, preferment, or profi t, cannot eff ace.127 

Th is passage, if taken in isolation, would be hard to attribute to either Smith or 

Ferguson. It is, I think, a telling example of how much the two thinkers shared. 

Th us, returning to the question as to whether Ferguson’s dialogues and frag-

ments constitute a true critique of Smith, there is little in the Essay to suggest 

that they do, and if Ferguson’s Clerk and his Principles do share the same point 

of view, it is a perspective that Ferguson must have been toying with late in his 

life. Yet, that common critique fails to be compelling, and in those moments 

when the two seem closest – for example, in ‘An Excursion in the Highlands’ 

– Ferguson retreats as quickly as he advances.

Although the ineff ectual arguments of Clerk the interlocutor may suggest 

that Ferguson was reconsidering his position on sympathy later in life – ‘Of 

Moral Estimation’ may have been self-deception as much as self-examination 

– our analysis of the Essay implies that there wasn’t that much of a critique to 

reconsider. Ferguson’s attack on sympathy is ambiguous, contradictory and, ulti-

mately, weakly stated. 

In the end, we cannot be certain of what Ferguson’s thoughts actually were. 

Nevertheless, it is worth commenting that no matter how diff erent the two 

thinkers have been presumed in the past, and accepting that there are specifi c 

issues on which they do diff er greatly, there is every reason to believe that their 

commonalities indicate shared viewpoints. Th is is the likely consequence of their 

close contact and common context, not to mention the lifelong philosophical 

inquiry they shared with each other and their fellow philosophers. We can only 

speculate as to how consciously one infl uenced the other, but recognizing the 

signifi cant conceptual overlap of their works is the next necessary step before 

asking the more diffi  cult question of who infl uenced whom. 
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6 A COMPLICATED VISION: THE GOOD 
POLITY IN ADAM FERGUSON’S THOUGHT

Lisa Hill

It is a commonplace observation that Adam Ferguson’s social and political 

thought seems troubled by many confl icts. It has even been suggested that his 

body of work lacks system.1 Certainly, his corpus is diverse and complex, replete 

with ambivalence, tension and even paradox. Th is essay seeks to build a picture 

of Ferguson’s conception of the good polity and to explore the tensions that lie 

within it. Despite some puzzling exceptions, these tensions are, in fact, reconcil-

able once they are understood in relation to his social science, his historiography 

and his attempts to forge a new approach to politics that could be described as 

‘liberal-Stoicism’. Th e discussion begins by canvassing some of the complications 

and underlying assumptions of Ferguson’s political thought.

Th e Background to Ferguson’s Political Th ought

Ferguson makes for demanding reading partly because of his somewhat dis-

orderly style of writing and partly because of his ambivalent attitude to many 

political issues. It is not so much that his thought lacks system as it is that the 

system that exists must be carefully culled by the reader. Yet, Ferguson leaves no 

doubt that politics is important, not only because it is highly consequential, but 

because humans are other-regarding creatures of action and confl ict and politics 

is the ideal forum for the exercise of this special nature.2 Ferguson agrees with 

Aristotle  that it is language that makes us both fi t and destined for life in a pol-

ity.3 Since humankind alone is capable of speech 4 it is the only species destined 

for political life.

Ferguson’s turn of mind is, in many ways, moralistic and romantic, yet his 

politics seems to have been shaped and constrained by a strong desire to be prac-

tical and grounded.  Normative moralizing has its place5 but one should not 

moralize simply to defend an abstract principle; aft er all, the point of all systems 

and institutions is to make people happy.6 (By ‘happiness’ Ferguson does not 
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mean utility but the Stoic sort of happiness synonymous with virtue or the exer-

cise of benevolence.)  7 Abstract and constructivistic political philosophy is rarely 

helpful because social order is not brought about rationalistically: Rather, it is 

the unseen, unplanned, gradual and sub-rational forces that bring forth order. 

Ferguson explicitly accommodates the unavoidable untidiness of life within his 

political and social science, fi rmly believing that: a) commotion and confl ict are 

a normal and healthy part of life; and b) human aff airs cannot be comprehended 

under a few simple laws or within rigid a priori normative ‘systems’.8 Th ese beliefs 

are linked to his perception of the laws of spontaneous order at work in every 

aspect of human life, including the generation of social behaviours and institu-

tions. Rather than being the result of conscious planning  and design, social order 

is an evolutionistic, adaptive, piecemeal, dialectical and irrationalist process.9 I 

will return presently to the implications of this framework for his conception of 

the good polity.

In order to map the complex topography of Ferguson’s political orientations 

the reader must be aware of a number of general underlying tensions. Th e most 

important is a progressivism that cohabits, paradoxically, with a pronounced 

conservatism. Sometimes this conservatism degenerates into nostalgia, even 

atavism, but it is usually refl ected in Ferguson’s simultaneous embrace of both 

antique and liberal/modern political values. A further tension is a consciously 

cultivated embrace of realism that is pitched against his equally strong idealistic 

tendencies. Th is tension feeds into his desire to balance order with the politi-

cal turbulence and spirited activism he considered vital for the maintenance of 

civic virtue. Finally, Ferguson’s belief in the spontaneously-generated nature of 

human social life coexists with his advocacy of some rationalistic interventions 

to ameliorate the negative eff ects of progress. Th e latter tension manifests itself 

as an apparent uncertainty about just how much human intervention is required 

to keep the political realm in motion.

Ferguson’s worldview seems to have been shaped by the persistent question 

of how much he is prepared to concede to modernity and his own proto-liberal 

tendencies, on the one hand, and the depth of his loyalties to the past and the 

antique (mainly Roman Stoic) sources10 he loved so much. Even though progress 

and modernity must be embraced because they are the eff ects of Providen-

tially inspired laws of spontaneous order,11  Ferguson cannot help noticing and 

regretting their impact on virtue and social intimacy.  Th ough readers are oft en 

inclined to group Ferguson in either the civic humanist or proto-liberal camp,12 

his approach is perhaps best thought of as a sustained eff ort to create a kind of 

hybrid tradition that might be called ‘liberal-Stoicism’. He explicitly expresses 

his desire to blend a classical sensibility with the conditions and constraints of 

commercialism: ‘to mix the military spirit with a civil and commercial Policy’.13 

Ferguson hopes to show that progress and commercialism – with their promise 
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of greater liberty and plenty – need not mean the abandonment of virtue and 

civic vitality. He celebrated the increasingly high levels of personal liberty that 

accompanied progress, yet remained wary of the eff ects of progress on moral 

character, political community and the willingness of people to act for the pub-

lic interest.14 For Ferguson, this is a perfectly consistent position provided one 

agrees that the standard opposition between private wealth and public virtue, is 

a mistaken one for clearly ‘[h]uman society has great obligations to both’. 15 Th e 

trick was to devise institutional and cultural means capable of serving both sets of 

concerns. Ferguson was optimistic that community and commerce, wealth and 

virtue, and order and political vitality could all be balanced rather than played 

off  against each other, though it should be acknowledged that his attempted 

reconciliation of the two sets of goals was never entirely convincing.16

In order to understand the nature of (and complications within) Ferguson’s 

political thought – and especially his conception of the good polity – it is impor-

tant to place it within the context of his social science (i.e. the spontaneous order 

framework) and its corresponding historiography as well as his deep reservations 

about progress. 

Spontaneous Order, Progressivist Historiography and Fear of 

Corruption

Ferguson’s entire system of thought is built around an account of the manner in 

which social order emerges spontaneously from the seemingly random behav-

iours of individual actors. Rather than being the result of conscious planning  

and design, social order is an evolutionistic, undirected, adaptive, incremental, 

dialectical and irrationalist process.17 Ferguson emphasizes the polygenesis of 

our key institutions and the absence of any long-term human design in their 

development. Such institutions refl ect and embody the collective wisdom of 

generations of actors who have shaped it piecemeal and dialectically through 

centuries of adaptation, confl ict  and compromise. As a result, Ferguson shares 

Edmund Burke’s and Adam Smith ’s aversion to any kind of rapid social change.18 

Th is would disrupt ‘Nature’ whose modus operandi is exclusively sub-rational 

and evolutionistic.19 Th is gradualism led Ferguson to a position of political con-

servatism  and a concomitant rejection of any kind of revolutionary change, as 

will be shown.

Despite this conservative strain Ferguson’s historiography is  quite modern 

in off ering a progressivist, spontaneous and law-driven conception of human 

aff airs. Attacking the rationalistic  device of contract  as the primary principle of 

historical explanation he appeals to an evolutionistic perfectionism that relies 

instead on endogenous and unconscious causes. Ferguson makes clear that 

humans alone are destined for progress 20 and that such progress  is both natural 
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and immanent in the divine plan.21 Moreover, humanity is ‘susceptible of indefi -

nite advancement’.22 

A key premise of Ferguson’s historiography  is that history is rarely moved by 

visionaries but is a spontaneous process generated socially, sub-rationally (via 

innate drives) and gradually. Signifi cantly, the progress  of the species is more 

or less uniform and this cannot be attributed to cultural contact (such as the 

diff usionist thesis promulgated by the French Encylopedists) or to the transmis-

sion or copying of the ideas of one or a few ingenious individuals.23 We must, 

says Ferguson, ‘receive, with caution, the traditional histories of ancient legisla-

tors, and founders of states’ because history is, by and large, a spontaneous aff air: 

Institutions and social practices develop insensibly and by degrees, the product 

of countless individual actions through time.24 Whereas other species merely 

advance individually from a state of ‘infancy to manhood’, humans advance 

collectively, in a natural and teleological  sequence, from ‘rudeness’ through to 

‘civilisation ’.25 Th ere is a natural and universal tendency for all cultures to progress  

sequentially through several discrete stages  from ‘savage’ (hunters and gatherers) 

through to ‘barbarous’ (agricultural) and fi nally to ‘polished’ (commercial and 

mass) social forms.26 Th ese forms, the divine blueprint of our progress, inhere in 

‘human nature’27 and are brought into existence through sub-rational drives and 

passions.

Paradoxically, in spite of this progressivist historiography, Ferguson was also 

fearful of some of the eff ects of progress manifest in the ‘polished age’. Signifi -

cantly, such fears are expressed in classical terms as regret for the loss of civic 

virtue and social intimacy28  and nostalgia for the traditional close-knit warrior  

cultures of ancient Sparta, Rome and  Greece. Ferguson believed that civic vir-

tue  was easily weakened by the forces of modernity: increased specialization , 

geographical overextension  and hedonism inevitably led to national decline 

wherever the signs of moral decay were not detected early enough.

Military expansion in particular, and progress in general, leads to centraliza-

tion, bureaucratization and the erosion of political community. Like Aristotle , 

Ferguson personally believed that it was in the small to moderate scale city-state 

that people stood the best chance of living the ‘good life’, that is, as civic animals. 

A nation’s territory must be small enough to accommodate mass participation 

and thereby foster communal sentiments. But when people inhabit a ‘large and 

extensive territory, they are disunited and lose sight of their community’; gov-

ernment then falls to a few who ‘withhold from the many every subject of public 

zeal or political occupation.’ Th e great mass of people inevitably lapse into ‘a 

state of languor and obscurity’ and the people begin to suff er ‘themselves to be 

governed at discretion’.29 

Ferguson also dreaded the political calm that seemed to accompany the emer-

gence of the organized and centralized state. He wrote that our ‘notion of order in 
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civil society is frequently false’ in being ‘consistent only with obedience, secrecy, 

and the silent passing of aff airs through the hands of a few’.30 China provides a 

signal example of the pathological, virtue-deadening imperial bureaucracy. Here 

the arts of government are refi ned to the highest degree in order to satisfy those 

‘vulgar minds’ for whom national ‘felicity and greatness’ is synonymous with the 

unremitting march towards specialization , compartmentalization, profession-

alization, atomization, diff erentiation, routinization, depersonalization and the 

rationalization of governance and authority. Such a process is associated, not 

with democratization and liberalization, but with increasingly despotic forms of 

discipline and policing.31

Specialization in work functions is particularly destructive. With its ‘prom-

ise’ of both national wealth and ‘improvement of skill’, specialization becomes 

ever more refi ned and ubiquitous, and as this occurs so does it erode the most 

precious qualities of   civic ardour, sociality and moral community. In Ferguson’s 

words: the ‘separation of professions ... break[s] the bands of society’. Speciali-

zation engenders political apathy  and suppresses peoples’ natural liveliness and 

‘ingenuity’. Attention is diverted from public concerns as people are drawn into 

the private, individuated realm of commerce  and manufacturing. People become 

alienated ‘from the common scene of occupation, on which the sentiments of 

the heart, and the mind, are most happily employed’ with the eff ect that even-

tually ‘society is made to consist of parts, of which none is animated with the 

spirit of society itself.’ Th e most pernicious form of specialization is the profes-

sionalisation of martial functions32 which, combined with ‘[c]ommercial spirit’ 

and ‘an admiration, and desire of riches’, brings with it ‘an aversion to danger’.33   

Inevitably, political and military demobilization  leads to a loss of virtue  and a 

lapse into generalized civic incompetence. Ferguson contrasts this state of aff airs 

with life in simple or ‘barbarous’ societies where ‘[t]he public is a knot of friends,’ 

bound by a sense of common danger.34 In such communities each citizen bears 

responsibility for the defence of common territory and this generates the vital 

bonds that defi ne and preserve community.

But, since progress  is natural and must therefore be embraced, Ferguson 

fi nds himself in an awkward position. He wants to avoid revisionism yet he also 

wants to discover eff ective remedies for the ills of modernity that he identifi es. 

Th ese solutions (and the complications they bring with them) will be outlined 

presently. Before doing so, it is important to establish the character of Ferguson’s 

ideal political regime, particularly in relation to his social science and historiog-

raphy.
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Th e Emergence and Development of the State

As a spontaneous order theorist, Ferguson rejected the idea of an ‘original com-

pact’ and conceived the emergence of the organized state as a natural, gradual 

and evolutionary process. Th e symmetry and complexity of government and 

the harmonious accommodation of its various components, could not conceiv-

ably have been the work of a single legislator, however wise. ‘No constitution is 

formed by concert, no government is copied from a plan.’ People ‘proceed from 

one form of government to another, by easy transitions’.35 Th e ‘divine architect’ 

has ensured that regular government will emerge as an unintended consequence 

of our natural tendency towards ‘invidious comparison’ which  creates enmity 

between people; formal government  develops exigently to protect citizens and 

their private property from invasion.36 Government is natural and yet because 

of our equally natural tendency towards depredation, the peace must be main-

tained artifi cially: ‘[T]he peace of society is, in many instances, evidently forced, 

and made to continue by a variety of artifi cial means’. Th e whole of human his-

tory testifi es to the fact that social life is impossible without ‘the institution of 

government, and the application of penal law’.37 Here Ferguson seems unsure 

about the precise role of human agency and rational action in the maintenance 

of social order, a problem he struggled with quite a bit.38

Th e Best Constitution 

Th e topic of Ferguson’s preferred constitution is complicated by the fact that 

he avoided the promulgation of universal ideal types, a position consistent with 

his spontaneous order commitments and his gradualist historiography. ‘How 

is it possible’, he wrote, ‘to fi nd any single form of government that would suit 

mankind in every condition?’ Aft er all, he explains in tones redolent of Mon-

tesquieu, ‘forms of government must be varied, in order to suit the extent, the 

way of subsistence, the character and the manners of diff erent nations’.39 In fact, 

Ferguson’s preferred constitution is almost always the existing one (except in the 

case of despotism or any other form of total or arbitrary rule)40 since it will have 

evolved naturally via the various processes and operations of spontaneous order. 

In Britain’s case, this led him to recommend the retention of its existing consti-

tutional monarchy. Despite his theoretical and personal ‘predilection’ for ‘small’ 

independent states41 Ferguson distrusts, in practice, ‘popular or republican’ gov-

ernment in any setting other than the small and intimate tribal community. In 

more developed or extensive societies, they were little more than ‘mob rule’.42 

Commercial nations are characterized by a well-developed system of rank dis-

tinctions, even where ‘a small extent’ are ‘best fi tted to aristocratical government 

or to mixed republic’.43 In such polities ‘law is more fi xed and the abuses of power 

better restrained.’44 
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For large-scale polities, mixed monarchies are appropriate because they are 

a reliable guard against degeneration. Ferguson agreed with Aristotle, Polybius, 

Cicero and Machiavelli that single types of polities were unstable and doomed 

to collapse; therefore, a system based on checks and balances and Montesquieu’s 

‘partition of powers’45 is best. One of the great ‘beauties’ of the mixed consti-

tution is that ‘it can withstand many evils without being overthrown’.46 Th is is 

because in ‘governments properly mixed’ a spontaneous ‘counterpoise’ is found 

‘in which the public freedom and the public order are made to consist’.47

Mixed monarchies (such as prevailed in Britain) are not only more stable but 

are best suited ‘for the preservation of liberty’.48 Any attempt to introduce a pure 

or unitary constitutional form could result in either tyranny or anarchy.49 Abso-

lutism has extremely negative connotations for Ferguson who associates it with 

Jacobitism ‘the stuff  of yesterday’s politics’ and ‘Catholic absolutism, evoking 

outdated fears of universal monarchy’.50 Absolutist government is also rejected 

on spontaneous order grounds. ‘Revolutionary jumps’, which Ferguson continu-

ally cautioned against, are, as Vincenzo Merolle suggests, ‘typical of societies 

where an absolute power has coerced, and fi nally retarded, the natural progress 

of mankind towards its destination’.51

Vigilance and Activity, Obligations and Responsibilities

While the emergence of formal government might be a spontaneous process, 

political activity itself should not be left  to self-regulating mechanisms.  For Fania 

Oz-Salzberger, Ferguson sees ‘constant civic alertness – the irreplaceability of cit-

izens in the classical sense – [a]s one Machiavellian insight that modern politics’ 

could not aff ord to ‘leave off ’. For all his enthusiasm for the laws of spontaneous 

order, such laws could not preserve the political sphere. Rather ‘[a]ll good states 

nee[d] some degree of manual operation by keen amateurs’.52 Th e state, emerg-

ing in rough form from spontaneous order processes, is modifi ed and kept vital 

oft en by conscious and rationalistic means. Free constitutions must be deliber-

ately ‘preserved by the vigilance, activity, and zeal, of single men’53 who should be 

prepared to correct any ‘grievances’ they ‘experience under it’.54 ‘Reason’ can even 

be properly applied here to make any of the necessary improvements.55

Donald Winch has noted correctly that ‘Ferguson criticized Smith for going 

too far in the direction of encouraging an attitude of aesthetic distance and 

mandarin skepticism towards public aff airs’.56 Whereas good political economy 

consists (vertically) in judicious governmental restraint and (horizontally) in 

mutual non-interference, good governance means much more. It is not simply a 

utilitarian concern for the expansion of national wealth and power, and it cer-

tainly means more than the modest task of constraining and channelling interest, 

just as liberty means far more than an absence of constraint on private action. 
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Rather, politics is the art of keeping the political realm vital and safe from harm, 

of identifying those ‘provisions required for the safety and better government of 

men in society’.57 In fact, ‘political establishments are the most important articles 

in the external conditions of men’.58

Ferguson insisted that civic virtue was the vital force of political life and that 

such virtue had to be consciously cultivated. Institutions alone cannot be relied 

upon to secure liberty for this is ‘a right which every individual must be ready 

to vindicate for himself ’ by ‘that fi rm and resolute spirit with which the liberal 

mind is always prepared to resist indignities’.59  For example, the writ of Habeas 

Corpus is a fi ne achievement but it is only a piece of paper without ‘the refrac-

tory and turbulent zeal’ of the British people ‘to secure its eff ects’.60 ‘[W]ritten 

statues’ and ‘other constituents of law’ are all very well but if they ‘cease to be 

enforced by the very spirit from which they arose; they serve only to cover, not 

to restrain, the iniquities of power’.61 Anyone with a sense of history knows that 

‘[t]he most equitable laws on paper are consistent with the utmost despotism in 

administration’.62

Where a citizenry is vigilant political degeneration is unlikely; therefore leg-

islators are encouraged to do anything they can to enhance civic competence, 

awareness and capacity.63 Such qualities in a populace will yield a number of vital 

‘external advantage[s]’, among them, ‘public safety’, security of ‘personal freedom’ 

and even security of ‘private property’.64 Mass participation also guards against 

the fatal weakness of simple or total forms of rule since ‘the error that results 

from the freedom of one person is best corrected by the wisdom that results 

from the concurring freedom of many’.65 Further, where a citizenry is active and 

alert, there is security against ‘abuses of power’.66

Th e inevitable faction-fi ghting that accompanies a civically active populace 

might bring confl ict and ‘inconveniencies’ but such eff ects are well worth it for 

the net eff ect is ‘free government’, ‘the safety of the people’ and ‘the scope which 

is given to all the respectable faculties of the human mind’. Ferguson admonishes 

those who think that good governance ends with the achievement of order and 

political calm; in fact, these conditions merely obscure the sinister reality of tyr-

anny.67 Political disturbance indicates the existence, rather than absence, of the 

rule of law with its protection of such rights  as free speech and right of protest. 68 

It is far better for a political community to experience political turbulence than 

for its citizens to be denied an active role in public aff airs.69 Indeed, ‘our very 

praise of unanimity’ is ‘a danger to liberty’. 70

In a ‘free’, healthy and vital political order certain civil and political freedoms 

such as access to political ‘redress’, and ‘resistance’ and ‘freedom of speech as well 

as thought’ are well protected. 71 But Ferguson does not stipulate just how exten-

sive these freedoms should be or how they could be achieved and protected. 

Th is is partly because he seems to regard most rights as adventitious (as opposed 
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to natural or original), so he is normatively constrained to limit his advocacy 

of ‘rights’ to those that already exist. But he does suggest that they are best pro-

tected under a strong rather than weak state because, paradoxically, the strong 

state is less liable to be jealous of the most innocent freedoms than a weak one.72 

Ferguson also fails to inform his reader of the appropriate forms or fora for polit-

ical activism, though, in his defence, it should be noted that his imagination 

would have been severely restricted by the fact that the Act of Union (1707) had 

stripped Scots of their key political institutions and placed them in the awkward 

position of being ‘willing terminator[s]’ of their own ‘sovereignty’.73 It is possible 

that, given the lack of concrete institutions available to Scots, Ferguson’s idea of 

citizenship was social and cultural, rather than directly political.74 Th is point is 

discussed further in a subsequent section of this essay.

Political Rights and Authority?

Ferguson’s adoption of the spontaneous order framework moved him to criticize 

thinkers who spoke in terms of natural and abstract political rights and obliga-

tions. Th ough he is just as interested in civil liberty as any other writer of the 

period he generally avoids traditional questions of authority and obligation.75 

Th e legitimacy of authority cannot be derived from some arbitrary or mythical 

source like an original compact or the divine right of kings; it rests on custom, 

convention and what J. S. Mill would later call ‘the harm principle’ rather than 

on some inviolable or foundationalist principle like divine right. Ferguson wrote 

that ‘there is no where an original right of one person to command another, 

except so far as is necessary to restrain him from harm’. Instead ‘convention’ is 

‘the only principle upon which a right to command can accrue to one, or an obli-

gation to obey can be incurred by another’. He argued that ‘[c]itizens, in every 

regular community, are bound, not by the institution of their ancestors on which 

they were not consulted, but by the consent which they themselves have given’.76 

Th ough Ferguson does speak at times in terms of individual rights,77 in general 

– at least when talking about politics – he steers away from any talk of natural 

rights.78 Such an approach mistakenly casts what are really ‘adventitious rights’ 

as natural or ‘original’. ‘Possession, property and command’ (command being ‘a 

right to the services or obediences of other men’) are all contingent and therefore 

a ‘matter of discussion’, rather than entitlements to be taken as given. Th ey are 

worthy of recognition ‘only so far as they are proved’.79 Th ere is no divine right of 

kings any more than there is any natural right to popular sovereignty.80 For prac-

tical reasons of safety and order people are bound to obey properly constituted 

government but only if it is not despotic or arbitrary, in which case resistance 

and even revolution may be defensible.81 But under non-despotic rule, conform-

ity to ‘what is best for the state’ is advised and required for the sake of a people’s 
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‘own preservation and welfare’. At times this might mean that citizens will need 

to ‘submit to personal hardship for the benefi t of [their] country’.82

Th ere are few hard-and-fast rules in Ferguson’s political thought. Th e art of 

governing and of being governed is an ad hoc aff air in which questions about 

how rulers and ruled should relate to each other need to be worked out and 

adapted as circumstances demand.83 Th is means that citizens need to be active in 

the political realm so that this relationship can be continually assessed and rene-

gotiated. Aft er all, history has ‘abundantly shown’ that public virtue and political 

effi  cacy ‘are proportioned to the concern which numbers are permitted to take in 

the aff airs of their community … in national councils, in offi  ces of state, or public 

services of any sort’.84 As we have seen, Ferguson’s main regret about modernity 

was the political demobilization it seemed to instigate. Th e perils of apathy, loss 

of martial virtue, civic enervation and withdrawal into the private, materialistic 

world of the market are all persistent themes in his work.85

Th e Franchise

Given Ferguson’s persistent complaint about mass apathy one might predict suf-

frage reform as one of the fi rst steps towards its amelioration. In his early work 

he does seem open to the idea of a wider franchise.  For example, it is suggested 

in the Institutes that so long as the ‘inferior class ’ is ‘not ‘greatly debased or cor-

rupted’ they ‘may have a share’ (but not an ‘active’ one) ‘in the government’ either 

by exercising veto power over the ‘determinations of the aristocracy’ or by being 

enabled to choose ‘those who are to act for them’.86 But in his later writings, 

despite a persisting fear of political quietism, there is little enthusiasm for the 

idea of popular suff rage, let alone for the alluded-to veto mechanism. Th ough he 

did push for some electoral reforms in his later years,87 Ferguson fi rmly resisted 

the idea of a universal franchise. He notes that while ‘liberty seems to require 

that every member of the commonwealth’ regardless of ‘order or rank … should 

… have an active share in the legislature of their country’ he is careful to correct 

this ‘misapprehension’ because sharing in government does not mean that each 

person has the right to vote. Ferguson insisted that since there is no original right 

to either govern or be governed ‘surely the indiscriminate right of every one, 

whether capable and worthy, or incapable and unworthy, cannot by any means 

be admitted’. 88 Further, ‘[t]he Liberty of every class and order is not propor-

tioned to the power they enjoy, but to the security they have for the preservation 

of their rights’. Attempts to engage the ‘licentious multitude’89 in public deci-

sions are deemed ‘presumptuous’.90  Th ere never was ‘any society, great or small’ 

that had ‘assembled upon a foot of absolute equality, and without exclusion of 

any individual, to dispose of their government’; such an idea ‘is altogether vision-

ary and unknown in nature’.91 Popular rule is a threat to liberty as evidenced by 
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the fact that ‘[w]hen all the powers of the Roman Senate were transferred to the 

popular assemblies, the Liberty of Rome came to an end’.92  Clearly ‘the power 

of the people is not the good of the people’.93 Th e populace invariably exercises 

its power ‘with malice and poor judgement’ and popular assemblies are generally 

tumultuous, ‘capricious and disorderly’, informed by ‘superstition’ rather than 

‘reason’. 94

A very indirect form of representation was, to Ferguson’s mind, perfectly 

adequate. Under representative government ‘every order of the state, if not col-

lectively, at least by deputation’ is enabled ‘to take a part in the legislature of their 

country, and to have a vigilant eye on the proceedings of the whole’.95  Ferguson 

is careful to stipulate that those outside the franchise are as much bound by the 

laws of the parliament as those within it since they ‘enjo[y]’ the same ‘eff ect and 

protection’ of such laws. 96

Ferguson’s resistance to mass involvement in political aff airs hardened in the 

aft ermaths of the French and American revolutions, the eff ects of which also 

‘locked the British state into a dogged resistance to popular participation’.97 

When Christopher Wyvill tried to enlist Ferguson’s support for the Parlia-

mentary Reform movement that sought a broadening of the franchise, he was 

politely rebuff ed.98 Order and the gradualist aspect of his progressivism were, 

it seems, more important to Ferguson than the spirited, civic activism he oth-

erwise lauded, even in his later work (especially the Principles). Perhaps he feels 

(without showing how) that both values are satisfactorily served under a mixed 

constitution.

Although we have seen that Ferguson fails to show how his mixed consti-

tution could accommodate the higher levels of political activism for which he 

persistently called, he does have two suggestions for the reinvigoration of civic 

virtue: A militia scheme and a civics education programme.

Th e Militia Scheme

Ferguson was extremely ambivalent about the eff ects of the division of labour; 

paradoxically, the division of labour was a natural eff ect of progress yet it oper-

ated, at the same time, as a key source of retrogression, especially in its eff ect on 

statecraft , martial and political virtue and defence capability. Although Ferguson 

perceives the process of increasing specialization in work functions in progres-

sivist terms as natural, inevitable, spontaneous and prosperity-generating99 there 

is one area of life that must be carefully quarantined from its eff ects: the martial 

arts. He therefore arbitrarily and revisionistically advocates the abandonment of 

the exclusive use of specialized standing armies in favour of a return to the use 

of citizen militias. Although a professional standing army might be acceptable 

in times of peace this did not mean that the rest of the able population  ‘should 
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forego the use of arms’.100 Yet, his enthusiasm for militias causes Ferguson to 

compromise the progressivist and anti-rationalist dimensions of the spontane-

ous order framework. As if to justify his revisionism Ferguson tells us that ‘the 

separation of tasks is intended for … the benefi t of mankind in general’ and that 

should it ever ‘become prejudicial to human nature … no doubt it should be 

stopped’.101

Ferguson supported militias in general, but was particularly keen for Scot-

land’s right to raise them, something that had been made ‘legally impossible’ as 

a consequence of the Jacobite rebellion in 1745.102 In preparation for his militia 

scheme, he called for legislation freeing up the use of arms, such as the Game 

Laws , and the right for freeholders to arm one man.103 Along with other members 

of the Select Society he campaigned vigorously for a cause that was driven by two 

concerns: First a desire to defl ect the eff ect that progress – especially work task 

specialization – was having upon civic virtue; and second, to secure Scotland 

from threats of a French military invasion.104 Militias would have been his best 

and only institutional hope for reinvigorating Scottish civic virtue because the 

likelihood of Scotland recovering its political institutions was remote. Further, 

since Ferguson accepted the Act of Union as economically benefi cial to Scot-

land he never advocated their recovery.

Yet, despite initial impressions citizen militias do not seem to be Ferguson’s 

solution to the problem of political apathy and demobilization. He notes that 

it would be ideal if ‘every citizen’, regardless of rank, could be included in his 

militia scheme but decides ultimately that this could be dangerous in a modern, 

large scale and diff erentiated nation such as Britain where people are not ‘nearly’ 

on the kind of ‘footing of equality’ that would otherwise prevent rebellion and 

threats to the existing order.105 It is preferable, he decides, that the provision of 

arms should be limited to persons of ‘a certain condition’. It is not insignifi cant 

that he later crossed out from this sentence the phrase: ‘to exclude the rabble’.106 

In its details, therefore, Ferguson’s scheme was ‘backward-looking’ and ‘socially 

conservative’.107

Th e Citizenship Education Programme

Ferguson also suggests that, in order to preserve the vitality of political com-

munity, governments should incorporate a kind of citizenship training into 

the existing school curriculum. His plans for this are mentioned briefl y and 

only once and so give little away, but the programme clearly consists in some 

form of martial skills training. Ferguson notes that since ‘military tactics and 

manual exercise are within the competence of children they ought not to be 

neglected amidst the Rudiments of Education in early life’. Further ‘[h]e who 

cannot defend himself is not a Man and he who cannot take part in the defence 
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of his country is not a citizen nor worthy of the protection which the laws of 

the country bestow’. Since the scheme seems to be a universal, publicly funded 

one, this makes the particularism of Ferguson’s militia scheme even more curi-

ous. Ferguson adverts to the programme’s importance for ‘defence or publick 

safety’.108  Acutely aware of this intrusion into the system of ‘natural liberty’ 

(as Smith  referred to it) Ferguson cites Smith as his source for the principle 

that although education is a strictly private concern we may ‘except’ from ‘this 

general rule … every case in which defence or publick safety is at stake’. He 

recommends that,

A Committee of Parliament or Other publick authority might no doubt with great 

Advantage be interposed to report from Age to Age what Regulations might be 

required in Publick Schools to prepare the rising Generation for that part which 

necessity might impose on every Individual for the safety of his Country.109

A Cultural Solution?

Aside from his advocacy of such institutional measures as a mixed constitu-

tion, a citizen militia and a civics education programme, Ferguson may have 

sought a more general solution to the problem of the loss of political vitality in 

the idea of developing and cultivating moral character, specifi cally of the type 

that seemed to come naturally to ‘barbarians’. Th e loss of national virtue , the 

fi rst casualty of progress, is a product of the ‘weakness and eff eminacy’ of civi-

lized nations. Because this is a mental rather than physical condition Ferguson 

looks for means by which to psychologically and imaginatively reconstitute 

such virtue.

Th is cultural form of citizenship (for the Scots, at least) involved recov-

ering and perhaps even reinventing a tradition that Ferguson recreated from 

ancient history, a variety of contemporary anthropological sources and ‘rel-

ics of the local past’. Its purpose, it appears, was to repair somehow the social 

fabric (the ‘bands of society’) ravaged by progress 110 as well as to generate a 

sense of cultural independence, all the more urgent in the aft ermath of the Act 

of Union  (1707). As commerce exerted its homogenizing eff ects on culture, 

 Ferguson’s enthusiasm for cultural relics, particularly the moral and social life 

of the Highland clans with which he doubtless identifi ed,111 reached its high 

point in his support for (and alleged, but never proven, involvement in the 

production of ) James Macpherson ’s reproduction of Ossian ’s epic poems.112 

Ferguson’s nostalgia for the past seems to degenerate into atavism here.
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Ferguson’s Political Conservatism

Apart from the relatively modest cultural, educational and military solutions 

canvassed above   there are no recommendations for the kind of far-reaching insti-

tutional or constitutional reforms that could accommodate the high levels of 

civic interest and participation Ferguson seemed so urgently to desire. And there 

are certainly no remedial suggestions for the problem of elite rule, overexten-

sion, mass exclusion and increasing centralization and bureaucratization.

Th ough there appears to be an egalitarian tenor to Ferguson’s call for mass 

political participation we have seen that he opposed any formal power shar-

ing that might have made it a reality. He was extremely wary of any levelling 

project, believing as he did that class distinctions were both natural and neces-

sary for economic prosperity, the attainment of the ‘ends of government’ and 

the maintenance of order in large-scale societies.113 Further, when pressed on 

the fate of specifi c colonies, his advertised disapproval of imperialism is aban-

doned in favour of what appears to be loyalty to Britain. In theory Ferguson 

condemned imperialism;114 conceived military imperialism as the surest route to 

internal corruption; asserted the right of all nations to self-determination; and 

regarded the overextension brought on by imperialism as a threat to the virtue 

and liberty of conquering states.115 And yet, in the case of the American revolt he 

defended Britain’s right of imperial rule116 and suggested that the problem could 

be resolved, not by radical change (i.e. secession) but by reform (i.e. granting the 

colony representation in parliament).117 He adopted a similarly conservative line 

on the subject of Irish independence. Although he acknowledged that the griev-

ances of the Irish should be taken seriously and advocated ‘Equitable Measures 

for the improvement of their Condition and Propertys’ he stopped short at the 

idea of granting independence.118 Finally, apart from the militia scheme, there is 

no call for a halt to the seemingly relentless march towards increasing specializa-

tion, centralization and bureaucratization. Th is conservatism is perplexing – and 

cannot be attributed solely to signifi cant shift s in thinking over time – but it 

can be explained largely in terms of Ferguson’s prior intellectual commitments, 

namely his social science and gradualist historiography.

Ferguson tended to regard gradual progress in a positive light but was con-

sistently averse to radical political innovation of any kind. Large scale tampering 

is always disastrous; history has taught us ‘that there is no time of more danger 

than those times of … enthusiastic expectation, in which mankind are bent on 

great and hazardous change’.119 Our greatest achievements do not occur over-

night but ‘imperceptibly arise … in the ordinary course of things’;120 the slow 

evolution of our mores and ‘establishments’ is precisely what fi ts them to human 

needs; our wisdom and competence grow with and through our institutions. 

Revolutions bring rapid institutional changes with which we are ill-equipped 
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to cope because we have not developed and adapted with them.121 Further, p re-

dicting ‘all the consequences’ and ‘eff ects’ of any ‘innovation’ is well ‘above the 

reach of human wisdom’.122 In general, Ferguson’s attitude to all plans of reform 

seemed to harden with the years and with exposure to the realities of political 

change. Yet it is also important to note that this conservatism infuses all his 

work, including the early.123

Ferguson sought to avoid revisionism in any of the defective institutions or 

practices  he identifi ed because they were the products of our otherwise posi-

tive and progressive drives that generated the spontaneous order. It is better to 

put up with ‘any trivial inconvenience attending the actual order of things’ than 

to suff er the unforeseeable ‘consequences’ and ‘eff ects’ of change. To be sure, 

most governments have their ‘defects’ just ‘as the walls or roof of the building in 

which we lodge may be insuffi  cient’, but revolutionaries should ‘(b)eware [they] 

take not away so much of your supports at once as that the roof may fall in’. 124 Th e 

Americans, for example, ought ‘to acquiesce in the government which Provi-

dence has given’ them ‘until they are sure they do not change it for the worse’.125 

To Ferguson’s mind, they were ‘laying the seeds of … anarchy … civil wars’ and, 

worst of all, ‘military government’;126 they did not, he insisted, ‘know what they 

[we]re doing.’127  Anyone who pushes for change ‘not absolutely necessary to the 

safety of his country, is to be dreaded as a most dangerous enemy … to the peace 

and good order of their country’.128 Th e radical reformer  is like an insane ‘archi-

tect’ who presents ‘his plan’ to the commissioning client long ‘aft er the house is 

built’.129

It is worth noting here that Ferguson is not absolute in his conservatism. He 

was prepared to advocate change and perhaps even revolution but only if it could 

be shown that the existing regime was a state of political slavery that suppressed 

civic virtue. But his general position is that the present order, however seem-

ingly intolerable, is almost always preferable to ‘innovation’ which should only 

ever be a ‘last remedy’.130 Further, Ferguson considered as perfectly acceptable 

some judicious tinkering to improve existing political arrangements; like Burke, 

he thought that minor reform was sometimes permissible in order to prevent a 

degenerative trend that might otherwise lead to complete revolution  or ‘innova-

tion’.131

Ferguson’s support for the existing order, no matter how seemingly unjust, 

was not, therefore, necessarily based on blind loyalty to Britain or weakness 

of resolve but can be linked to his commitment to a universe he conceived as 

already benefi cently, providentially, and therefore properly ordered.132 He tells 

us that it is willed by providence that ‘man … accommodate himself to [institu-

tional] forms’ not the other way round.133 Th e study of nature’s laws shows us 

that history has its own rationale; the laws of spontaneous order demonstrate 

the naturalness and inevitability of gradual progress and the corresponding inad-
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visability of radical reform. Th e role of human agents is to foster appropriate 

change but only in an incremental fashion. Since ‘men’ are obviously ‘the actors 

in this political scene … it behoves them to know the good of which they are 

susceptible, and the evil to which they are exposed’. 134 In general, though, res-

ignation to the established order is equated with wisdom and a dedication to 

the universal good. Any disturbance to the social fabric is an act of unsociability 

and even heresy: ‘[W]e are ill members of society, or unwilling instruments in 

the hand of God’ when ‘we do our utmost to counteract our nature, to quit our 

station, and to undo ourselves’.135

Concluding Remarks

Ferguson’s vision of the good polity presents many challenges to those looking 

for neat or synthetic schemas. In terms of traditions his work is transitional, 

referring constantly to the past and the concerns of classical antiquity while 

embracing progress, commercialism and enlightenment. His desire to forge a 

hybrid (i.e. liberal-Stoic) approach to politics fl ows from his attitude that the 

social world is too complicated to be comprehended under a few a priori princi-

ples as well as his sincere hope that prosperity and enlightenment did not have 

to mean the annihilation of political virtue.  Ferguson’s liberal-Stoic response 

to the question: ‘What is the good polity?’ is an attempt to comprehend and 

embrace both progress – as a consequence of spontaneously generated natural 

laws – and his regret at some of its eff ects. It is also an attempt to balance the 

relationship between the gradualist and progressivist aspects of the spontane-

ous order framework. In diagnosing what is best for life in a polity Ferguson’s 

diagnosis and remedies are classical in inspiration. But he is constrained in how 

far he can take such remedies due to his simultaneous commitment to progress 

and modernity. Th ere is to be no general reversal of specialized functions or the 

trend towards bureaucratization; no decentralization of power; no decoloni-

zation; and no expansion of the franchise. Within the narrow bounds of the 

conceptual space he imposed upon himself and the historical circumstances that 

he approved of (and were in any case beyond his control) Ferguson sought to 

discover eff ective strategies by which to preserve some semblance of a classical 

ideal of citizenship.

Although it has been argued that Ferguson’s simultaneous embrace of 

progress on the one hand, and resistance to radical change on the other, is 

basically consistent in terms of the spontaneous order commitment, there are 

certainly awkward moments: His advocacy of the use of citizen militias defi nitely 

compromises his general belief in the naturalness of progress and change, as does 

his cultural atavism. Similarly, his attitude to American and Irish independence 

is inconsistent with his advertised position on imperialism while his conserva-
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tive attitude to suff rage reform, the restrictive nature of his militia scheme and 

his general failure to provide for mass political engagement is discrepant with his 

abiding fear of political quietism.

In theory, the good polity should be allowed to emerge gradually and spon-

taneously; it should not be overgrown, especially by such artifi cial means as 

military imperialism; its constitution should not be despotic and in large-scale 

societies it should be mixed. Most of all it should be kept vital by an alert, fac-

tious, fractious and active populace. Yet, in terms of his ultimate commitments, 

Ferguson does not fi nd much room for these desiderata. Perhaps he believes that 

the retention of mixed monarchy, the limited militia scheme and a civics edu-

cation programme are suffi  cient to keep the political realm vital and off set the 

damaging eff ects of progress. It is also likely that his desire for order was more 

powerful than he was prepared to acknowledge, causing him to sacrifi ce such 

other key values as self-determination (anti-imperialism) and political activism.
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7 ADAM FERGUSON AND ENLIGHTENED 
PROVINCIAL IDEOLOGY IN SCOTLAND

Michael Kugler

Th ere is a glint of truth in Walter Bagehot’s claim that Adam Smith’s Glasgow 

lectures on moral philosophy boiled down to a narrative of humanity’s rise from 

savagery ‘to be a Scotchman’.1 Eighteenth-century Scots intellectuals perceived 

Scotland to be in the midst of an unprecedented and rapid transformation into 

a commercialized and sophisticated urban society. Th ey inherited the legacy 

of a formerly independent nation now incorporated into a powerful commer-

cial British Empire. At the same time they understood themselves, to perhaps 

a greater degree than before, as members of a print-driven, polite, Europe-wide 

Republic of Letters. Writing in a variety of venues on this transformation and 

its immediate and future setting, such men as Adam Smith, David Hume and 

Adam Ferguson simultaneously explained and diagnosed Scotland’s new circum-

stances. In retrospect we might say that these Scots (and many other Europeans) 

confronted the development of the moral, social and economic characteristics of 

modern urban civilization. Bagehot shrewdly noticed that by investigating the 

origins and nature of civilization, enlightened Scots were also scrutinizing their 

own country’s modern transformation. In a tone of modest celebration Alexan-

der Wedderburn declared this self-consciousness in his preface to the fi rst edition 

of the Edinburgh Review of 1755.2 Scotland’s barbaric and socially narrow past 

was over; the nation had entered a new age of polite cultural sophistication. Th at 

kind of retrospective account of achievement could appear, as it did to Bagehot, 

smug, even complacent. Especially aft er the French Revolution, such a history 

of civilization might seem to defend a stable type of modernity. Th e French had 

tragically pursued a diff erent type of modernity, what Benjamin Constant might 

have called ‘ancient liberty’ immoderately revived.3

Th e polite Augustan tones of Scottish moral refl ection might seem compla-

cent. Yet they were anything but smug. Scholarship on enlightenment Scotland 

oft en refers to economic, political and religious tensions those Scots experienced 
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in their corner of a developing modern world.4 Read carefully, we can discover 

how in signifi cant ways the Scots were not clichéd proponents of some kind 

of ‘Enlightenment Project’. Th ey oft en rounded on their own age to challenge 

claims to rational certainty or reform and to reproach the pretence of escaping 

one’s own traditions.5 Adam Ferguson was one such enlightened critic of certain 

characteristics of the Republic of Letters and modern society. His European rep-

utation, particularly in Germany, went hand in hand with his telling challenges 

to the modern West.6 He taught and wrote on that peculiar eighteenth-century 

subject, moral philosophy, in intimate relation to natural theology, within the 

cultural fl exibility of the Scottish Reform tradition dating from Calvin (and 

perhaps stretching back to St Augustine). Stoic moral thought provided a major 

connecting ligament between Ferguson’s theology and moral philosophy. Th e 

moral philosophical question, ‘How then should we live?’ assumed that any 

answer would include an account of civic life under the broad canopy of God’s 

created order.7

But Stoic Christianity was the philosophical faith of men confronting tri-

als. Its attraction lay in its promise of inner personal order in times of abrupt 

change; and here is a clue to the character of this man.  Scholars have concen-

trated on Ferguson the sociologist, on the moralist and political theorist. Th e 

disputes among them seem to emerge in evaluating his diagnosis of the moral 

health of modern society. He might well have been among the founding thinkers 

of not only modern sociology but also liberalism, concentrating upon the fun-

damental nature of human freedom in modern civic and economic life. A strong 

case can also be made for Ferguson as a conservative thinker in the tradition of 

Edmund Burke, also a champion of modern liberty but with particular suspicion 

of the advancing power of the modern interventionist state.8 Recent accounts 

have emphasized Ferguson’s combination of a vivid civic agonism and Chris-

tian Stoicism.9 Historians, however, have concentrated on recovering Ferguson’s 

moral philosophy within the richest possible historical setting.10 We should start 

in this way if we want to know as clearly as possible what Ferguson hoped to 

accomplish.

A particular set of circumstances provoked and gave shape to Ferguson’s 

broad moral philosophical outlook, what I call his ‘provincial ideology’.11 He 

responded to what he perceived to be Scotland’s recent economic and cultural 

development, its relatively new condition of political and even cultural depen-

dence. His was one of a variety of self-conscious narratives by intellectuals from 

the small culturally dependent regions of Europe. Th ey perceived a major dis-

tinction between the cultural backwardness of their own region and the national 

capital’s political authority and cultural sophistication. Th at distinction was a 

kind of ‘distance’ marked by the provincial’s sense that he or she lived far from a 

vital cultural center.12 Th e provincial intellectual expressed his regional identity 
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in recipes for social behaviour and action derived in part from his experience in 

that community.13 Th e provincial was self-conscious that she was a member of 

a backward region, but that did not include the defence of narrow or isolation-

ist agendas. Such a provincial considered his or her regional circumstances as 

suffi  ciently small and intimate enough to encourage the development of moral 

virtue towards proper social action, all of which contrasted the perceived moral 

corruption of the larger metropolitan centres of more advanced nations. Yet 

those advanced cultures, the provincial hoped, would off er useful models of 

enlightened civilization. Th e provincial intellectual then walked the diffi  cult 

path between idealizing his home culture and reforming it; between criticiz-

ing advanced cultures for moral corruption and emulating them as models of 

advanced civilization and polite learning. To further complicate the story, Scot-

tish provincial intellectuals considered themselves members of the European 

Republic of Letters. Without a doubt, such persons had complex and competing 

loyalties to diff erent communities.

Th e Character of Provincial Ideology

A provincial ideology was the social and moral recipe for reconciling the integ-

rity and convictions of the small home regions to the dynamic demands of 

modern civilization. In Ferguson’s version, he seemed to worry over the close 

of the Renaissance dream of active citizen participation in republics based on 

the ancient model. He had deep concerns about the moral consequences of liv-

ing in a dynamic consumer culture of mounting debt and moveable property. 

Th e spread of literacy, the growing market of diverse printed opinion and the 

emergence of a culture of conversation challenged traditional practice and 

authority. Urban commercial centres encouraged social anonymity. Colonial 

empires (ruled by expanding state bureaucracies) and highly competitive over-

seas trade were to be defended by large professional military forces fi nanced by a 

state-instituted national debt. One of Ferguson’s greatest concerns was the last-

ing eff ects of labour and intellectual specialization upon the human personality. 

For him these facts of European life showed no signs of diminishment. While 

the term ‘modern’ itself may have meant something diff erent for Ferguson, his 

descriptions and diagnoses, as well as his prescriptions for moral and political 

reform, coincide with crucial elements of the modern world.14

Ferguson’s provincial point of view was ideological in that it was a convic-

tion-driven narrative aimed towards achieving a proper, just political culture. 

His concern may be summarized in the following way. Each of the above symp-

toms of the modern world created opportunities for individual advancement in 

wealth, creativity and knowledge. Yet those moral and political forces pressed 

back against that independence, challenging the individual citizen’s moral integ-
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rity. What explanation and treatment did a moral diagnostician like Ferguson 

recommend? A provincial ideology defended a narrative of civil society from 

the local perspective. ‘Provincial’ was not bigoted localism. When using the 

word ‘provincial’ Ferguson’s contemporaries meant a member of a subject region 

ruled by distant imperial authority. It suggested loss of independence, and even 

the assertion of Scottish independence despite the Union settlement. My use of 

‘provincial’ picks up that notion of asserted independence. My redefi nition of 

the term is therefore slightly anachronistic, but it does not I believe distort the 

evidence of Scottish self-consciousness.15

Some Scots asserted this cultural self-consciousness as outsiders in an Eng-

lish-dominated culture, James Boswell especially, but also occasionally Hume 

and even at times Alexander Carlyle. Ferguson did not. But like Boswell and 

Hume, he did seem to build a creative, compelling moral narrative about con-

temporary society from his circumstances as a Scot in an English culture and as a 

subject of British imperial civilization. Ferguson attempted to explain the nature 

of vital civic life in a politically dependent Scotland, now enjoying only a few 

independent institutions that might nourish the praiseworthy moral character 

of an independent civic personality.16

To a large degree this ideal civic personality was to be constructed of local 

materials. Yet Ferguson and other Scots worked out their role as citizen-intel-

lectuals in both a European and a British setting. Europe represented the 

commercial and cultural republic for a widespread, vocal literary and artistic 

elite. Th ey belonged to an ‘imagined community’ made possible by printed 

works and conversation networks of coff ee houses, salons, and metropolitan 

and provincial learned societies.17 With their way blazed by the reputation of 

their published works, Hume and Ferguson could travel to France and meet 

the great literati. Th e literati could correspond with one another across Europe 

or the Atlantic, as did Ferguson and D’Holbach. Th ey could learn the shared 

polite habits that made face to face relations possible and even pleasurable. Th ey 

combined to form a true ‘Republic of Letters’.18 For some time Scots had been 

cultural participants in this Europe through Protestant contacts, but since the 

seventeenth century they were woven into it through print and shared natural 

and moral philosophical interests. 

Th e Scots also were part of ‘Great Britain’, an expanding and powerful com-

mercial and military empire. ‘Britain’ as a unifying political or cultural notion 

had been in play since 1603, but the pressure to sort out the exact relationship 

had increased in the last quarter of the century between these interdependent 

neighbours. Th e Scots’ political leadership exchanged their sovereignty in 1707 

for economic and political stability. Th is new, unique political relationship 

placed even more pressure on them to work out an explanation of their relation-

ship with their cultural cousins to the south. For the generation of Scots born 
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around or aft er the Union, being ‘Scottish’ had to be somehow worked out in 

relation to membership or partnership in a British commercial empire. Th ough 

‘subtle disciples of European intellectual traditions’, Fania Oz-Salzberger writes, 

Scottish moral philosophy in the political mode exhibited 

a powerful sense of Scotland’s incomparable position as a kingdom within the British 

union, set apart by its church and jurisprudence, and by its singular decision to trade 

sovereignty for empire. Nowhere is this apparent tension more pronounced than in 

the fi eld of political theory.19

Considering the humanist legacy of the Renaissance, these new circumstances 

raised serious problems for the very idea of the independent and civic person. In 

the long tradition of Christian ethics and earlier, in classical ethics and political 

thought, the individual’s status as a morally responsible actor depended upon 

social and political independence. Th e boldest of such men appeared in the 

ancient republican narratives. Aft er the demise of the independent polis, refl ec-

tion on personal duty was strongest among the Stoics and Epicureans. From 

the Renaissance through the seventeenth century Christian ethical refl ection 

adopted Stoic, or (less oft en) Epicurean, accounts of the passions (and their 
appropriate constraints), as well as Stoic notions of civic responsibility.20 For that 

generation of Scots raised in ‘North Britain’, they would be hard pressed to fi nd 

contemporary models of civic independence in highly specialized commercial 
capitals that no longer enjoyed political independence. True moral independ-

ence seemed to require political independence as its necessary condition. It was 

left  to David Hume to suggest creative ways in which moral duty and a robust 

personality were possible without the nourishing matrix of the republic. Even 

if Hume could celebrate the order, stability and opportunity of modern com-

mercial society, his fare-thee-well to the stern morals and zealous passions of 

Christian Stoicism did not ride well with others. Adam Ferguson was grateful 

for a stable society made possible by a mixed monarchy and commercial empire. 

Yet he had great misgivings about a revived Epicurean culture of self-satisfac-

tion constituted, in part, by supposedly safe, moderate desires. Since Scotland 

was now an incorporated region, increasingly integrated into a rich commercial 

empire, what kind of civic personality would evolve in that environment? How 

should the moral scientist understand that society and its citizens?

Like any broad interpretation, my portrait of Ferguson’s complex moral 

and political account has its contestable points. How could Enlightened Scot-

land be, as Roger Emerson’s objection maintains, at the vanguard of Europe’s 

Republic of Letters and remain nonetheless a cultural dependency of England?21 

In his argument the assertion of ‘provincial ideology’ wrongly implies that the 

Scottish Enlightenment was fuelled by anxiety over a supposed cultural inferior-

ity in comparison to elite English sophistication.22 But what matters were the 
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cultural convictions Scots expressed about themselves. In this instance the term 

‘provincial’ remains useful. Emerson himself uses it to mean those who lived on 

the geographic periphery of the British Empire, those holding British imperial 

convictions and loyalties, or the inhabitants of a dependent region ruled by an 

imperial metropolis, as in the ancient Roman Empire. Finally, it could mean 

a local urban intellectual culture outside London, whether Edinburgh or Bir-

mingham.  ‘Independent’ Scots, including Jacobites, Episcopalians or Roman 

Catholics, remained committed to a distinctively Scottish nation. Scots commit-

ted to a ‘North Britain’ expected assimilation into a Greater Britain benefi cial to 

their nation, requiring the elimination of political and cultural barriers to their 

full partnership.23

Post-Union Scots in fact did discuss the possibility that they were now ‘pro-

vincials’, typically in the pejorative meaning of the term.24 Wedderburn’s preface 

to the Edinburgh Review praised the Union as the political opportunity for Scots 

to imitate cultural models from its more sophisticated southern partner, guid-

ing Scotland from its cultural adolescence to adulthood.25 James Boswell’s ethnic 

self-consciousness was an extreme version of a common Scottish tendency to 

second-guess their status as partners in the British civic experiment. Th ough 

confi dent they at times worried that in the south their achievements and status 

would be sold cheap.

Academic and literary Scotland was a late humanist neoclassical culture, 

but with its reputation at risk under the seventeenth-century’s legacy of vio-

lent Christian bigotry. Th is politicized Scottish historical writing in distinctive 

ways.26 Th e Union and pressure to Anglicize forced educated Scots to round on 

their own history, religious identity and even manner of speaking and writing. 

Scotland was also peculiar in having a nearby indigenous population considered 

by its rulers to be primitive and benighted. Lowland Scots in the cities refl ected 

on the meaning and tensions created by economic modernity and a society and 

culture experiencing the diminishing moral authority of Protestantism.27 As 

Franco Venturi suggested many years ago, the strains of modernity seemed more 

acute in a Lowland Scotland hard against the frontier inhabited by a so-called 

barbarian population.28 For Scottish philosophers and historians like Ferguson, 

the crucial period was that of 1745–63, in which the British fought both to 

retain and to expand their empire.29

Th e Early Development of Ferguson’s Provincial Ideology

Ferguson’s moral convictions and worries developed out of these circumstances. 

He was a chaplain to a Highland regiment from 1745 to 1754, largely on his ties 

to the patron of the position (the House of Atholl), the strength of his skills in 

the Gaelic language and his strong loyalties to the Hanoverian regime. Ferguson 
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had fi rsthand knowledge of the British civilization and of its frontiers in Scot-

land and Ireland.30 He read widely concerning the settlement of North America, 

with particular interest in its original population. Before that and above all, he 

was a student of the classics. Roman republican history and Stoic philosophy 

gave him a particularly intense account of citizen zeal in warlike and on occa-

sion fairly primitive circumstances. Th ose heroes were not the polished knights 

of Alexander Pope’s translation of the Iliad. Th erefore, Ferguson’s classical men 

took on sharper relief from his direct contact with what he and contemporaries 

considered to be the aboriginal peoples of the Highlands, in Ireland and from 

his reading on North America’s Indians. Th ough he grew up in Perthshire, a 

Highland region that enjoyed substantial contact with Lowland Scots, he left  

there at eight to attend school in St Andrews. Th rough his reading of the classics 

and contemporary social theory it seems Ferguson idealized the people of his 

childhood and later intermittent contact. A letter from late in 1748 followed his 

leave from his regiment when he took a walking expedition through the Perth-

shire mountains. In it he exhibited his strong convictions about those people’s 

virtues.

If I had not been in the Highlands of Scotland, I might be of their mind who think 

the inhabitants of Paris and Versailles the only polite people in the world.  It is truly 

wonderful to see persons of every sex and age, who never traveled beyond the nearest 

mountain, possess themselves perfectly, perform acts of kindness with an aspect of 

dignity, and a perfect discernment of what is proper to oblige.  Th is is seldom to be 

seen in our cities, or in our capital; but a person among the mountains, who thinks 

himself nobly born, considers courtesy as the test of his rank.  He never saw a supe-

rior, and does not know what it is to be embarrassed.  He has an ingenuous deference 

for those who have seen more of the world than himself; but never saw the neglect of 

others assumed as a mark of superiority.31

Th e people of this passage by no means resemble the dangerous, rebellious and 

barbarous Gaels of Hanoverian nightmares. But they seem hardly realistic either: 

Highland virtue and character remained untouched by luxury or artifi cial refi ne-

ment. Later, as he shaped his experiences, convictions and research into writing, 

the calm Augustan prose disguised to some degree Ferguson’s rather unusual, 

even at times Rousseauian aff ection for the grubby, rude inhabitants of ancient 

Sparta and early Rome.

Stoic philosophy provided the philosophical underpinning for his account of 

the savage republicans, sealed by the later approval of Christian humanists, par-

ticularly John Calvin. Stoicism also played a part in providing the ethical theory 

for the jurisprudential tradition of comparative legal history. Th is jurispruden-

tial enterprise made a key contribution to the early social science comparison 

of diff erent societies at similar stages in their development.32 Natural theology 

underwrote Ferguson’s developing providentialism. Th e complexity and appar-
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ently spontaneous order of human society grew out of human capacities at work 

in the environment of the created order, put into place by God to accomplish 

those ends.33 It is no surprise that Ferguson was eventually compelled to respond 

to the great heretics of his age, Th omas Hobbes and Bernard Mandeville. Each of 

these writers drew attention to the fears of contemporary preachers, moral writ-

ers and supporters of Britain’s various Societies for the Reformation of Manners. 

Th e advocates for virtue imagined an increasingly immoral society awash with 

speculation, luxury, gambling, drunkenness and theatre-going, all to the neglect 

of church attendance and the family.34 Hobbes and Mandeville highlighted the 

selfi sh, sometimes violent baseness of human nature; however, instead of bat-

tling it they suggested building a new civil society upon immorality, properly 

tamed. It was not unusual for Scots of Ferguson’s generation to attack Hobbes 

and Mandeville. Ferguson conceded that luxury, polished manners and com-

mercial individualism were morally problematic, but refused to abandon his 

Stoic contention that self-discipline was possible and necessary.

He was not alone in these refl ections. His Scottish colleagues speculated on 

the similarities between ancient Scots and the Greeks and Romans.35 A revived 

interest in Homer’s poems guided growing attention to the Scottish Highlands, 

beginning formally with the Aberdeen professor Th omas Blackwell’s Th e Life 

and Writings of Homer (1736).36 Th e Rebellion of 1745 was a major turning 

point in forceful, practical speculation on the origin and nature of civilization. 

Outraged by the Pretender’s successful invasion of Lowland Scotland with clan 

forces, Ferguson and his friends had to explain how an advanced commercial 

society failed to defend itself against primitive troops. Th is spur to Scottish mili-

tia agitation was just part of the broader attempt to explain martial virtue and its 

possibility in modern society.37

Th e Rebellion also marked a turning point in clerical speculation on Scottish 

culture. Since 1733 philanthropic societies like the Society in Scotland for the 

Propagation of Christian Knowledge (SSPCK), modelled on English societies 

for the reformation of manners, contributed to the debate over the civilization 

of the Highlands and fought the eff ects of empire upon Scottish manners. Since 

1744 SSPCK sermons, particularly those of Robert Wallace, Hugh Blair, James 

Bonar and William Robertson had highlighted the particular nature of the Scot-

tish Highlands and the manners of its inhabitants, an attention scarcely to be 

found in such sermons before the Rebellion.38 Th e Rebellion itself launched 

wave upon wave of investigation, explanation and programmes for reform.39 

Such subjects increasingly stood out in the debates of the Select Society aft er 

1756, of which Ferguson was a member.40 Th e plans for reshaping the character 

of the Highlands by introducing farming, industry, English and Protestantism 

were hardly new. What had changed was the account itself. ‘Manners’ became 

the tool for explaining diff erences between Highlanders and Lowlanders. Scots 
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began to apply a bold new social science model to fi gure out why the Lowlands 

had advanced, and why Highland backwardness had endured. Th ese specula-

tions were crucial for Scots refl ecting upon how their country had progressed 

from out of what they perceived to be ignorance and bigotry a century earlier. 

Would such studies of the Highlands suggest clues about Scotland’s future?

As the only Gaelic speaker among his circle of young, ambitious clerical 

and literary friends Ferguson stood out for his peculiar Highland background. 

For them he must have been the local ‘expert’ on all things Gaelic though, as I 

have suggested, one who early on idealized the Highlands as morally upright 

in its social simplicity.41 At this time he had begun a work on the progress of 

humanity. It is not clear where this was taking him, but it at least suggests 

that at its heart lay the question of manners, probably in the comparison of 

ancient, primitive and modern, as well as an explanation of cultural change.42 

Th e debate over John Home’s Douglas in 1757 highlighted Scottish fears of 

galloping luxury and immorality, particularly among their youth; Ferguson 

was an important participant in this debate.43 His early interests in classical 

republicanism and comparative societies could only have been stimulated and 

guided by these dynamic circumstances of investigation into and speculation 

about the nature of the Scottish Highlands (and how to civilize them), and 

the continuing debate over the moral implications of Scotland’s future role in 

modern, commercial Britain.

So, in 1760 as he assumed his fi rst academic position at Edinburgh in Natu-

ral Philosophy, Ferguson drew a wide and diverse collection of concerns into 

his single person. His aff ection for the most ‘rude’ of the ancients separated him 

from many of his friends with the possible exception of John Home. He had 

seen the British Empire at work refashioning aboriginals into Britons; his later 

work suggests that he approved in broad terms with those ends but had signifi -

cant reservations about the cultural and moral transformation achieved. Scots 

commented widely on Britain’s empire and the growing wealth and luxury of 

Britons at home, best seen in its large cities such as London and clearly evident in 

smaller provincial capitals like Glasgow and Edinburgh.44 Ferguson had the clas-

sical training to look at the Highlands through ancient eyes; his Highland-line 

youth gave him a formative experience among a people he apparently considered 

to resemble the ancients of which he read. Each of these elements contributed to 

his later diagnoses and remedies for Britain’s modern problems.

At about the same time Ferguson began teaching natural philosophy at 

Edinburgh, his young friend James Macpherson published the fi rst of his ‘trans-

lations’ of what would later be known as Ossian (1762) and Temora (1765). 

Encouraged by Ferguson, Hugh Blair and John Home, Macpherson returned 

to the Highlands for more oral epics. Th ese poems had a powerful eff ect on the 

European imagination. As John Dwyer has argued, the poems are less about the 
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violent but plain moral exemplars identifi ed with savagery than assertions of 

modern sentimental refi nement. Macpherson’s ancient Scots were warmhearted 

men of simple aff ections and great communal virtues. Th ey passionately loved 

their friends and family; they attacked enemies without regret or fear; and liv-

ing in the twilight of their world, they had a sublime tragic sense of the frailty 

of human life. In all they were the best versions of the sentimental self-image of 

Ferguson and his contemporaries.45

It is tempting to imagine conversations between the young Highlander eager 

for the approval of his venerated mentors, and a somewhat older Ferguson nurs-

ing a longstanding interest in the comparison of civilized and savage peoples.46 

Macpherson’s Ossianic quest and the resulting epic verse cast the ancient Scots 

as magnanimous forbearers worthy of Homer, fulfi lling the promise fi rst laid 

out by Blackwell a quarter-century earlier. Ferguson had enormous aff ection for 

Macpherson, but his educated opinion of the poetry is hard to settle. He idealized 

the moral character and simple lives of contemporary Highlanders long before 

he met Macpherson or began work on An Essay on the History of Civil Society. It 

is worth speculating on the possible provocation Ossian gave to Ferguson’s own 

account of barbarity and moral philosophy published a handful of years later in 

1767. On the surface, his portrait of primitive men in the Essay shares certain 

qualities with those of Macpherson. Th eir deep aff ection and responsibility for 

one another bound them to their community. Th ey exhibited extraordinary mar-

tial prowess. But to recover the primitive human Ferguson would travel beyond 

Macpherson’s sublime modern Scots in ancient garb. He celebrated a rougher, 

cruder, and to him, more authentic primitive. From Scotland’s ancient tradition 

– altogether true for Ferguson – what elements might have survived that could 

be activated and nurtured to serve modern Scotland?

Rude Societies in Ferguson’s Provincial Ideology

Ferguson sharply highlighted the rough, unpolished nature of the ancient 

Spartans and contemporary North American Indians. Considering both his 

knowledge of Macpherson’s work and his role in encouraging it, it is hard to 

imagine him writing those passages in the Essay without sensing that he was 

setting right the overly polite and sentimental picture off ered by his younger 

friend.47 He certainly joined the line of European writers praising the primitive 

peoples for their moral rectitude, courage and intense, even sacrifi cial, aff ection 

for one another. He knew his friend Hume, and Voltaire in France, found such 

savage-mongering anachronistically unrealistic. But his primitives, ‘savages’ and 

‘barbarians’ as he called them in fairly technical terms, were not gentle. One 

particularly powerful passage in the Essay (Part 4, Section 4:  ‘Of the Manners 

of Polished and Commercial Nations’) asks the reader to travel back to ancient 
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Greece; as Ferguson proceeds, one begins to realize he is moving deft ly from 

fi ft h-century Sparta to Athens. Th e Greeks of both countries lived in harsh, even 

squalid conditions. Th ey were poor; they were suspicious of one another’s ambi-

tions. Th ey tolerated, nay thrived, on civil dissent, upon which oft en followed 

quarrels, abuse or violence. ‘When viewed on this side, the ancient nations have 

but a sorry plea for esteem with the inhabitants of modern Europe, who profess 

to carry the civilities of peace into the practice of war; and who value the praise 

of indiscriminate lenity at a higher rate than even that of military prowess, or 

the love of their country.’ His conclusion? ‘Th at he could not understand how 

scholars, fi ne gentlemen, and even women, should combine to admire a people, 

who so little resemble themselves.’ Ferguson’s Gulliver, representing of his age’s 

polished commercial gentlemen, sighs: ‘But what pleases me most, is, that I am 

likely to get a passage from hence, and bid farewell to this wretched country’.48

But that was Ferguson’s precise point. His contemporaries, most publicly 

Hume and Smith, understood the rough vehemence of the ancients but failed to 

realize how such a virtuous character was necessary for true human contentment 

and so critical to a vibrant community.

Th eir ardent attachment to their country; their contempt of suff ering, and of death, in 

its cause; their manly apprehensions of personal independence, which rendered every 

individual, even under tottering establishments, and imperfect laws, the guardian 

of freedom to his fellow-citizens; their activity of mind; in short, their penetration, 

the ability of their conduct, and force of their spirit, have gained them the fi rst rank 

among nations.

If their animosities were great, their aff ections were proportionate; they, perhaps, 

loved, where we are not merciful, but only irresolute.  Aft er all, the merit of a man is 

determined by his candour and generosity to his associates, by his zeal for national 

objects, and by his vigour in maintaining political rights; not by moderation alone, 

which proceeds frequently from indiff erence to national and public interests, and 

which serves to relax the nerves on which the force of a private as well as a public 

character depends.49

Th rough a fi lter of late-Renaissance Augustinian Christianity, Ferguson off ered 

his contemporaries the models of morally exemplary ancients whose passion-

ate selves were disciplined under a neo-Stoic rational will.50 Ferguson criticized 

his contemporaries for a sophisticated, cultural division of labour that encour-

aged selfi sh disregard for the community and discouraged the training of citizen 

virtues.51 Such passages cannot be gestured aside; Ferguson wrote in this spirit 

throughout the Essay and later in the work probably closest to his heart, the His-

tory of the Progress and Termination of the Roman Republic (1783).

It is diffi  cult to fi gure out how Ferguson would reconcile that primitive char-

acter to his clear conviction that modern commercial culture was in Europe, and 

in Britain, to stay.52 In fact, by 1792 he would proceed – especially in his revised 
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moral philosophy lectures, Principles of Moral and Political Science – to write 

of the superior and praiseworthy disciplines, including those of modern war, 

developed in advanced commercial societies.53 Ferguson had his work cut out for 

him reconciling the greater virtues described above to the lesser virtues of com-

mercial society. Th e practice and eff ect of the latter distracted the citizen from 

those virtues nurturing civic life. Modern European manners emerged from the 

conjoining of chivalric and commercial manners, which Ferguson discounted in 

comparison to the more noble character of republican manners.54 Th e advance 

of the division of labour rendered citizens as well as soldiers more effi  cient prac-

titioners of their craft s, perhaps even more self-disciplined in them, but also 

divided their personalities in ways that rendered them less zealous friends and 

patriots. Yet the lesser virtues made decent lives possible for many Europeans; in 

contemporary Britain they were closely joined to the peculiar liberty enjoyed by 

Ferguson and his contemporaries.55 But provincials like the Scots – ambitious, 

comparatively poor and self-conscious of the barriers still existing to their suc-

cess in a united Britain – were perhaps even more susceptible to the debilitating 

moral eff ects of commercial empire. What could be done to nurture a properly 

civic moral character among Scots?

Provincial Ideology and Confederated States

Ferguson did not lay out the solution in any simple form. Britain’s mixed monar-

chy was close to his ideal. In this context, however, I want to suggest another way 

in which Ferguson imagined a reconciliation of the civic tradition to commer-

cial modernity. Ferguson’s prescription for this modern civic dilemma depended 

upon models from the federative unions of the ancient Greeks and Romans. 

(Th is was not unusual. As John Brewer has suggested, outside England the typi-

cal provincial view of the British state was federal.56) Such models illustrated 
how unity could ensure strength against national enemies, while maintaining 

enough regional, ethnic and cultural distinctiveness to limit imperial despotism 

and to energize local civic conviction.57 Ferguson considered Great Britain to be 

a justly constructed union of formerly independent states, with distinctive histo-

ries and cultures, which nonetheless shared a common language and constitution 

of political liberty. ‘Provincial ideology’, then was for Ferguson partly the reality 

of Great Britain’s political union of England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales. But 

those regional communities were now experiencing the levelling of their man-

ners by cosmopolitan, commercial opportunities and the loss of their peculiar 

social bonds. Th ese facts provide an important partial explanation of Ferguson’s 

support for a Scottish citizen militia.  When the issue really took hold in the 

later 1750s, William Pitt’s government sought to create a militia for England 

but to deny one to Scotland. Patriotic Scots asserted that bands of Scottish citi-
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zen-soldiers could eff ectively protect Britain’s northern coast. Th ey would also 

give the Scots a crucible for nurturing local patriotism that in time of war was 

fundamentally necessary if their localism could be reconciled to a larger British 

patriotism. Hence Alexander Carlyle’s rejoinder: to deny the Scots a militia was 

to render them conquered ‘provincials’.58

In such a provincial setting, Ferguson’s long study of Greece and, in particu-

lar, Rome gave him hope. Scotland, already enjoying independent institutions 

of law, university and church, needed only the discipline and conviction from 

training at arms to have the necessities to serve as a virtuous province in the 

British union. Furthermore, a nation of virtuous provinces might just hold off  

the moral decay endemic to a great commercial empire like Britain’s. I would 

even venture the possibility that Ferguson believed that the Scottish Highlands, 

properly ordered and ruled, could act as a reservoir of virtue against the moral 

decay inherent in modern commercial society and empire in general. Recall his 

early conviction that the impoverished Highland Scots were more truly polite 

and generously hospitable than the court society of Versailles. In the Essay he 

returned to the sense that savage and barbarous peoples exhibited a transpar-

ent graciousness typically called ‘natural’, though like Hume, Ferguson found 

the distinction between ‘nature’ and ‘art’ to be of little help as a social diagnos-

tic.59 Despite Samuel Johnson’s 1773 lament, that he and Boswell had come too 

late to see the Highlanders in their primitive simplicity, they were far later than 

even they imagined.60 Ferguson however seemed unaware that such a transfor-

mation had already taken place. In the Essay his idealized Highlanders appear 

more ancient than contemporaneous; rough but virtuous, martial and coura-

geous, their hardiness matched by their virtuous simplicity. From the Essay to 

even thirty years later an unpublished dialogue depicting him and his Edinburgh 

friends on a journey into the glen, Ferguson imagined a Highland region quite 

distinct from the Lowlands.61 Th ough far less sentimental than Macpherson in his 

portrait of the Highlands and its people, nonetheless Ferguson created a diff er-

ent fi ction of the region. If Scotland was to endure and thrive as an equal partner 

with England, even as a distinctive region of Great Britain and its empire, the 

native martial vigour and simple manners of the Highlanders might be infused 

into the island’s civic culture. His was the speculative side of convictions later to 

become offi  cial in Parliament’s commissioning of Highland regiments around 

the Empire.62

Modern commerce and enlightened culture, the modern professional army 

built up from a relatively effi  cient fi scal bureaucracy, perhaps made despotism 

more likely or easier to accomplish in Europe.63 ‘Provincials’ might not be able to 

hold off  the corrupting eff ects of sophisticated modern society; they might not 

be able to defend themselves against a militarized despotism.64 Th ough morally 

soft ened by increasingly polite, sophisticated participation in a modern com-
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mercial culture, the modern citizen still might hold off  the worst eff ects of moral 

decay if he retains basic civic liberty, benefi ts from a proper civic education, and 

participates in a modern citizen militia.

Th is seemed the last option left  to Scots who considered themselves yet a dis-

tinctive people with a rich heritage of national culture. Ferguson enthusiastically 

promoted the survival of regional institutions that encouraged a sense of distinc-

tion within a larger British sovereignty. But his response to the civil dilemma 

of commercial success and moral decay is less satisfying in that, on one level, it 

seems too simple for, or rather unworthy of, the question he posed. It seems hard 

to imagine how the kinds of virtues Ferguson so valued could be encouraged and 

developed in the provincial matrix of dependent Scotland. Th e Christian Stoic 

in him at times seems satisfi ed to demand that the individual citizen alone must 

examine his heart and undertake the disciplined commitment to living up to the 

virtuous examples of classical history in order to remain ‘possessed of himself.’65 

Provincial ideology then seems by necessity reduced to individual eff ort; there 

might be no other means of nurturing such character. On his terms such noble 

but stern moral simplicity seemed impossible or at best doomed in the modern 

Britain of his lifetime. His enduring power as a thinker is that he posed with such 

conviction the question of civic moral character in the modern world.

Ferguson’s writings in this period exhibit his broad political and cultural 

understanding of the ideal of regional distinctiveness within a confederated state 

under central government authority. Ferguson never expressed the kind of per-

sonal, cultural soul-searching about his civil identity expressed by James Boswell, 

occasionally by David Hume, and even once or twice by Alexander Carlyle.66 

But the militia debate brought home to the Scots involved the painfully obvious 

fact that they were not really equal partners with England in the union of Great 

Britain. Th e militia agitation was one important means to make a reality of the 

Union’s promise, where Scottish distinctiveness would endure by mutual agree-

ment.  For Ferguson local distinctiveness would contribute the kind of Scottish 

civil zeal necessary to Britain’s national health.67 A militia trained in modern 

military skills would concentrate and discipline that zeal, thereby providing a 

practical defense of North Britain.68 Yet Ferguson’s sense of local distinction was 

still just an ideal, one that would be tested in the real world by events of the next 

three decades.

Th e American Revolution provoked Ferguson’s suspicions of empire’s debil-

itating eff ects upon civil character. Initially sympathetic to the Americans, he 

questioned Parliamentary legislation intended to break colonial resistance to 

British rule. He favoured a negotiated settlement equitable to Parliamentary 

authority and American interests. But he soon found their rebellion self-serving, 

anarchic and an excuse for robbery. Th e Americans had no authority for their 

actions; their conception of liberty was deeply fl awed; the British Parliament was 
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wholly justifi ed in responding with military action. A united British Empire was 

justly stronger than any loose confederation of semi-autonomous regions, par-

ticularly one divided by a great ocean. Unity counted for everything in a hostile 

world, particularly one where France might take advantage of a colonial uprising 

against a weakened and distracted Britain. Th e revolutionaries turned to a defi -

nition of liberty under which no people could be governed without encouraging 

anarchy or the dispossession of legitimate authority from the state.69

However, Ferguson’s rejection of the colonists’s demands should not suggest 

that he had given up on his earlier championing of the ideal of federative regional 

states ruled by a strong central government. In the Essay Ferguson suggested 

that the increasing size of incorporating unions could prove unsatisfactory for 

citizens of the smaller state.70 Th ough the American Revolution reaffi  rmed his 

British loyalties, Ferguson may have realized again the heightened threat impe-

rial rule created for all subjects of the Empire. He worried that a geographically 

extensive empire would tempt the aggression of Britain’s enemies, and ultimately 

harm Great Britain itself. Around 1772 Ferguson wrote to Macpherson, ‘I dont 

wish to see this Countrey in Possession of many Provinces a Prey to Rapacity 

And perhaps an Engine to be turned against this Countrey itself. If this Coun-

trey is to Subsist long enough till Engines destroy it from Abroad’.71 In 1779 

he discussed with his students the possibility that Scots enjoyed little enthusi-

asm for the Union with England.72 In a 1780 letter to Lord Auckland on Irish 

independence, Ferguson expressed his precise convictions. He admired the Irish 

patriots and if Britain was free of threat from hostile states he would enthusiasti-

cally support Ireland’s greater autonomy. ‘My predilection is in favour of Small 

States & Separate Legislatures but I would carry that no farther with respect 

to the States I love than is consistent with their Safety.’ Britain was still at war 

with Americans allied with France; nothing less than full unity could protect 

Great Britain, its empire and its regional peoples. Th e citizens of that kingdom 

were not conquered subjects; but they did owe a duty in protecting the integrity 

of the nation even as a member of an empire.73 David Kettler seems correct in 

asserting that Ferguson’s experience in 1778 negotiating with the Americans on 

behalf of the British government in the Carlisle Commission shift ed his con-

victions, which in turn he tried to hand onto his moral philosophy students: 

the soft ening, if you will, of a rigid antagonism of empire against constitutional 

government.74

At this moment Ferguson was deep into the writing of what he considered his 

most important work, Th e History of the Progress and Termination of the Roman 

Republic. When published in 1783 it bore the standard narrative of Rome’s rise 

from primitive isolation through expansionary successes, to the republic’s inter-

nal moral decay and the rise of the dictatorship. As I suggested earlier, one of 

Ferguson’s distinctive claims was his praise for the contentious political aggres-
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sions of Roman citizens. He argued that as long as the Romans understood their 

individual ambitions within the limits of their duty, Rome could conduct impe-

rial expansion with little real corrupting infl uence upon its citizens. Even though 

the Romans in general benefi ted from their military victories abroad, imperial 

success unleashed the typical hydra of corrupting consequences – wealth, profes-

sionalized armies, poorly supervised administrative power, Epicurean defenses 

of selfi sh ambition and the corruption of traditional Roman religious and moral 

constraints.

We are apt to admire the empire of the Romans, as a model of national greatness 

and splendour; but the greatness we admire in this case, was ruinous to the virtue 

and happiness of mankind; it was found to be inconsistent with all the advantages 

which that conquering people had formerly enjoyed in the articles of government 

and manners.75

In speaking of ‘we’, Ferguson included himself and his readers in this critical 

evaluation of Rome’s ill-fated successes. But overall there appears to be little of 

surprise in the History that Ferguson had not already seen in Montesquieu or 

in others. Ferguson would not have been too bothered by such a charge; he had 

admitted as much in the Essay almost twenty years earlier.

Th e Revolutionary War had not dampened Ferguson’s intellectual adher-

ence to some kind of confederated union of states. But the precise extent of local 

autonomy, he concluded, was limited by threats from abroad. Scotland might 

enjoy a degree of local cultural autonomy based on the survival of particular 

institutions; it is unclear what Ferguson’s opinion might have been about simi-

lar circumstances in Ireland and Wales. But practically speaking, the American 

Revolution revealed how Ferguson paid homage to an ideal of confederated rule 

that – considering Britain’s imperial, embattled status in the world – was simply 

impossible.

Conclusion

By 1790 another revolution would call into question the very foundations 

of Ferguson’s classical paradigm. Initially, he and many British observers wel-

comed the French Revolution. Th e Revolutionaries at fi rst seemed content with 

imitating the British experiment in representative government. Flattered by 

the imitation, those observers cautiously praised a reform movement bent on 

moderating French aristocratic and monarchic excesses. But Ferguson probably 

harboured suspicions early on; he had long told his students that any monarchy 

that rapidly adopted republican institutions would suff er a violent transition.76 

Th rough the remainder of his life his observation of the French Revolution is a 

fascinating insight into a forceful thinker’s struggle to accommodate events to 

a long-cherished narrative. Th ere is only a small space here in which to highlight 
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Ferguson’s growing discomfort in the later 1790s with a republican France that 

simultaneously reminded him of his beloved Roman Republic but threatened 

Britain in a terrible drawn-out war. Ferguson found in those French soldiers a 

civic zeal echoing ancient Roman passion. Revolutionary France had generated 

a nation of citizen-soldiers afl ame with patriotic courage. Ferguson admired 

such men all his life, using history and moral philosophy to celebrate them as 

moral and civic exemplars. As late as 1806 he doubted if European statesmen 

realized the tremendous democratizing transformation of the French citizenry.77 

Provoked, he even rewrote his university lectures as Principles of Moral and Polit-

ical Science (1792) and revised his History of the Progress and Termination of the 

Roman Republic (1799). In doing so he accommodated his moral and political 

refl ections to French events and added signifi cant commentary on the Revolu-

tion itself.78 Yet he did at times fi nd his aff ection for ancient Rome besieged by 

the modern Rome threatening Britain from across the Channel.

Given his passion for the subject, it is fascinating to discover Ferguson 

rethinking his ideological commitment to that narrative. As Britain’s war with 

republican France continued, the latter’s civic energy deeply concerned him. If 

the now-liberated French people had really tapped into a volcano of republican 

conviction, how would the British defend themselves against this zealous, relent-

less opponent? By mid-decade Ferguson wondered if his long standing aff ection 

for the zealous citizens of such republics was misplaced. In 1796 he wrote that 

Britain’s statesmen, unable to see beyond maintaining a national population and 

income, could not wrap their minds around patriotic French citizens willing to 

sacrifi ce everything for their nation’s democratic glory.79 In this new war, mod-

ern and commercial Britain seemed destined to play out the role of Carthage 

to France’s Rome; and Ferguson ruefully knew how that struggle had turned 

out.80 By 1797 he even admitted that observing French republican zeal in the 

war was undermining his aff ection for military citizen zeal.81 Th e prospect of a 

long war with a democratic France left  him quite fearful; he now re-evaluated 

his earlier praise for confl ict in human society.82 By the time Napoleon’s coup 

occurred, it appeared that events in France were proceeding at a pace impos-

sible in the ancient world. Having the republican tables turned on him and his 

country, watching in his old age an ancient European monarchy accelerate from 

republic to dictatorship in less than fi ft een years created for Ferguson a deep 

kind of confusion. He had spent his life arguing that the careful study of the 

ancient Greeks and Romans was a school of virtue. But events since 1789 had 

moved so unpredictably rapidly that his confi dence in his ability to understand 

was now close to evaporation.83

For many European scholars then, the French Revolution ended their aff ec-

tion for Rome as a civic model, and Greece became the new example. Th is would 

endure for some time.84 Eventually the ability of historians to use the classical 
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past as any kind of paradigm would fade; Ferguson gives us a taste of the confu-

sion and despair awaiting historians for whom the world was no longer made 

plain by the ancients. Ferguson was thus forced to consider how acceleration 

now characterized the modern world. France had jumped from constitutional 

monarchy to republic to tyranny in little more than a decade. At that moment 

the choice facing Ferguson seemed to be, like Tocqueville and Constant debating 

ancient versus modern liberty, between ancient heroism and modern tranquility. 

In the brutal choices of the modern state and society, perhaps Tacitus’s judgment 

no longer held. Tranquility under authoritarianism might just be a better alter-

native to a vigorous, contentious liberty. Th e classical hero still inspired, but the 

cost of imitating him was perhaps too high.

But Ferguson’s momentary despair was not his fi nal word on his complex 

defence of dynamic civil commitment in a modern commercial culture. As a 

Christian Stoic he was critical of over-refi nement and the intellectual division 

of labour unworthy of the social creatures endowed by God with capacities 

for other-directed virtue. His sensibilities seem Augustinian, even though that 

designation may have puzzled him. Th e fragile, divided personality beset by dis-

tractions and seductions; the modern self rooted into one labour-divided task 

and therefore even more hungry for the variety of diversions and entertainments, 

ever more the victim of fads – this person seems familiar to us.  He described 

and lamented the isolated modern individuals increasingly beholden to distant, 

powerful central governments. He tried to defend a whole, civic self without psy-

chological seams, capable of making a home in the rapidly changing print-driven 

world emerging throughout Europe. As Pocock has implied, Ferguson at times 

seems to reduce the scope of civil health and potential corruption to the lone cit-

izen ‘possessed of himself ’ in Christian-Stoic self-disciplines. His antidote to the 

psychological and moral pressures of modern commercial society and empire, a 

provincial ideology, defended a community of independent citizens united by 

necessity to a larger state. If so, Ferguson’s moral response to modernity refl ected 

some of the very problems he attempted to analyse and remedy.
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8 ‘BUT ART ITSELF IS NATURAL TO MAN’: 
FERGUSON AND THE PRINCIPLE OF 

SIMULTANEITY

Christopher J. Berry

One of the central characteristics of the social thought of the group of thinkers 

who collectively constitute the Scottish Enlightenment is their adoption of a 

stadial account of social development. Th is is usually labelled the ‘four stages 

theory’ though in fact explicit avowals in published work are not as common 

as might be supposed. Typically it is associated with Adam Smith (pre-emi-

nently) but other names, such as those of John Millar, William Robertson and 

Lord Kames, are usually invoked. David Hume is acknowledged not to have 

subscribed to it explicitly, though passages in his Political Discourses (1752), in 

particular, betray clear recognition of step-changes in the history of commerce 

and the refi nement of arts. Adam Ferguson is another whose relation to this 

theory is not straightforward.

A preliminary measure is to note that there are clear expressions in Fer-

guson’s work of a stadial approach in its presumptively typical form. Two are 

worthy of note. One occurs in An Essay on the History of Civil Society where 

he appropriates, without acknowledgement, Baron de Montesquieu’s division 

between savage and barbarian nations.1 Moreover, the diff erence between these 

‘nations’ is made in terms of ‘property’ – savages are not acquainted with it, 

barbarians are albeit without formal legal form.2 In addition, in a manner typi-

cal of the four-stages version, savages are essentially hunter-gatherers, although 

some ‘rude agriculture’ may be practised (for Montesquieu the distinction was 

explicitly between chasseurs and pasteurs). Both savage and barbarian societies 

are labelled as ‘rude’ and thus can be contrasted with ‘civilised’.3 Th is latter more 

generic contrast is also stadial. Indeed, in the same context that he distinguishes 

savage and barbarian, Ferguson  remarks that ‘property is a matter of progress’ 

and identifi es as the ‘principal distinction in the advanced state of mechanic and 

commercial arts’ that there is a ‘habit’ formed of taking ‘a view to distant objects’. 
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What this signifi es, typical of the underlying psychology of the four-stages,4 is 

the necessity to separate property from possession to enable ‘industry’ to develop 

and to overcome the disposition of the ‘uncivilized’ to live indolently always in 

the present.5 A second, more straightforward expression occurs in the Institutes 

of Moral Philosophy. Th ere he lists the arts that men ‘practise for subsistence’ as 

fi shing, hunting, pasturage and agriculture and (he proceeds to add) progress of 

arts renders commerce ‘expedient even necessary’.6 

Nonetheless there is something distinctive about Ferguson. What marks him 

out is not a rejection of the fundamental governing assumptions of the four-

stages narrative (the progressiveness of man whose advance follows a natural, 

that is, predictable path) but, rather, a contestation of a typical application of 

those assumptions, namely, that some aspects of human life (the modes of sub-

sistence or ‘commercial arts’) can be prioritized temporally over others. Th is lack 

of priority I term ‘the principle of simultaneity’. According to this principle the 

three chief types of art that Ferguson identifi es – the commercial, political and 

fi ne – are coeval. One of the arguments of this essay is that while politics does 

indeed have a salient place in Ferguson’s thought, to attribute to it special sig-

nifi cance fails to take on board his subscription qua natural historian to those 

fundamental assumptions of a stadial account. 

Artifi ce and Th e State of Nature

In the well-known opening chapter of the Essay, Ferguson criticizes (without 

naming them) Th omas Hobbes’s and Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s accounts of the 

State of Nature. His criticism is in a related fashion both methodological and 

epistemological. Both Hobbes and Rousseau seek via the heuristic device of the 

‘state of nature’ to isolate mankind’s ‘original qualities’ and thus distinguish the 

‘limits between art and nature’.7 Th is, however, is an act of imagination, of poetry 

rather than reason and science. Ferguson here interprets the latter as a process 

of induction. In the narrow Baconian sense of ‘natural history’8, knowledge of 

human qualities can be attained only by collecting facts. Th ese are to be found 

in both ethnography and history (‘the earliest and latest accounts collected from 

every quarter of the earth’9) and are supplemented by introspection. Th is cumu-

lative evidence, collected in this way by the natural historian, establishes that 

mankind is always ‘assembled in troops and companies’ or groups.10

Th is empirically underwritten sociality means, according to Ferguson, that 

the Contractarian intent to distinguish what is natural from what is artifi cial 

is fundamentally misconceived. Rather, in the phrase that gives the title to this 

essay, ‘art itself is natural to man’.11 In these opening pages of the Essay the gloss 

that Ferguson puts on this is to indicate that man has ‘in himself a principle of 

progression’,12 a principle that manifests itself in omnipresent activity to improve 
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his condition. It is for Ferguson a postulate of human nature that ‘man is not 

made for repose’;13 indeed, ‘to advance … is the state of nature relative to him’.14 

Th is inherent drive to be active means that it is as applicable to the ‘streets of the 

populous city’ as it is to ‘the wilds of the forest’.15 Accordingly, he answers his 

own question, ‘where is the state of nature?’ by stating that it is ‘here’, whether 

that be Britain, the Cape of Good Hope or the straits of Magellan, for ‘all situ-

ations are equally natural’.16 Th e savage and the ‘citizen’ both practise art; hence 

arboreal lodgements, cottages and palaces, for example, are for Ferguson all 

equally natural and artifi cial. Moreover, the ‘refi nements of political and moral 

apprehension are not more artifi cial in their kind than the fi rst operations of 

sentiment and reason’.17 While the polemical aspect is prominent in this opening 

chapter the implications of this understanding of the nature/art relation goes to 

the heart of a distinctive ingredient in Ferguson’s philosophy. It is that distinc-

tiveness I here seek to investigate.

Th e Principle of Simultaneity

Th is investigation will focus on his more extensive discussion of ‘arts’ in the Prin-

ciples. Th e key passage for this purpose is: 

Th e wants of men, indeed, are of diff erent kinds, and may be unequally urgent; but 

the movements, performed for the supply of very diff erent wants, appear to be simul-

taneous and bring at once into practice the rudiments of every art, without any such 

order as we might suppose to arise from their comparative degrees of importance or 

the urgency of occasions on which they are practised.18 

Th e crux here is the ‘principle of simultaneity’ (my term-of-art) with its explicit 

denial that some arts are only evident aft er others. It is not the case that urgent 

wants call forth some arts prior to those that meet supposedly less urgent wants. 

Th is reveals something signifi cant about both Ferguson’s philosophical anthro-

pology and his sociology.

For Ferguson, one of the most signifi cant ways that humans are distinctive 

is that they are exposed to greater hardships than any other species.19 Human 

wants or needs (Ferguson does not make a conceptual distinction) are more 

numerous and the supply of the means to meet them sparser than is the case for 

any other animal.20 Th e ‘arts’ originate as the human way of supplying the means 

to deal with the gap between exigency and exiguousness. However, as we have 

seen, Ferguson does not draw the conclusion that in this supply ‘consideration 

of necessity must have operated prior to that convenience and both prior to the 

love of mere decoration and ornament’.21 Rather, the convenient, the ornamental 

and the necessary ‘arts’ are coeval. As here indicated, Ferguson operates with a 

tripartite division of commercial, political and fi ne  (or intellectual) arts and 

before proceeding to discuss them he articulates again the principle of simulta-
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neity by denying that ‘the pursuits of external accommodation or the rudiments 

of commercial arts had a priority in time to those of political institution or men-

tal attainment’.22 Following his lead we can investigate in turn the characteristics 

of the three types.

Commercial arts ‘originate in the wants and necessities of animal life’23  or 

‘exigencies of mere animal nature’ and their object is the ‘supplies of necessity, 

accommodation or pleasure’.24 ‘Commercial arts’ is the general title for all the 

various ways of eff ecting that ‘supply’ and it is, perhaps, worth observing that, 

despite some undoubted ambiguity, it follows that commercial arts are not the 

prerogative of the supposedly stadially advanced ‘commercial societies’. More 

signifi cant, however, is that these arts do not exhaust what engages ‘the atten-

tion of man.’ Th is ‘attention’ is not restricted to ‘mere supply of necessities’ in 

the form of ‘subsistence or safety’ because man’s ‘views extend to decoration and 

ornament’ to which, in a restatement of the principle of simultaneity, Ferguson 

adds ‘nor is ornament less an original want of his nature than either shelter or 

food’.25 In all humans – the savage no less than ‘the polished citizen’ – the ‘double 

purpose of ornament and use is evident in the fashion of his dress, in the archi-

tecture of his dwelling, and in the form of his equipage, or furniture of every 

sort’.26 Humans do indeed have basic needs but these cannot be coextensively 

identifi ed as those that minister to subsistence; man truly, for Ferguson, does 

not live by bread alone. 

Th e commercial arts have their source in human skill and labour or industry 

as they compensate (Hume’s phrase) for the meagreness of the means to meet 

human needs.27 But humans do not labour simply to meet some putatively prior 

material needs; rather, labour is not only ‘its own reward’28 but ‘a source of enjoy-

ment’.29 One consequence of this is that ‘the trader continues to labour, even 

aft er his necessities are provided for and aft er his wants might have suff ered him 

to rest’.30 Th e trader’s motives here are symptomatic of the dynamic whereby the 

rich aff ect a superiority of wealth and the poor aspire to it. While this dynamic 

contributes to the ‘progress of arts’ it also has injurious side-eff ects in the form of 

the unequal cultivation of the mental faculties that accompanies the division of 

labour.31 Th at is, Ferguson is able to reiterate his concerns from the Essay32 while 

echoing Adam Smith’s critique of the deleterious eff ect on the intellectual, social 

and martial virtues of the simple operative in Book 5 of the Wealth of Nations.33

However, from the perspective of the principle of simultaneity, a further 

aspect of this familiar Fergusonian stance is revealed. Th ough individuals in 

commercial societies evidently enjoy greater material well-being they are in fact 

no more satisfi ed with their condition than savages are with theirs.34 More point-

edly, despite the advantages of commerce, which Ferguson does not deny, our 

judgement is distorted if we dismiss the savage life as valueless.35 Th e individual 

savage in several respects is superior to the ‘mere labourer’ in commercial society 
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and it is in noncommercial societies that the virtues of loyalty, courage and patri-

otism fl ourish with greater vigour than in the commercial. Th ese virtues are all 

forms of our political existence with its corresponding arts. Th e necessity for the 

practice of these political arts is as deeply rooted as the need for the commercial 

in the human condition.

Th e origin of the political arts is located in ‘the wants and defects of instinctive 

society’.36 Echoing passages in the Essay, Ferguson draws attention, once more, to 

human distinctiveness. It is true that (like the beehive) humans instinctively assem-

ble in ‘troops and companies’ with a ‘species of government’37 in line with natural 

hierarchies of age, gender and personal qualities such as courage. Nonetheless 

because humans are distinctively progressive their political arts are not confi ned 

‘to the fi rst suggestions of nature’.38 Furthermore because ‘art is natural’ then just 

as society ‘is the natural state of man’ so ‘political society is the natural result of his 

experience in that society to which he is born’.39 Th e political arts thus ‘relate to the 

order of society or the relations of men acting in collective bodies’.40 Th ese arts are 

employed to establish neither society nor subordination (as might be supposed by 

Contractarian thought or by the recourse to ‘celebrated law givers’41).

Although Ferguson does claim that these arts serve to perfect or correct 

abuses42 so that they might thus appear responsive, this is no diff erent than the 

others. Th e commercial arts are a response to the environment, because, as we 

have seen, humans have to labour to cultivate the ground and erect habitation 

to meet their needs. Th e political arts are a response to the ‘extreme disorder’ 

of society ‘prior to any manner of political establishment’ and are produced by 

the ‘spur of necessity’ with no less urgency than the commercial (and fi ne) arts. 
Moreover, the thrust of simultaneity is retained because Ferguson is not claiming 

that politics was a reaction to abuses or disorder that had in a temporally prior 

sense been occasioned by the development of economic (commercial) activity. 

In fact, politics can be a response, for example, to ‘casual coalitions or force’44 or 

have ‘no other foundation than custom’.45

Th e granting of coeval status to the political comports with a defi ning fea-

ture of Ferguson’s thought. He does think, and this is the truth in the reading of 

him as a ‘republican’, that active participation in public aff airs (rei publicae) is an 

authentic expression of human nature. As is well known, this is a major polemical 

component of the Essay and I do not wish here to contend the point. What I do 

wish to do, however, is link this to the principle of simultaneity and in so doing 

put it into perspective or temper some of the claims made on behalf of his ‘politi-

cal’ emphasis or republicanism.46 For Ferguson, the ‘political genius of man’ 47 

manifests itself in the exercise of the political arts, because politics presupposes 

not tensions in material life (the commercial arts) but simply the established fact 

that humans live in troops and these are marked by casual subordinations of vari-

ous sorts.48 Hence just as the development of the commercial arts are the fruit 
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of human industry and ingenuity so too equally are the political, as both work 

on the ‘materials’ that have been Providentially provided.49 Th e attainment of a 

‘just political order’ is ‘an occasion on which the principal steps of man’s progress 

are made’ and gives scope for him ‘to improve his faculties’.50 Th is is a self-stand-

ing, self-generating process. Th e political is coeval with the commercial, it is not 

explained as an eff ect of economic causes but, as coeval, it is ‘an occasion’ – one, 

not the sole or only, aspect of human progress. In similar vein, in accord with the 

principle of simultaneity, he also treats as on a par human actions ‘to supply his 

occasions’ both for subsistence and ornament.51

As we have noted, for Ferguson mankind in the course of meeting animal 

necessities and obtaining political knowledge is ‘also disposed to invent and to 

fabricate’ works that ‘give scope to his faculties’ and enable the enjoyment of ‘the 

fruits of his ingenuity’.52 Mere functionality is never the sole object – the neces-

sary is adorned and there is ‘an original disposition’ to fabricate ‘on the models 

of beauty presented in nature’. Th ese adornments and fabrications in the form 

of poetry, painting, sculpture and music constitute the fi ne arts.53 In line with 

the principle of simultaneity they ‘spring from the stock of society’ and while 

they do ‘adorn its prosperity’ they also ‘actually contribute to the growth and 

vigour of the plant’.54 In his unpublished Manuscripts we can also see an expres-

sion of the principle, when he remarks that in ’the charms of History, of Poetry 

& Painting’ man ‘proceeds on the Law of His Nature’.55 Th e fi ne arts are, thus, 

not add-ons but integral to human experience for ‘men in all ages are fond of 

decoration; they combine ornament with the means of subsistence and accom-

modation’; 56 indeed, ‘man is formed for an artist’.57

Th is conception of the place of the fi ne arts helps throw light on why Fergu-

son includes a chapter on the history of literature in the Essay.58 He begins the 

chapter by affi  rming that what he calls the literary or liberal arts and mechanical 

or commercial arts are both ‘a natural produce of the human mind’. While the 

claim that they are contemporaneous is not here explicitly addressed, it would 

not be unreasonable, given their common source, to regard them as in harmony 

with the principle of simultaneity. Ferguson elaborates by claiming that the com-

mercial or mechanical arts are ‘encouraged by the prospects of safety and gain’, 

while the literary or liberal ‘took their rise from the understanding, the fancy 

and the heart’.59 In line with a familiar strain in eighteenth-century linguistic 

speculation,60 he declares that the language of the savage reveals that ‘man is a 

poet by nature’.61 It is integral to the natural human condition of sociality that all 

three types or categories of ‘art’ are ‘natural’ expressions of humanity. A ‘history 

of civil society’ might, as its title principally suggests, concentrate on the politi-

cal arts but the interrelatedness of human artfulness means it is appropriate to 

incorporate within that ‘history’ chapters on commercial arts (such as ‘popula-
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tion and wealth’ 62) as well the fi ne arts in the form of a treatment of the history 

of literature. 

It is true that, in line with his earlier reference to ‘intellectual arts’ and men-

tal attainment’, Ferguson also regards ‘the fi ne arts’ more capaciously than we 

might understand that term. It is, he affi  rms, the case that the human pursuit of 

knowledge is ‘no less an exigency of the mind than the means of subsistence and 

accommodation are an exigency of mere animal life’.63 Accordingly, exercises of 

intelligence are manifest in science and moral improvement as well as elegant 

design. Th is capacious conception explains why Ferguson’s chapter in the Prin-

ciples on the ‘fi ne arts’ of poetry, sculpture and so on occurs in the middle of 

chapters devoted to the ‘pursuits and attainments of science’, ‘the progress of 

moral apprehension’ and concludes with a discussion ‘of a future state’. As socie-

ties develop so too do the forms of literary expression grow more complex as 

historical, moral, scientifi c and philosophical modes are exhibited in line with 

the character of societies. 

Of course, all three types of arts suppose the distinguishing mark of human 

intelligence and this itself underpins the defi nitive trait of human progressive-

ness. Ferguson links progressiveness and intelligence by identifying within 

humans a striving for more or the ‘desire of something better than is possessed at 

present’. Th is desire he labels ‘ambition’.64 In this generic sense it is this desire or 

ambition that operates ‘in the concerns of mere animal life, in the provision of 

subsistence, of accommodation and ornament; in the progress of society and in 

the choice of its institutions’.65 In short it underlies, respectively, human artful-

ness in its commercial, fi ne and political forms. 

Betterment and the History of Man

We are now in a position to bring back the discussion to the opening remarks 

about the four-stages, because it is in the context of his discussion of ambition 

that Ferguson also declares that ‘every person, in one sense or another, is ear-

nest to better himself ’.66 Th ere are clear echoes here of Smith’s observation in the 

Wealth of Nations that ‘the desire of bettering our condition … comes with us 

from the womb and never leaves till we go into the grave’.67 While Smith never 

explicitly links this desire to the four-stages, John Millar does. In his Introduction 

to the third edition of the Origin of Ranks, he prefaces one of the clearest of all 

published expressions of the ‘four-stages’ with the statement ‘there is, however, 

in man a disposition and capacity for improving his condition, by the exertion of 

which he is carried on from degree of advancement to another … ’68 

Ferguson’s articulation of the principle of simultaneity means he does not 

adopt the same reading of this ‘advance’. Th is diff erence is most simply grasped 

by noting the direction and explanatory thrust of Millar’s argument. Th is argu-
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ment unfolds as follows. Savages ‘feel the want of almost everything requisite for 

the support of life’ and ‘their fi rst eff orts are naturally calculated to increase the 

means of subsistence’. Th is they achieve by hunting and gathering. It is the ‘expe-

rience’ thus acquired that ‘is apt successively to point out the methods of taming 

and rearing cattle and of cultivating the ground’. Success in these ‘improvements’ 

results in less diffi  culty in meeting ‘bare necessaries’ and a correspondent gradual 

enlarging of human ‘prospects’ as ‘their appetites and desires are more and more 

awakened and called forth in pursuit of the several conveniencies of life’. Th is 

awakening introduces manufacture and ‘science and literature, the natural off -

spring of ease and affl  uence’. Th ese advances in making life ‘more comfortable’ 

produce the ‘most important alterations’ in the ‘state and condition of a people’. 

Millar identifi es these ‘alterations’ as increase in population, the cultivation of 

humanity, the establishment of property and associated legal rights along with 

government and ‘suitable variations in their taste and sentiments.’69 

An unforced reading of this argument reveals that Millar does not articu-

late the principle of simultaneity. Whereas Ferguson questions the sequence 

of necessity, convenience, decoration/ornament,70 Millar eff ectively subscribes 

to it. He prioritizes meeting necessities to pursuing conveniences and he, simi-

larly, regards literature and science as subsequent to the attainment of leisure 

and affl  uence. In terms of Ferguson’s typology, for Millar the commercial arts 

do predate the fi ne arts. Millar also in this argument identifi es government and 

laws as emerging from the systemic need to regulate the complexities that are 

generated by the passions of ‘a large and opulent community’. While this echoes 

the responsiveness with which Ferguson had associated the political arts, Millar, 

even in his later treatment,71 never treats these arts as coeval with the ‘commer-

cial’ but a temporally subsequent expedient.

All this said, the diff erence here should not be overplayed. Th ey are both 

subscribers to the enterprise of delineating a ‘history of man’ (a phrase they both 

employ on numerous occasions throughout their writings). Accordingly, both 

Ferguson and Millar accept a developmental model, with a similar motif, the 

move from ignorance to knowledge, and a similar structure, the progress from 

concrete to abstract.72 For Millar implicitly dormant desires ‘awaken’ while for 

Ferguson ‘nothing that the human species ever attained in the latest period of its 

progress was altogether without a germ or principle from which it is derived in 

the earliest or more ancient state of mankind’.73 Nevertheless, diff erence there is 

and the principle of simultaneity lies at its heart. In addition, I want to suggest 

that this role played by the principle throws light on the moralism that is oft en 

attributed to Ferguson’s thought.
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Uneven Development and Critique

While Ferguson admittedly does not commit himself explicitly to the point, the 

implicit thrust of his argument is that the simultaneity of the arts, because they 

are equally natural, can underwrite judgments about their diff erential societal 

expression – some societies can develop one of the arts more than the others.74 

Th is unevenness provides him with some needed critical space, since it signals 

a distortion of the diff erent, yet equally rooted (and Providentially endorsed), 

expressions of human endeavour. Hence to occlude the fi ne arts is damaging and 

to neglect the political is injurious. It is the latter, of course, that looms largest in 

Ferguson’s work but it needs to be put ‘in context’. 

Although Ferguson’s commitment to ‘progress’ means that he is no funda-

mental critic of  ‘modern’ politics, we can discern at work a more subtle critique 

of commercial society than that proff ered by Rousseau and other civic republi-

cans. What the principle of simultaneity enables him to do is develop a critique 

of commercialism while recognizing it as an important, ineradicable compo-

nent of human life. We can recall that for him the ‘commercial arts’ have their 

source in the exigencies of human material life.  He accepts a major thrust of the 

Smith/Humean defence of commerce.75 Even in the Essay he notes when the 

‘merchant forgets his own interest to lay plans for the country … the solid basis of 

commerce is withdrawn’76 so that his later high praise for the Wealth of Nations 

represents no volte face. Additionally, as we have noted, he recognizes that ‘indus-

try’ is a proper outlet for the natural human proclivity to improve. His argument 

here thus means he does not indulge in the Rousseau-like critiques invoked in, 

for example, John Brown’s Estimate of the Manners and Principles of the Times 

(1758), John Gregory’s Comparative View (1765), Robert Wallace’s Disserta-

tion on the Numbers of Mankind (1753) and indeed Lord Kames’s Sketches on 

the History of Man (1774). Ferguson recognizes that their jeremiads are both 

intellectually and morally misplaced.  Nonetheless, because he does not privilege 

the commercial he is able to address the ‘corruptions’ that attend wealth (the 

product of commerce), and that so exercised Kames and the others, by drawing 

upon the equally exigent demands of human collective life that the political arts 

are developed to meet. Th e real danger in commerce is its ‘privatization’, divert-

ing humans away from, and thus undermining, the public sphere.77 Relatedly it 

is a danger in the intellectual arts’ that ‘too much abstraction tends to disqualify 

men for aff airs’.78 

Yet for all of Ferguson’s commitment to the political arts and despite his 

polemic against concentration on the commercial, the latter should not be 

repressed. Despite his admiration for Sparta,79 Ferguson does not in the end 

endorse their (or that of the ‘ancient Romans’80) eff orts to forbid commerce.81 

Such a proscription not only runs against the human ambition for better-
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ment, it also aims necessarily to impose equality. However, it can do so only by 

making a sharp qualitative distinction between citizens and slaves.82 Ferguson 

never countenances the unjustness of the Spartan or Roman practice of slavery; 

indeed slavery is a ‘violation of the law of nature’.83 Nor does he deny a connec-

tion between its presence and the absence of commerce.84 Notwithstanding the 

weight he attaches to the martial virtues he does not demur from Montesquieu’s 

doux commerce argument.85 Moreover, even if this is more emphatic in his later 

writings, liberty ‘consists in the communication of safety to all, nothing could be 

more repugnant to it than the violation of right in any part in order to level the 

whole’.86 And this basic liberty is available, given proper political arrangements, 

in a society where the commercial arts are practised. 

In the same vein, and of equal moment, is his argument that since the fi ne 

arts are coeval with politics in human endeavour then the Roman and Spartan 

policy toward those must not be endorsed. Th ese polities may have reprobated 

the fi ne arts, or even in Sparta’s case with regard to decoration excluded them, 

but these policies did not ‘secure the foundations of private or public felicity’.87 

Th e policy is injurious because, in line with the principle of simultaneity, the fi ne 

arts are as fundamental as the political and, as such, are of equal worth. Th e com-

mon source of this worth, as always in Ferguson, is Providential Design. It is this 

that underlies his declaration that so deeply rooted is the disposition to decorate, 

invent and imitate that the ‘fi ne arts will ever make a part of the unrestrained 

progress of human nature’.88 He elaborates by means of an instructive metaphor 

– ‘the monuments of art produced in one age remain with the ages that follow; 

and serve as a kind of ladder by which the human faculties … [arrive] at those 

heights of ingenious discernment and elegant choice’.89  

By in this way linking the fabrication of the fi ne arts to the generic human 

capacity to progress he is able, further, to identify the incipient danger to which 

they are prone. Given the common source of all arts then the danger is the same. 

Just as tranquillity is a threat to political liberty90 and lassitude or enervation 

undermines the eff orts to further commercial betterment91 so it is only when 

humans ‘acquiesce in the enjoyment of what is supplied’ that their (fi ne) artistic 

improvement falters.92 In all the arts it is the ‘enjoyment’ of fruits without the 

expenditure of eff ort to attain them that runs foul of the active genius of man-

kind.93

Conclusion

Th e argument of this essay can be summarized as follows. Ferguson postu-

lates the value-laden presence in human nature of a universal generic principle 

of progressiveness. He also holds that it follows that ‘art’ as the application or 

expression of that principle is thus ‘natural’. Th e consequence Ferguson draws 
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from this is that the three chief types of art that he identifi es – the commercial, 

political and fi ne – are coeval. Given their common source, and its postulated 

normativity, if developments in one of these arts seem to inhibit the expression 

of another then it can be criticized. Th is enables Ferguson to criticize Sparta 

for privileging the political over the fi ne and criticize commercial societies for 

emasculating the political. As a pervasive feature of the whole of his thought, the 

latter argument is made more noisily or vehemently than the former.94 What is 

less commonly noted is that this criticism does not mean that he conceptually 

privileges the political. He is indeed alarmed by developments in the commer-

cial arts that seem to him to sideline it but, unlike Rousseau for example, this is 

not because commerce per se is corrupting. Rather in virtue of his ‘principle of 

simultaneity’ the political and the commercial are on the same footing, both are 

arts that are natural to man.
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9 FERGUSON ON THE UNINTENDED 
EMERGENCE OF SOCIAL ORDER

Eugene Heath

In the title of an essay published just over four decades ago, F. A. Hayek abridged 

the words of Adam Ferguson to epitomize the idea that there are benefi cial social 

outcomes that are neither the immediate result of nature nor the artifi cial prod-

uct of a designing mind. Th e words employed – the results of human action but 

not of human design1 – are drawn from a section of Ferguson’s work, An Essay on 

the History of Civil Society, in which he elaborates on how structures of society, 

including institutions and forms of government, derive not from the specula-

tions and reason of individuals or from the foresight of some great legislator but 

from the actions of individuals.

Every step and every movement of the multitude, even in what are termed enlight-

ened ages, are made with equal blindness to the future; and nations stumble upon 

establishments, which are indeed the result of human action, but not the execution 

of any human design. 2

Ferguson’s remarkable précis suggests a striking and powerful idea. It may seem 

paradoxical, therefore, that at the close of the sentence he appends a citation to the 

Memoirs of Cardinal De Retz, a man so infl uenced by Niccolò Machiavelli that 

he believed that great men could infl uence the course of history! 3 Of course, in a 

strict sense Ferguson’s statement does not preclude such a possibility.  In any case, 

however, the idea of this passage is not unique to Ferguson, for it is explored in 

varying degrees and contexts by other thinkers of the eighteenth century, including 

Bernard Mandeville, David Hume and Adam Smith. Nonetheless, it is Ferguson 

who, more than his friends Hume or Smith, seems intrigued by the idea.

Scholars have long noted how some thinkers of the eighteenth century use or 

allude to the concept of unintended emergence. Before Hayek, Gladys Bryson 

pointed out how one of Ferguson’s most salient ideas was that of the growth of 

culture over time.4 In his account of conjectural history, H. H. Höpfl  describes 

the idea of unintended consequences as one of the ‘crowning glories of Scottish 
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philosophy’.5 Ronald Hamowy maintains that the concept of the unintended 

emergence of social order is ‘possibly the single most spectacular contribution to 

social philosophy of the Scottish Enlightenment’.6 More recently, Christopher J. 

Berry, David Allan, Lisa Hill and Craig Smith have each described the impor-

tance of the idea to Ferguson’s overall historical and social outlook.7 Yet despite 

the seeming signifi cance of this idea, it is not as if Ferguson sets forth an explicit 

or systematic theory of the process of unintended emergence or a clear statement 

as to the sorts of outcomes that might so result. Yet it is possible to reconstruct 

from his texts a more systematic statement.

Such a reconstruction is the aim of this essay. Indeed, I shall contend that 

the idea of spontaneous or unintended emergence should be understood to 

include the very development of norms (morals and manners), as these manifest 

themselves in patterns of judgments or appraisal. In this sense, Ferguson’s enter-

prise bears comparison to the thought of Hume or Smith. However, unlike their 

theories in his account, Ferguson posits no sort of ‘mechanism’ (no specifi c psy-

chological process) that functions as a coordinating device so as to bring about 

orderly states out of diverse and disordered acts. Instead of counting on some 

such mechanism, Ferguson’s implicit theory of unintended social order relies on 

the various and multiple actions of individuals. Within the Fergusonian frame-

work there are reasons to conclude that unintended patterns may, over time, 

prove benefi cial; however, such a thesis remains contingent unless one resorts to 

a providential form that acts outside history.

Th e Eighteenth-Century Context

David Allan has recently pointed out how Ferguson’s appeal to unintended 

outcomes refl ects the legacy of a Scots historiographical tradition in which the 

idea of causality is taken up as an essential principle in the exploration of the 

development of society. In the work of such seventeenth-century historians as 

David Hume of Godscroft  and Sir Robert Gordon of Gordonstoun, Allan fi nds 

a curiosity about the way in which causes operate in spite of human intention 

and will. Th e works of such historians, Allan attests, were known to Ferguson, 

and like them, he too maintains that there are historical connections that are not 

the eff ects of agents’ intentions.8 

However, it is the notorious Bernard Mandeville who is among the fi rst of the 

eighteenth-century thinkers to draw the distinction between intention and eff ect. 

Th e interaction of self-interested individuals each intending to secure their private 

good (vice), might nonetheless bring about a public good: Private Vices, Publick 

Benefi ts.9 Mandeville utilized this distinction not only in his account of the ben-

efi ts of commerce but also in articulating a specifi cally evolutionary account of the 

unintended emergence of morals and manners. For Mandeville, praise and fl attery 
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function as the means by which a diversity of actions (and passions) are so coor-

dinated that uniform expectations of conduct emerge – moral standards.10 Like 

Ferguson, both Hume and Smith each reject Mandeville’s assumption of egoism, 

but they too attempt a causal account of morals. In each of their frameworks one 

can isolate a universal phenomenon that serves as a law-like device that generates 

unintended outcomes out of individual interaction.

Some scholars have noted how in his explanation of the genesis of conven-

tions of justice, Hume suggests that the rules governing property arise in an 

unintended manner.11 Along with that theory, Hume also posits, in A Treatise 

of Human Nature, a universal force, emanating from human nature (and thus 

present in all societies), that can operate in an unintended manner to bring 

about a consensus of value and opinion. Th e associative process of sympathy can 

serve as a coordinating device by which individuals in proximity to one another 

unintentionally come to share similar sentiments of value regarding qualities of 

character useful or agreeable either to self or to others.12 Hume describes how 

there is ‘No quality of human nature … more remarkable’ than sympathy and 

that  ‘To this principle we ought to ascribe the great uniformity we may observe 

in the humours and turn of thinking of those of the same nation’.13 In the same 

passage Hume contends that such uniformity is more likely a result of sympathy 

than of ‘the soil and climate’. Th is perspective is repeated in his essay of 1748, ‘Of 

National Characters’.14 Th ere, Hume argues that physical causes (such as temper-

ature and climate) cannot explain diff erences in the characters of nation. Even 

if some diff erences result from fi xed moral causes, such as government or eco-

nomic conditions, sympathy may also explain the similitude of manners.15 (On 

this subject of climate, it is worth recalling that Ferguson is less inclined to agree 

with Hume than with the Baron de Montesquieu. Ferguson admits that climate 

constitutes a physical cause that may infl uence conduct, but he is not optimistic 

that we can discern the ways in which it aff ects the organs or our behaviour.)16

Among other eighteenth-century thinkers, Henry Home, Lord Kames, also 

maintained an interest in the historical development of law and social institu-

tions, and seemed to admit that moral diff erences may be found ‘among diff erent 

nations, and even in the same nation at diff erent periods’.17 However, it is in 

Adam Smith’s Th eory of Moral Sentiments, that one locates a moral psychology 

that helps to coordinate into uniformity or consensus the diverse passions and 

actions of individuals. According to Smith, individuals employ their imagi-

nations in order to achieve a mutual sympathy with others. To sympathize 

with another is to share the same emotions, feelings or passions as the other; 

the occurrence of sympathy generates a judgment of moral approval. In other 

words, the desire for sympathy motivates individuals to adopt, momentarily, at 

least some of the character, values and interests of the person with whom they 

are attempting to sympathize. From a situation in which there is no normative 
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consensus, the innumerable instances of adjustments and alterations of the sym-

pathetic imagination will gradually generate a uniformity of moral point of view. 

With the emergence of this standard point of view, that of the impartial specta-

tor, certain passions come to be seen as appropriate for certain conditions or 

circumstances. Th e passions that are not judged appropriate are precisely those 

with which individuals do not sympathize.18

Each of Mandeville, Hume and Smith suggests that at least some elements of 

a society’s moral code may result in an unintended fashion. Each posits some fea-

ture or mechanism of human psychology that serves to coordinate the disparate 

actions and reactions of individuals in such a way that a normative consensus 

will emerge. But what sort of phenomena and what sort of explanations are we 

invoking when we seek to explain the results of human action but not of human 

design? Th at is the topic to be explored next.

Unintended Order, Unintended Emergence

Ferguson’s idea of the unintended – which scholars have referred to variously 

as the heterogeneity of ends,19 spontaneous generation20 or spontaneous order21 

– ranges over a variety of institutions and social practices. Th e terms employed to 

discuss these phenomena sometimes refer to a process, sometimes to an outcome 

and sometimes to an explanation of the emergence of the outcome. In the case of 

Ferguson, his allusions to the unintended, like that of other eighteenth-century 

thinkers, refer both to outcome and process. We turn now to outline the general 

contour of these concepts.

 A spontaneously ordered outcome is one species of the larger genus of unin-

tended consequences. In other words there are a variety of unintended eff ects 

that are not part of the range of spontaneous orders. Aft er all, almost any event 

or occurrence is an unintended consequence of someone’s action. Th e subject 

matter of Ferguson’s appeal is some orderly pattern of conduct that has come 

into being without that pattern being part of the intention of the agents whose 

actions have generated it. In a quite general sense, an order is a set of elements 

and the relations among these elements. In the case of particular social orders 

– for example, norms or institutions – the elements are individuals who bear to 

one another certain steady and reliable patterns of conduct or behavior (includ-

ing linguistic behavior). An outcome that is spontaneously derived is, therefore, 

not just some single event or eff ect but a state of aff airs that manifests some com-

plexity.22 Such complexity refers not so much to size or scale but to the elements 

of the order and their manner and types of relations. It would seem to be the 

case, then, that a normative pattern of conduct and appraisal would constitute 

a complex order.
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What sort of process might be involved in spontaneous or unintended 

generation? Since the outcome must exhibit complexity, that suggests that 

it is not some single event or ‘the cumulative outcome of similar actions per-

formed simultaneously or consecutively by a number of actors’.23 If the eff ect 

were but the summary of the similar actions of individuals responding to simi-

lar circumstances, then that result would not be of interest. Moreover, a process 

of unintended emergence does not acquire interest until it can be shown that 

it is not merely a train of events but a sequence or accumulation that also has 

some connection with a law-like proposition. Unless that can be shown, then the 

series is but a causal chain, no diff erent perhaps than the assertion in the nursery 

rhyme, ‘For want of a nail the shoe was lost…’ In other words, a causal series that 

extends from A to some (unintended) outcome O is an example of a spontane-

ous emergence only if the outcome O has some complexity and its emergence can 

be explained in terms of some law-like process. In the case of a social order we 

should want to explain such a series, or its outcome O, as involving agents whose 

various actions, in conjunction with (or as an expression of ) a law-like proposi-

tion, generate that outcome O. 

In addition, the process by which these orders are wrought may be under-

stood either as aggregative or cumulative. Th e fi rst type of case occurs in a 

relatively discrete slice of time: Various agents, having taken into account the 

actions and decisions of others, act in such a way that a complex and unin-

tended state of aff airs emerges rather quickly. On the other hand, the order 

could be a cumulative product in which the action of a person at one point in 

time is followed by the actions of others, perhaps in diff ering circumstances; 

together these acts gradually bring about an outcome that no party intended. 

Over time the accumulation of discrete actions brings about some new state 

of aff airs, institution or practice. Th us, an explanation of the unintentional 

emergence of a complex pattern should show that it arises unintentionally (or 

‘spontaneously’) from some conditions or circumstances and that, in conjunc-

tion with some law-like statement, it does so by the actions of agents who do 

not intend to bring it about.

It is the cumulative model of unintended growth over time that shall be our 

focus. Of course, Ferguson’s language sometimes puts forward, as Berry suggests, 

a mere train of causes, as when he links ‘What was in one generation a propen-

sity to herd with the species,’ with ‘a principle of national union …’24 emerging in 

a later age. In another instance, Ferguson writes that the very same policy that 

has reduced the power of feudal lords generates the consequence of increasing 

the power of the sovereign. On other, and perhaps more numerous, occasions he 

expresses more clearly the assumptions of a theory of spontaneous emergence 

over time. Th us does he characterize various phenomena –including the institu-

tion of property25 – as outcomes of slow and gradual progress26 or as emerging in 
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slow degrees.27 Of course, the mere fact that some outcome emerges in degrees 

or as a result of slow progress does not establish that the outcome is unintended. 

But Ferguson’s point must be taken in light of his rejection both of the ‘Great 

Man’ theory of history28 and of the very notion that a government or consti-

tution could be instituted from a plan.29 More generally, Ferguson’s appeal to 

slow or piecemeal change occurs in reference to the unintended,30 or with an 

eye to how some projects emerge from the instincts, not from the speculations, 

of men.31

Among the outcomes described as unintended are such institutions as lan-

guage, property and particular forms of government. Along with these examples 

are those of particular laws (emerging for example out of confl ict), virtues and 

dispositions, as well as the ethos of a social order as a whole. For example, the 

disposition to industry, or industriousness, is also acquired by many and by slow 

degrees,32 just as commerce may bring about the virtues of punctuality, enterprise, 

and liberality. 33 From instinctive feelings there may arise integrity and candour, 

and from the very contagion of society itself, an esteem for what is honourable 

and praise-worthy.34 Regarding improvements of technology or craft , he writes, 

‘Th e steps which lead to perfection are many; and we are at a loss on whom to 

bestow the greatest share of our praise; on the fi rst or on the last who may have 

bore a part in the progress’.35

Fania Oz-Salzberger contends that Ferguson’s interest in unintended order 

had limits: ‘he considered it applicable to technological and institutional proc-

esses far more than to moral issues.’36 Yet it would be diffi  cult to deny that the 

framework that Ferguson puts forth is, in fact, widely applied and plausibly 

suited to underpin his understanding of moral improvement and diversity. One 

of the most energetic Ferguson scholars, Lisa Hill,37 noting a range of examples, 

suggests that they include ‘Standards of merit, ethics, national sentiments, the 

sentiments governing our social and emotional relationships’; in this way, she 

explains, ‘the moral sentiments are partly socially constructed’.38 In her most 

recent account, she describes Ferguson as setting forth a two-tiered model in 

which the lower or fi rst tier concerns the activity of individuals motivated by 

specifi c and limited aims. Th eir actions, functioning as effi  cient causes, gradually 

bring about outcomes that were not intended or foreseen. At the second tier, 

that of the social system,39 the benefi cial nature of spontaneous outcomes, she 

says, appears as the result of providential design working at the holistic level.40 

Ferguson’s Moral Th eory and Th e Emergence of Norms

Th e normative phenomena that emerge over time are manners and patterns of 

moral appraisal about human qualities (including virtues); from these patterns 

of appraisal, moral standards arise. Yet, as previously noted, Ferguson does not 
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postulate some particular psychological operation that either communicates or 

aggregates disparate sentiments. It is interesting to consider this in light of two 

features of Ferguson’s philosophy. An appeal to a psychological mechanism, such 

as a process of sympathy (whether of the sort illuminated by Hume or the agree-

ment of passions stipulated by Smith), introduces into an explanation a certain 

element of conjecture or supposition. It may be simple enough to describe how 

some process of sympathy may work in the case of a spectator and agent, but 

this same process must be replicated innumerable times if that mechanism is to 

serve a coordinating function. Such a process requires some imaginative suppo-

sition which, though not without grounds or reason, might have been rejected 

by Ferguson. Aft er all, he claims to forswear the use of conjecture in his natural 

history of society.41 Secondly, Ferguson complains, in his Principles of Moral and 

Political Science and in a later manuscript essay, that Smith’s use of the notion 

of sympathy to explain moral judgment, leads us ‘to explain the known by the 

unknown’.42 By implication, then, Ferguson’s appeal to unintended processes 

should invoke concepts that are clear rather than obscure, factual rather than 

conjectural. In order to grasp how these processes might work, let us fi rst revisit 

Ferguson’s moral theory, taking into view what he says about moral appraisal and 

the objects of appraisal.

From his earliest work in the Institutes of Moral Philosophy, it was clear that, 

for Ferguson, true moral judgments were objectively so and that the objects 

of these judgments were qualities of mind.43 In the later Principles, Ferguson 

devotes some attention to the question of moral judgment, rejecting any plea to 

reason alone, arguing against any instrumental calculation of utility, and dismiss-

ing Adam Smith’s invocation of sympathy. Towards the close of that discussion, 

he admits that, ‘It is diffi  cult to name the power by which man is enabled to 

distinguish between right and wrong…’44 However, in recognizing that approba-

tion infl uences the will, he nonetheless concludes that moral approval must be 

related to some particular sort of sentiment. (He does not, however, grant that 

this is tantamount to some ‘moral sense’, as fi rst urged by Lord Shaft esbury and 

developed by Francis Hutcheson, for that vocabulary should be employed only 

as a fi gurative expression of a capacity of moral discernment, not as a means of 

explaining the judgment itself. 45) 

Even if moral approbation springs from some sentiment, the qualities of 

mind that are the objects of approbation do not depend on subjective sentiment 

for their moral properties. Rather, the moral sentiment cognizes or apprehends 

right and wrong as these are manifested in real moral qualities of mind.46 (One 

reason for the paucity of discussion lies in the fact that Ferguson oft en takes for 

granted certain basic moral distinctions and, consequently, he has less interest 

in probing their underlying grounds than in delineating issues relevant to the 

more practical normative question of the end of man.) Th us, he affi  rms that the 
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general lines of right and wrong, good and bad are easily discerned, even as the 

‘multiplicity of Particulars’47 sometimes makes it diffi  cult to render a moral judg-

ment.48)

Ferguson states that moral science requires ‘some general expression of what 

is good’49 but the determination of that requires knowledge both of human 

nature and of human circumstance.50 What is Ferguson’s normative moral the-

ory? In his view, ‘the important and Genuine Question of Moral Philosophy [is] 

de fi nibus, or what is the End’51. In suggesting that how we ought to live is, in part, 

a function of who we are – our human nature52 – he sketches a type of perfec-

tionism in which he proposes, within the broader framework of a providentially 

ordered universe, that certain qualities or characteristics are good in themselves 

and, accordingly, that the best life is one which attempts to develop progressively 

these qualities. Because these traits are suffi  cient for happiness, there is no con-

fl ict between goodness and self-interest. 

However, our moral knowledge is not a priori knowledge but is acquired in 

history via the interplay of circumstance and human nature. Of human nature, 

Ferguson discerns three laws, that of self-preservation, that of society, and that 

of progression, and it is out of these that moral good is derived. As a matter of 

human nature we are capable of desires and evaluations distinct from animalistic 

concerns or narrow self-interest.53 Th e ‘basis of a moral nature’ is inborn; from 

that feature alone, Ferguson rejects Mandeville’s account of morals as being born 

of vice.54 What is this disposition? In the Essay, Ferguson states that the amicable 

disposition is the foundation of morals.55 If this or some other quality consti-

tutes some innate moral sensibility (not to be identifi ed with some moral sense), 

then how is that sensibility developed? In other words, in what sense are morals 

subject to unintended emergence? Before turning to discuss a framework for 

this, I off er two points in defence of my interpretation.

If we take into account how Ferguson characterizes the evolution of lan-

guage, we can see how he views the development of morals. Just as some form of 

communication is coeval with society, so is some basic moral sensibility. Th us, 

Ferguson accepts as a natural or innate characteristic that some particular looks, 

movements, or gestures can be understood without ‘any previous convention 

or agreement of the parties’56 and that it is out of these natural signs that we 

elaborate other ‘arbitrary signs of speech, or of written characters’57 He writes 

‘we must suppose human nature, in its lowest state, competent to the use of them 

[parts of speech]; and, without the intervention of uncommon genius, mankind, 

in a succession of ages, qualifi ed to accomplish in detail this amazing fabric of 

language, which, when raised to its height, appears so much above what could 

be ascribed to any simultaneous eff ort of the most sublime and comprehensive 

abilities’.58 Just as there is an innate ability to develop a language, so there is an 

ability to develop and progress morally. But this is no mere speculation, for there 
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is no society that has not enjoyed some basic moral distinctions, even as these 

may grow into a ‘more enlarged, luminous, and comprehensive system’.59

If the manners of diverse ages and geographic locations were all the same, 

both in type and in token, that might constitute some prima facie evidence, that 

moral norms are derived in some direct manner from some innate sensibility. 

Th ere would be, in other words, nothing to explain. But Ferguson clearly and 

consistently recognizes some sort of diversity, noting how distinct societies val-

orize and admire distinct goods.60 In the Institutes he devotes several sections to 

this topic, noting that the diversity arises from the way in which distinct circum-

stances may aff ect judgement (diff erence of the case), diff erences of opinion, and 

diff erences in interpreting certain indiff erent acts. Th is would seem to suggest 

that even if there is some general knowledge of good and evil, the particular 

tokens of these types may diff er across ages and societies. Th us, if we assume 

that there is some original moral sensibility – perhaps registered in some general 

types of benevolence, wisdom, or courage – then the particular moral tokens of 

that sensibility may diff er in content, tone, and rank.

If we can assume that moral norms can emerge unintentionally, then how 

might we reconstruct the framework of their emergence? Such an explanation 

must include some description of the initial circumstances, along with some law-

like propositions that will explain how the actions of agents could generate some 

outcome that we call a moral norm of appraisal. Let us take the circumstances 

and the law-like expressions, and use these to consider the abstract framework of 

Ferguson’s implicit theory.

Th e Framework of an Explanation

In setting out a framework, we draw primarily from Ferguson’s Essay. Although 

this framework is applied, in this instance, to the development of morals and 

manners, it is suffi  ciently general that it might also apply to other kinds of 

outcomes, including, for example, institutions. Th e framework limned below 

stipulates certain essential elements, all present in Ferguson’s natural history of 

society: circumstances, law-like propositions, and a process by which a complex 

outcome (uniformity of moral appraisal) might be achieved.

Circumstances 

Th ere are two senses in which one might conceive the initial circumstances of 

an unintended evolution of norms. Th ere is fi rst the rudimentary (or original) 

condition that, Ferguson maintains, should not be conceived as a state of nature: 

‘Mankind are to be taken in groupes, as they have always subsisted’, 61 and the 

family is the fi rst or ‘elementary form of society’.62 A second and more fl uid sense 

of ‘circumstances’ refers to any set of factual conditions from which an expla-

nation begins. In either of these cases, of course, the unintended emergence of 
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moral norms occurs against a prior background of normative aims and purposes, 

as well as social and economic conditions, all of which may infl uence in various 

and contingent ways. 

Ferguson off ers summary, if not inchoate, accounts of ‘stages’ of social 

development, each of which – savagery, barbarism, and polished commercial 

ages – manifest a particular social, economic, and moral character. Presum-

ably, each stage, along with structures and norms within each stage, emerges 

in some unintended fashion. Each of these has a particular social, economic 

and moral character. Granting the distinction between moral or physical 

causes, and admitting that extremes of climate have particular (and negative) 

infl uences on political and social life,63 are there other fi xed or physical deter-

minants that are critical? Although other fi xed physical features may aff ect 

opinion and sentiment, including physical need, scarcity and so on, it is not 

clear that these alone determine the content of the norms of appraisal. Some-

thing else is needed.

If we turn to moral or social causes, then we should discover, alongside our 

natural moral sensibility, some features of society that work in tandem with, 

but are distinct from, the actual moral norms of a particular epoch. What does 

Ferguson suggest? Here we might introduce a distinction between prevailing cir-

cumstances throughout any epoch, stage-relative circumstances, and incidental 

circumstances. Th e prevailing circumstances are those general circumstances of 

society that aff ect change or progress across all epochs (e.g. that we use language, 

that we are born into families; that there are social hierarchies or stratifi cations); 

stage-relative conditions would be the moral norms or facts that infl uence con-

duct within a particular stage or period; incidental circumstances are other 

causes or events that aff ect change in some particular society or for some par-

ticular person.

Setting aside both the prevailing and incidental conditions, there are various 

stage-relative conditions that aff ect the generation of specifi c norms or manners. 

For example, in commercial societies, the division of labour encourages the norm 

of industriousness.64 Th e very population of growing cities can ‘tend to corrupt 

the lowest orders of men’,65 just as commercial societies may render it more likely 

that the pursuit of particular vocations ‘serves, in some measure, to break the 

bands of society … [so that]society is made to consist of parts, of which none is 

animated with the spirit of society itself ’.66

Law-like statements

Ferguson contends that there are laws of the will: self-preservation, society and 

progress. We may take these, as well as another element of human nature, to be 

law-like in that they purport to be both empirical and universal. Taking into 

account that all agents must, in various ways, preserve themselves, what is most 
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crucial to an account of the unintended emergence of norms are the laws of 

society and progress. Th e law of society would seem to include a fundamental 

disposition to adhere to the group67; a certain natural and unrefl ective ease in 

the communication of passions and sentiments68; a propensity to imitate oth-

ers; an ability to learn (in the sense of ‘improve’) via ‘example and intercourse’;69 

and a receptivity to encouragement and praise. Th ese are general and prevailing 

tendencies of human nature essential to the social and individual formation of 

character – for better or ill.70 Ferguson, for example, states that our passions and 

sentiments are aff ected by the passions (etc) of others; even so, it is not clear 

how he understands this to occur or to what extent it is accidental. He men-

tions that we are drawn to others and imitate them; that we ‘improve by example 

and intercourse’; 71 and that we may alter our conduct ‘in proportion as [we] 

are encouraged and directed to act on the maxims of freedom and justice…’72 

(Whereas Ferguson writes, ‘Mere acquaintance and habitude nourish aff ection, 

and the experience of society brings every passion of the human mind upon its 

side’,73 a philosopher such as Hume would account for these twin phenomena 

with reference to the association of ideas and sympathy).

Beyond this social tendency, Ferguson delineates another complementary, 

if not countervailing and law-like tendency, variously referred to as that of 

confl ict or opposition. Th ese terms suggest a disposition that complements 

one’s attachment to society as a whole, and may be understood to suggest the 

tendency to oppose others and to distinguish ourselves. Ferguson delineates 

this tendency in terms of the poles of friend and enemy, countryman and for-

eigner, but he also applies it to less global concerns. For example, he suggests 

that the public good is oft en best achieved by challenge and opposition: ‘Lib-

erty is maintained by the continued diff erences and oppositions of numbers, 

not by their concurring zeal in behalf of equitable government’.74 He notes too 

that we seem to ‘embrace the occasions of mutual opposition, with alacrity 

and pleasure’.75 Aft er all, ‘We are fond of distinctions; we place ourselves in 

opposition, and quarrel under denominations of faction and party, without 

any material subject of controversy’.76

Th ere are two additional law-like propositions, one of habit, the other of 

progress or ambition. Th e very idea of habit serves to preserve a norm.  Ferguson 

contends that habit can ‘reconcile man to what was once disagreeable’.77 Habits 

are particular to distinct societies even as ‘the sentiments themselves, whether of 

benevolence towards men, or devotion to God, retain their distinctive quality 

under all the variations of external expression’.78

Alongside habit is a tendency to progress and improvement. Th is may also 

be construed as ambition. Ambition, Ferguson explains, is a species of ‘settled 

or habitual desire’,79 grounded in the natural propensity to excel, a desire that, 

‘is one of the most powerful of the human Breast’.80 In a section of Principles of 
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Moral and Political Science devoted entirely to this topic, Ferguson employs the 

defi nition of Samuel Johnson (‘the Desire of something higher than is possessed 

at present’), to note that ambition is ‘not satiated with any given measure of 

gratifi cation’.81  Ferguson explains,

Th e life and activity of intelligent being consists in the consciousness or perception 

of an improveable state, and in the eff ort to operate upon it for the better. Th is con-

stitutes an unremitting principle of ambition in human nature. Men have diff erent 

objects, and succeed unequally in the pursuit of them: But every person, in one sense 

or another, is earnest to better himself. 82 

Ambition operates in a variety of arenas and towards disparate ends, but Fergu-

son maintains that there is a ‘genuine’ and primary object of ambition, namely, 

moral qualities,83 the realization of which constitutes the true end of the human 

being. Nonetheless, even when ambition is not aimed toward its true end, it 

remains a powerful and generally benefi cent propensity and even if ‘aimed at 

a mistaken end [which may include distinction or honor], [it may] neverthe-

less occasion the improvement of faculties …’ 84 Much less than Hume or Smith, 

Ferguson articulates a mode of ambition that draws less from the audience or 

spectator than from a sense of the degrees of excellence discernable within any 

fi eld of endeavour.

Process 

Th us do we have four law-like tendencies: one to initiate (ambition); one to 

communicate (society); one to preserve (habit); and one to distinguish and 

challenge (confl ict). Given these tendencies, it is not entirely without justifi ca-

tion that Ferguson could consider the ‘establishments of men’ to be ‘suggested 

by nature’ and to arise ‘from successive improvements that were made, without 

any sense of their general eff ect’.85 Our moral sensibility inclines us to receive and 

accept appraisals and to habituate and interalize them; however, our ambition 

moves us to initiate change under the guise of improvements. Th ese changes, 

in turn, may be challenged by those who adhere to a given habit. But others 

may also perceive the changes as improvements and imitate them. Th rough this 

process of trial and error – fueled and guided by a dialectic of ambition, social 

communication, habituation, and challenge – particular norms of appraisal 

emerge and moral standards are set. None of this suggests that whatever emerges 

is right. However whatever is right bears that rightness in relation to the norms 

that have emerged.

But how might these outcomes be unintended? How could there be no sense 

of their general eff ect? Here Ferguson adopts an epistemic outlook that is both 

local and limited. In other words, the agent is typically engaged by his local cir-

cumstance as these aff ect his capacity to improve. What engages the intellect 
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are the ‘wants and necessities they have to supply, the inconveniences they have 

to remove, or the advantages which are placed in their view; as the spur which 

nature applies to excite and to direct their exertions’.86 Of course, we are averse 

to admitting such, for ‘In accounting for actions we oft en forget that we our-

selves have acted; and instead of the sentiments which stimulate the mind in 

the presence of its object, we assign as the motives of conduct with men, those 

considerations which occur in the hours of retirement and cold refl ection.’87 An 

epistemology that discounts speculation and reasoning88 would seem compat-

ible with Ferguson’s iteration that the achievements of the species ‘are generally 

formed by degrees’89 Th us the species as well as the individual can be said to 

progress, but the ‘steps are progressive and slow; and his force, like the power 

of a spring, silently presses on every resistance; an eff ect is sometimes produced 

before the cause is perceived; and with all his talent for projects, his work is oft en 

accomplished before the plan is devised’.90

We have now a framework in place, albeit quite a general one. Given some 

set of circumstances, the prevailing conditions, along with the law-like processes, 

may ensure that some small incremental change will be imitated or carried out 

by others. Th is change may then spread to the larger group or be abandoned 

entirely. However, the acting agents, as Ferguson suggests, are not too ambitious! 

Th at is to say, they do not have in mind the more general idea of eff ecting some 

improvement or alternation of a given norm. What they have in mind is some 

more local improvement.91 (Of course, it is possible that under a diff erent sort 

of explanation, agents would have grand ideals that they are constantly failing 

to put into eff ect. Th is account would not be incompatible with some theory of 

spontaneous order, even if it is inconsistent with Ferguson’s.)

With this framework in mind, I append a brief and speculative coda. In the 

Essay, in his discussion of the corruption that may occur in polished or commer-

cial societies, Ferguson pauses to note that,

Corruption, however, does not arise from the abuse of commercial arts alone; it 

requires the aid of political situation; and is not produced by the objects that occupy 

a sordid and mercenary spirit, without the aid of circumstances that enable men to 

indulge in safety any mean disposition they have acquired.92 

Ferguson intimates here that abusive, and therefore inappropriate, norms, may 

prevail when there is not the sort of challenge that comes from opposition. For 

in this case one is able to ‘indulge in safety’ the sort of conduct that should be 

challenged.  In other words, if the framework just limned is, eff ectively, one of 

trial and error, then the conditions that allow for such experimentation must be 

in place to fi lter out moral excrescences. None of this denies, of course, that other 

unintended practices can be harmful or wrong. Ferguson admits as much.93
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Concluding Remarks 

As I have reconstructed things, Ferguson is framing a history of objective morals 

as these acquire their objectivity in a contingent manner: Out of a series of con-

tingencies and law-like processes, an objective set of moral standards emerges. 

Unlike Hume or Smith he has not isolated one specifi c feature of human psy-

chology that would serve to aggregate or coordinate disparate phenomena. Th e 

particular contingency of Ferguson’s framework renders it appealing, at least if 

we doubt that there is some universal ‘mechanism’ such as Hume’s sympathy or 

Smith’s imaginative process of sympathy. Th is contingency also reveals how Fer-

guson’s account is pre-eminently historical. But why should we countenance his 

appeal to society, habit, ambition, and opposition? Unless we accept his provi-

dentialism, there is no guarantee that these propensities of human nature will 

so function as to ensure progress. Nonetheless, those interested in contingency 

theories of moral development should consider Ferguson as an intelligent, pro-

vocative and worthy contributor. Th ere are, aft er all, few guarantees in life.
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